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VERG E
by: Fred R. Lesser

(Published in 'Tell' - Journal of the A.H.P.S., Aug. 1975)
...  pronounced 'vairjay', this French word means 'irregular weave'.It is an expression primarily used in the manufacturing process of textiles andwoven textures. By 'irregular weave', the weaver refers to the irregularity inthe texture of a woven material due to the bunching-up or gaping of threads.By the stretch of the philatelist's imagination, i verg4 1 may also denote'irregular ahading t . But there is not such a thing as verg4 paper, only 

'verge

imprinted paper, i.e. paper which carries the imprint of an irregular texturepattern as absorbed under great pressure. Such paper when held up again thelight shows a watermark-like pattern and in the majority of cases, this patternconsists of parallel lines of varying capacity.
To understand this phenomenon, reference to specific stamp printingprocess techniques cannot be avoided. In the first place, 'verd'eimprintedstamp paper can only originate (as a kind of printing process defect) in a rotaryrecess printing-press. The emphasis lies on two technological definitions:rotary and recess.

The basic principle of a rotary printing-press is widely known and maynot require detailed explaining on this occasion.  However, it must be noted thatmost pre- 4 War II European, and especially German designed rotary recessprinting-presses effected the transfer of the inked. (negative) engraving on theform-cylinder onto the stamp paper by counter pressure provided by a counter-pressure cylinder with a pressure absorbing surface. This pressure absorbingsurface allowed for the stamp paper to be 'forced' into the inked recesses of theengraved stamp designs on the form-cylinder. The advantage of a rotary recessprinting-press is the continuity of operation and its high degree of reliability.
The surface material which covers the counter-pressure cylinder - alsoknown as the under-blanket in the printing trade - was in those pre-World War IIdays a specially woven felt with thin layers of rubber between each felt layermaking the covering into a kind of multi-layer material. Later, a

.
technique wasevolved whereby the felt was impregnated with rubber thus forming a homogeneousfelt-rubber composite material.

The first rotary recess printing-press used by the Swiss Mint for theprinting of engraved stamps was manufactured in Germany and was installed in Bernsome time in 1936. It was a very sophisticated equipment even allowing foretched and engraved :printing combined. However, after the outbreak of WorldWar II, the Mint could no longer obtain the covering material for the counter-pressure cylinders and had to resort to copying the German material in Switzerland.This was not an easy task. Yarn size, yarn strength, texture density and rubberlayer
.
wafering presented enormous problems.  It must be remembered that thecounter-pressure cylinder rotates at great speed and that its surface coveringmust absorb considerable pressure at the same time.  Very soon, the 'home-made'felts gave way to texture bunching and it was this texture bunching that trans-ferred itself onto the moistened stamp paper and produced the imprinted 'verge'pattern effect.

As the counter-pressure cylinder rotates in parallelism with the stampdesign carrying form-cylinder, any irregularity in the surface material of thecounter-pressure cylinder would imprint itself in a parallel pattern or 90 0 to thevertical edge of the stamp. Occasionally and very occasionally indeed, the
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VERGE (Continued)

'verge' condition of the felt resulted in
a diagonal imprint on the stamp paper.
As the Mint printers were fully aware of
the problem, they naturally saw to it
that the faults on the counter-pressure
cylinder would not degenerate too quickly.

and where replacement of felt material
became a problem, stocks of stamps with
'verge' imprinted characteristics were
promptly eliminated. Nevertheless, the
press had to be kept running.

This all happened toward the later
part of 1940. On January 15, 1941, the
PTT was involved in the first post-World
War II outbreak printing of an exception-
ally, beautifully designed and engraved
series of definitives, the famous
'Historical Designs' series (Z.243/251,
Scott 270/278). This series consisted
nf 9 relatively (at that time) high
values and, with no restricted validity,
reached a total issuance of 638.6
million stamps.

Because this series of steeps
remained in Use for the full duration of
the War and for a long time thereafter,
the 3 lower values became exhausted first
- hence their relatively high price in
absolute mint condition. A mint (**) I
set Of this series carries a catalogue
price of £12.50 ($ 35.--) but on 'verge'
paper, the price may be 3 to 4 times
higher. Even used stamps of this series
on 'verge' imprinted paper are being
traded at a premium. Stamps that show
diagonally 'verge' imprinted patterns
are relatively rare and are being traded
among connoisseurs.

Of course, it did not take the Swiss
Mint too long to resolve the felt problem
and the appearance of the 'Historical
Designs' series on 'verge' imprinted
paper ceased. But it should be made
ciSite clear once more that there is no
such a thing as 'Verge Paper'.

Refeream:

'USA-SWITZERLAND', Basel, 1947
Generaldirektion PTT, Bern, 1975

Z NIS TEIN
gATALOGUES - New editions published

on 30th August 1975
g_u_221_121.6. Price 12.50

SWITZR1ANDILIECHTENSTEn 191€
Pocket size ... Price 1.20

Please order Catalogues from
HARRIS PUBLICATIONS LTD.,

42, Maiden Lane, Strand, London WC2E 71,1
••••••• n=1.1.111111

Also published on 30th August:

ity.STEMBY ZAA" STATali_ERTGA,TALOME.,
Price: SPr.19.- plus postage

sewwwwwilla

Supplements to the Europe Catalogue
are published in the BERNER BRIEFKARM
ZEITUNG.

Annual fee 1976: SFr. 25.-
without special supplement

SFr. 27450
with special supplement

For fine, first class stamps -
RARITIES OF SWITZERLAND AND EUROPE -
send your Wants Lists to

ZUMSTEIN
Propr. Hertsch & Cie

P.O.B. 2585, CH 3001 BERN

STAMPEX
1976

FEB 24 - FEB. 28 .

For exciting Swiss stamps

and lovely 'dolly birds' - plus

Edgar Slate 'come off the farm' for

the duration -

VISIT STAND 27Apologies for an ommision in our
January issue: our sincere thanks to
114. C. D. HARDING, who so superbly
translated the excellent article on the
'Swiss Hotel Posts, Red Cross it Telegraph
Stamps' by Herr E. D. Merki - another
valuable addition to our store of
published works.

imacupTioNs .......
An X in the 'box' indicates
that your 1976 sub is out-

standing. at date of posting.

U.K., Europe & Commonwealth: £2.00
per year + £1.00 for airmail

U.S.A. for 2 years: 8.00 +
2.00 per you for airmail

We look forward to meeting
old and new friends once again.

Inland readers may find
the enclosed leaflet, giving full
'Stampex' details, of some help.

H.L.KATCH ER
THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR

LTD.,
P.O. Box 242, Highgate,

LONDON N6 4LW

Telt 01 348 - 0296
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U.P.U. 1900
By W. R. MORRISON Part IV

MOUES

The colours of the stamps as listed in the current Zumstein (Specialised)and Amateur Collector catalogues are accurate, but some additional points should benoted. Problems arise because individuals perceive colours in different ways, andthe colour of the illuminating light can also have a considerable effect.  Thisis particularly important with the 10c. stamps, and it is useful to examine themin bluish daylight (any good daylight, excluding direct sunlight, sunrise or sun-set), in yellowish tungsten light (60W or 100W bulb, but not fluorescent tubelights), and long-wave ultraviolet (UV) light (the quartz lamp referred to in thecatalogues).

77A The 5c. plate 1 is green with varying degrees of dark green or greyish-green -all quite common. The yellowish-green shade (77Ac) is quite distinctiveand uncommon - beware of green stamps placed beside dark greyish-green oues:
77B The 5c. plate 2 is generally a much richer green. The bluish-green shadesare often associated with overall staining of 90-100% of the stamps. Some-times this can be attributed to inadequate wiping of the plate before print-ing, but in other cases it looks like a plate defect because the staincovers only part of the perforated margin and the stain contour has a constantshape and is constant in certain plate positions.
77C The 5c. plate 5 occurs in green, greyish-green and dark (greyish) greenshades which are all quite common.
78A The 10c. plate 1 has a continuous left frame to the value tablet and can bedistinguished from 783 which has a broken left frame, according to thecatalogues. While this is correct for 99A of the stamps, some 78A (e.g."dry prints") have incomplete frame lines and cannot be reliably distinguishedfrom 782 with nearly complete frame lines. If the 78A has good line pert.which looks like harrow pee., the only certain way to distinguish the toprintings is from type and plate flaws.

The ink for 78A contains very variable quantities of a fugitive anilinecomponent and the stamp comes in a spectrum of aniline-rose shades and inaniline-red (78Ad). The latter must not be confused with the very scarcedull carmine (78Ac) which has absolutely no aniline component.  The anilineinks fluoresce strongly under UV light and appear from bright yellowish-orange to dull or dark brownish-orange. They are not all bright orange asthe Zumstein Spezialkatalog says. The dull carmine ink (78Ac) does notfluoresce at all, even after prolonged exposure, and it appears dull roseto dull carmine, depending on how much blue and violet light comes throughthe filters of the UV lamp. I have now examined quite a large number of78Ac and 78Bd dull carmine stamps, and they exist in a remarkable range ofintensities and even different shades in daylight or artificial light. Ido not think they can be identified reliably without a UV lamp.
It might be worth a few cautionary words for those unfamiliar with UVlamps. Lots of things about ultraviolet light can quench fluorescence.This usually gives a blotchy stamp under the UV 11,

47, - so check the wholestamp for orange fluorescence, and if in doubt give it a full minutes'sexposure under a properly warmed-up lamp the stamp may only be slow torespond. Transparent protective covers also absorb UV light, so always testuncovered stamps. Do not look directly at the light or at reflected lightfor too long otherwise you will cause eye damage and headaches, and do notwork in a confined space because the lamps produce ozone (that odd smell)which is very toxic.
78B The 10e. plate 2 also occurs in a dull carmine shade (78Bd) which may wellbe because this ink was in use during the changeover period from plate 1 toplate 2. Postmark dates are very unreliable in such a short-lived issue,but in all 78Ac and 78Bd I have seen the dates are heavily biassed to June -July - (August), while the other shades of . 78B are commonly postmarked aslate as November.

The Other shades of 78B contain more aniline than 78A, and fugitive inkstaining of washed stamps can be quite severe. There is a 1141#:eosin-roseshade (783c) which gives a very strong fluorescent response. In bluishdaylight it is a clear rose, and in yellowish tungsten light it has a verydistinct 'salmon' hue. This shade is comparatively scarce.
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lua,19.22 (Continued)
780 The 10c. plate 3 comes in a narrow range of aniline-rose and aniline-red

shades, as well as purple-red (78Cc). The Zumstein Spezialkatalog says

that 78Cc appears dull under the UV lamp, which is the same description as

the dull carmine 78Ac and 78Bd. This is quite wrong - the stamp fluoresces

a distinct orange, and in daylight the colour is a dull flat purplish-red

shade whioh is only superficially similar to the dull carmine.  78Co is a

very scarce stamp, and used copies are almost certain to prove to be aniline-

red shades which have suffered through chemical change.

79A The 25c. plate 1 light-blue or blue shade is often associated with staining
of the stamp (cf. 77B notes above), but the dark and dull blue shades have

cleaner impressions. Good copies. of this stamp are hard to find.

79B The blue shades (light to dark) are similar to 79A, but there is very little
staining of the white areas. The violet-blue shade (7911d) is a dark blue
with a distinct violet hue which shows up best in. daylight.

79C The 25c. plate 3 is a deep blackish-blue which is quite distinctive. There
are no recorded shades which is not surprising in such a small printing.

SPECIAL pRINTIlika

Zumstein (1924 Handbook) says that several sheets of the stamps, consist-

ing of 770, 78Cc and 79C, as they are now listed, were presented to senior

officials in Parliament and other Administrations. 78Cc and 79C are also said to

be printed on thicker, smoother art paper, like the 1908 issue, and they would

appear to have been special printings.

I am puzzled by the reference to special papers, because I have examined

quite a few copies of 78Cc and 79C and can find no differences from the paper on

ordinary mint A, B or C printings. The thickness of the gummed paper always

varies a lot, especially when the paper has shallow wrinkles, but the range of

thicknesses on the smooth areas is the same for all the stamps I have examined.

Very often the gum on 78Cc and 79C is less cracked and the stamps feel stiffer -

this could give the impression of thicker paper.

Very little is known about 790. Girardet printed 21 sheets x 200 = 4200

stamps and 350 were later destroyed, so that 3850 went into circulation.  We do

not know now many were used in presentation sets, but there were a few surplus

sheets. These were never on sale in the normal way, but some were postally used

in BASEL for mass franking (payment of bulk postage for newspapers etc., which

were not individually franked - quantities of stamps were cancelled as a form of
payment and receipt).

A very limited number of 790 were also used on letters from Parliament

House, and these include the earliest authenticated postmarks: BERN FIL. BUNDES-

HAUS 11.KII.00-1 and 14.X11.00.

Even less is known about 780c. The earliest authenticated postmark is

reported to be the same as the 790 dated 14.XII.00. According to Hunziker

(BBZ 5/6, 1974) the stamp was also on sale at a few places from 28th December.

Unused copies are evidently scarcer that 790, and used copies are among the

rarest of Swiss stamps.
(To be continued)    

FOR SALE 

U.P.U. 1900 - one reconstructed plate of 78B used, complete with all

varieties (including 18 x P12 = 'warts'; 18 x Pf3; 22 x Pf4; Ret. 1, Rot. 2)

but position 041 missing. 199 stamps in total.

Varieties alone cat. about £180. For sale at .. 90.00

Pair of mint half sheets of 79B, making up sheet II.  Both in perfect

condition, beautifully centred perfs., and showing Pf5 and Ret.3.

Catalogue value 4 250 +. For sale (no VAT involved) . 230.00

Apply to W. R. MORRISON, 54, William Street, Helensburgh, G84 MY, Scotland.
.1111n111•Ok

.111107,1•11,

FEBRUARY MEETINGS,

NORTHERk GROUP: February 7th - THE PRO PATRIA ISSUES - Discussion Leader
Mr. G. D. Wilson

LONDON GROUP: February 11th - The meeting you must not miss -
LIECHTENSTEIN - presented by Mr. J. Beken



Fig. 17 K. 17a
Silvaplanasee
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A PHILATELIC TOUR 'THROUGH CANTON GRAUBUNDEN

By S. V. BERTI

6. Obererigadin - Julier Tiefencastel (Continued)

At its western extremity the Oberengadin ends abruptly, and there is a
considerable drop into the Val 3regaglia, or Bergen, the second Italian-speaking
district of Graubilnden, spread out some 2,000 feet below. On the edge of this
great valley step lies the village of Maloja, or Maloggia, which gives its name
to the Maloja Pass, a steep road with twelve sharp bends which descends toVicosoprano, in the Bergell. Zi322, the 15 Rp. definitive of 1949, shows -awintery scene on the pass, with a PTT snow plough clearing deep snow from the road.

The most populous village in the Bergell is Stampa, birthplace of the painter -and sculptor Alberto Giacometti, subject of z„....211 of the 1971 portrait series.
As we retrace our steps back up the Maloja road, it

is apparent that the pass does not follow the conventional
pattern of an ascent from one village to a hospice,
followed by a descent to a second village on roughly the
same level as the first; it consists, rather, of a pure
ascent/descent between the villages of Maloja (effect-ively also the summit) and Vicosoprano.

We again skirt the Silsersee and proceed as far as
Silvaplana, where we change onto a postal coach marked 1 Julier - Tiefencastel'.
A last glance at the lake may reveal the view shown on K.117a (Fig. 17), with the
surrounding mountains reflected in the water. This cancellation design was b 'ed
on a well-known painting by Ferdinand Hodler (Z.PJ 15Z), and the original is to be
found in the Art Museum, Zurich,

The Julier Pass (named after the Roman sun-god Jul) is an important link be-
tween the Oberengadinzeid the north, and leads into the Alpine valley known as the
Oberhalbstein, or Surses. At Bivio, a small village
set amidst wild and desolate scenery, two routes meet,
as the name implies. The other 'Way' is the Septimer
Pass, no longer of any significance. Due to the
certainty of good skiing conditions, Bivio has in #4recent years developed into a small winter resort, and
K.562 (Fig. 18) shows the bifurcation of the two pass Fig. 18 K.562
rogcl e beyond the village. Bivio

The chief village of the Oberhalbstein is Savognine with no less than three
17th century churches. Among the tourist amenities are the cableways to Somtgantand Rations, the former, a chairlift,.also features - along with one of the churches .on the post office handstamp, K.3690

The road continues to descend, passing several smaller villages dotted on thelower slopes of Pia Curves, and reaches the Albula valley at Tiefencastel, a
village already familiar to us. We make a short train journey back along the
Albula Gorge to Thusis, starting point for the San Bernardino pass route, and the
last section of our tour.

7. Thusis - San Bernardino - Mesolcina

The road south out of Thusis constitutes one of the most remarkable pieees ofengineerim p in the Alps, threading its way through the Via Mala gorge, 3- mileslong, where the precipitous rock walls almost overhang each other. The originalroad was constructed in 1473, while the road as it now exists was completed in
1823. The 25 Rp. definitives of 1934 and 1936, Z.199 and, in greater detail,Zg206e both show the striking Second or Middle Bridge, the Hinterrhein gushing andfoaming fat below. These stamps also illustrate, by the way, the enormous
improvement in engraving technique in the mid-thirties, of which the 1936 defini.tives are the first examples.

Leaving the claustrophic gorge the road emerges into the Schamsertal, a wide,pastoral mountain valley with several small villages. The first of these is Zilliswhere the church of St. Martin contains a unique series of 153 12th century ceilingpaintings showing the history and Passion of Christ. Twelve of these were selected
for the Pro Petrie series of 1965-67 (Z.PP::24-7, 129-132, 134-7), proving mostattractive in postage stamp form.

The largest village in the valley is Andeer, a modest resort containing severalold buildings with Romansch inscriptions. A group of these is the design on K.51a:'ANDEER Mineralbad. Ferienort'. A little further on we reach the Roffla gorge,



Fig. 19 K.296a
Mesocco Castle

Frank Geiger - SLA
JUST PUBLISHED! Light pages of

Unusual Offers consistig entirely
of Specialised Swiss philatelic
material.

A a note (deductible from first
purchase guarantees you all our
specialised Swiss offers for one year
by Airmag. (Postage alone coats us
35p. each.)

So why not try the American market
for your Specialised Swiss needs.
We might just have that elusive item
you have been searching for

A few excerpts from our list:
1837 Stampless w/ "Ob Toggenburg"

valley marking, 'LZ 121cr' & red boxed
'Suisse par Belfort' and '5'. MS
rate markings & Avignon backmtamp.
VF and excellent markings: 4 32

Zumstein No.5913 Superb used copy
with Doubled contreLsark! Rare and
unlisted in Zumstein: 4 50

••n•n •••••••••
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which seals the south end of the valley as the Via Male does the north. The road
winds up to the west and squeezes through into the Rheinwaldtal, which extends to
the source of the Hinterrhein itself.

At Spldgen, the Spldgen Pass road diverges south towards Italy.  The village,

another favoured winter-sports resort, contains several old houses, some of which

are illustrated on the current 10 Hp. definitive, Z.524,. There is also an

attractive cancel, K.133a, portraying the village, the church and the Rheinwald-
horn rising at the head of the valley,.

Since 1967 the traveller arriving at Hinterrhein, the village at the foot of

the San Bernardino Pass, has the choice of either crossing the pass itself, a long,
steep haul, or availing himself of the modern, well-lit San Bernardino Road Tunnel,
6,6 Km. long, which provides a snow-free passage all the year round into the
Mesolcina , or Modsatal, the third Italian-speaking district of GraubUnden. The
opening of the tunnel, on December let 1967, is commemorated on 2.451, which

depicts the north side of the tunnel area. In addition a special cancellation was
used the following day for the opening of the postal coach route Bellinzona-Chur,
showing a post-horn and reading '6500 BELLINZONA Aperture linea postale Bellinzona-

Coira'.

San Bernardino Villaggio, at the south entrance to the tunnel, is the highest
village in the Mesolcina and an expanding ski-resort. K.296a advertises it as a

' Luogo di Cure.
The modern road, with several galleries and bridges,

descends towards Mesocco, huddled together on one side of the
Pian San Giacomo, a plateau at the edge of another steep
valley 'step', guarded in the Middle Ages by the substantial,
new ruined castle illustrated on both Z,PF224 (1944) and
K.296a: 'Monumenti storici' (Fig. 19).

A view of the Mogsa valley, a good example of abrupt
slopes characteristic of the south side of the Alps, is to be
found on Z.PP.59 of 1952. From Roveredo a road winds up to
the lateral Calancatal, a poor region, although Santa Maria
has a tourist cancel, K.339a, pointing out that the area is

rich in old churches and ruined fortifications.

We have reached the gates of another Canton, and thus
our philatelic tour

of Graubanden has come to an end. Of
course, Canton Ticino is also of consider
able philatelic interest, but that would
be another story, and another tour .....

To close, however, mention may also
be made here of the following stamps of
the Principality of

Graubunden: Z.453 (FL) shows the arms
of the monastery St. Luzi, in Chur, while

have a religious

3.45  has the ibex, 

Liechtenstein,

 whichof  
bishopric of Chur, and also to be found,
of course, in the Cantonal arms.
Finally, a set just issued, the Christmas
series on 4th Decenber of this year,
features 13th century Roman sculptures
from the interior of Chur Cathedral.

*O W The End .....

WANTED

SG 037 - 10c. red-brn small Landscape
optd 'Officiel' MINT (?Z64)

SG A466 - Pro Aero Fr.1.50 MINT (Z41)
SG LH11 - World Health Org. 30c. used
& LH12 -
Z LH21 1.50

VI

"
35c. n

ft
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LU16 - UN Office Europeen 150

Offers please to:

E. J. BAIGENT,
4, West Corner, Carrion Downs,

TRURO TR3 6LX

Checks payable in or 0 acceptable/
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

Member H.P.S., American Stamp Dealers
Association

P.O. Hos 6215
ROHRwaSTOWN, PA 17603, USA
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THE JOYS OF CHRISTMAS

From C. RAUCH

I wish to thank the many members who
have sent Christmas & New Year Greetings
which are heartily reciprocated - and my
appreciation to those who expressed
appreciation of the Packet.

I much regret to have to report that
a valuable Packet has been lost between
London and Edinburgh, due to INCORRECT
ADDRESSING. A search is in progress,
but may I once again plead for extra care
to be taken when forwarding Packets, i.e.

strong packing and PLEASE check addresses
carefully. Even if compensation is
received we cannot replace the material
and thus many members are disappointed.

Packets are going well - let us try
to keep them flowing without trouble.

.....m.ME.N.n•••n••nnn•n

30.8.73 ITU/WMO and Com.II, 30.5.74 ILO
& PP., 17.2.75 WHO & Com.I.

.... that Question No. 44 is: Switzer-
land is not one of the 90 odd countries
that has issued triangular stamps, but
has come pretty close to it, such as earl
air show stickers, soldier stamps and
bisects. What is the nearest?

M.R.

DID YOU KNOW?

that the new postage rates from
let January make all postage at least
33Y; more expensive, but some items like
minimum COD jump from SFr.1.50 to 3.50,
an ordinary wall calendar to a foreign
country from 1.50 to 3.20 etc. However,
some things are better, printed matter .
can be sent if over 50 pieces, small
packets (foreign) can be properly Sealed
or tied up, giro transfers to foreign
countries are now free, COD payments can
be made at the door with a giro check,
all letters to the Mediterranean
littoral now go by airmail at no extra
cost, as in Europe.
..... that the postage due rate is now
the missing amount plus 50c. Under the
old system - twice missing amount 7 a
letter posted with 30c. stamp instead
of 40c. would require 10c x 2 m 20e.
To-day this is 10c. + 50c. = 60c. But
I don't yet know what happens with a
foreign letter with several francs of
missing postage.

..... that on Jan. 5th new booklets in
green covers appeared, but only at the
philatelic counters at first and at the
same price, SFr.5.-. The contents are:
a pane with 2x10c. Weis dark blue,
with 2 criss-crossed 'stamps' as in the
1970 issue, to make up the pane of 4
spaces, 2 panes each with 4x20 Sampdan
green and 2 panes each with 4x40c.
Geneva violet (these from a new t gte-
bE?Che sheet). There have been many
adverse comments on the use of these
old 'Buildings' stamps again.
..... that the PTT annoueoed that "as
significant quantities of the old 30c.
postcard are still in stoce they will
be overprinted 40c." - again on sale at
philatelic counters only until the old
stocks held by post offices are used up
(sold with a 10c. stamp added).
.......  that with postal rates changing
o often it happens frequently that

people get confused and use values above
those actually needed. I have noticed
this on Swiss and UK letters, both
internal and foreign. An interesting
variation for postmark & cover collect-
ors, but difficult for those exhibition
judges who insist on correctly freaked
mail.

 that the 'Marken Miller' catalogue
shows next to each issue the FD cancel
used, a useful feature.

.... that the answer to Question No. 43
is that on let June 1966 the Pro Patria
set was issued with its FD cancel, and
the 20c, stamp of 'The Fifth Switzerland'
(Swiss living abroad) 2.442 also with its
own FD cancel. New stamps for the UN
agencies have also been issued on the
same day as Swiss stamps, as follows;

(see CG1. 1)

Well, with a bit of luck we are back
to normal - the Great Rush is over, some-
how the parcels were packed and the
mountain of cards and letters dealt with,
but not even when the last load went into
the post, was it possible to relax.

The HNL, intended for despatch before
the holiday, was unfortunately delayed by
a mechanical breakdown at the printers,
and then disappeared into the vortex of
the Christmas mail, It could almost have
gone to Timbuctoo and back before finally
turning up on the afternoon of 23rd Dec.,
to my great relief, since unable to get
out shopping I was almost resigned to
existing over the holiday on baked beans
and similar delicacies from the store cup
board ... the things one does for
Helvetia! However, a last minute rush
round saved the situation and all ended
well - or almost

Christmas would hardly be Christmas
without a mystery ... in this case the
arrival of a tin of Devonshire Cream,
correctly addressed, oh yes, but with
absolutely no indication as to the sender.
I only hope some telepathic influence will
advise her - him - them (?) of its
receipt and my appreciation.

To my many kind philatelic friends
who have sent Greetings and words of cheer,
my grateful thanks, and to all our members
around the globe my sincere Good Wiehes
for a Happy and Prosperous 1976.

E. J. RAWNSLEY
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A CATALOGUE 

ERROR?

--916 C;Lti/l,

In Locher's
World War I
Soldier Stamp
Catalogue the 5th
Division Geb. Reg.
29 (Bat.47, 72 &
86) No. 254/254a,
the release date
is shown as Sept.
1918.

Our member,
Mr, P.G. Nicholson
of Weston-super-Mare,
reports that he
has two genuinely
used covers - as
illustrated - of
this issue,

The BELLINZONA
cover has the CDS
backstamp for
17.X.I.16, and the
BERN item similar-
ly a date of
3.IV.1917, again

on the backstamp.

Such very wide
discrepancies make one
wonder whether any other
instances of a similar
nature have been noted.

If so we would
welcome any information
which could be published
for the benefit of
those interested in the
Soldier Stamps.

__,=:m=fridZittrazzra—
BOOKLETS FOR THE PACKET 

Just a quick reminder that our Pkt.
Secretary would be grateful if he could

have any booklets for inclusion in the
present circuits by the end of this month
(i.e. January 1976). After then he will
be fully occupied on personal matters
and will only be able to cope with the
winding up of returned packets.

ANNUAL COMPETITION

It is not too soon to remind

Members that this year the Competition

will be held in April, and not May as
formerly. It is, therefore, as well to
begin planning your entries. We will

endeavour to publish the Rules next
month in order to give ample notice.

CENSORED MAIL 

We will be resuming the research
into this subject in our next issue and
would still like to hear from any members
who have any additional information to
contribute)*

A Very Good Philatelic Year
to all Members of 'Helvetia',

I hope to be of service in
helping you to make the most of your
collecting interests and invite you
to send me your Wants Lists for
prompt attention.

Approval selections also
available for:

STAMPS - all issues - mint
or used

COVERS - pre-stamp, FDC,
Airmails etc.

MATERIAL - for special studies
or for 'side-line'

collections: TP0s, Soldier
stamps, 'Day of the Stamp'
cards etc., etc.

J.S.ARMSTRONG
14, Low Lane, Torrisholme,

MORECAMBE, Lancs.
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FEBRUARY NEW ISSUES
The following were issued on 12th February:

A. PUBLICITY STAMPS - Series I
20 Rp. Cen.tenere of Federal Forest Lam. The first Federal law regulatihg the

utilisation and cultivation of theforests came into force in 1876. The design showing a well tended woodlandemphasizes the vital ecological role of the forests.
40 Rp. liggILLEatrItiM. The Federal Alcohol Administration is concerned withactivities to control the excessive consumption ofalcohol by various means and the stamp design advocates the use of fruit andpotatoes as valuable foodstuffs instead of spirits.

80 4. Centenary oj the Telephone. In 1876 the invention of the microphone
enabled Alexander Graham Bell to build thefirst practical telephone, and the stamp has been issued following a recommendationby the I.T.U. The desim shows the striking difference between Bell's experi-mental set-up of 1876 and a modern Swiss keyphone table set.

Values 20 Rp.
40 4.
40 Hp.
80 Hp.

Designers: 20 Rp.
40 Rp.
40 Rp.
80 Hp.

yell-grn/green/blue/lt.olive/brown
bluish-red/red/yellow/blue/brown
violet-red/yellow-red/black
2 cola. lt.blue/bluish-black

Andre Rossolet, Auvernier
Beat Kfihne, MOblethurnen
(baby) Celestino Piatti, Basel
Alfred Cserno & Jean-Jacques Chevalley, Geneva

Woodland scene - 5 cols.
Still life - 5 cols.
African baby - 3 cols.
Old & new telephones -

Printing: 20, 40, 40 ' Rp. Multicolour rotogravure by Courvoisier S.A.8C Hp. Line-engraved intaglio by the PTT Stamp Printing
Office, Bern. tamp size: 36 x 26 mm. (33 x 23 mm.)

211.1..E. : 20, 40, 40 Hp. White, luminous, without fibres
80 Rp. - with violet fibresKemszkiales: 20, 40, 40 Hp. 2 sheets (A & B) of 50 stamps each

80 Hp. 4 sheets (1,2,3,4) of 25 stamps each

The I.T.U. stamp series issued in 1958/60, to which an 80 Hp. value was addedin 1973, is being enlarged by 3 stamps of 40 & 90 Hp. and Fr.1.- illustratingI.T.U. activities.
Values: 40 Hp. World telecommunications network, sound waves and I.T.U.emblem.. 2 col.s orange-red/blue

90 Hp. Mobile radio service, airliner and ocean steamer.
3 eels. violet/lt.blue/yellowI Fr, Mass media of radio and television, light waves ' microphoneand human face. 3 cols. bluish-red/green/yellow



Dr. Ganz also states that the
official date of Jaz. 5 1976 for the
newly overprinted 40 on 30c. postcard
is wrong as he has one cancelled at noon
on Jan. ,10 1976 in Burgdorf, which
reached Chicago on Jan. 5/6. The cards
were probably already available on
Dec. 31, 1975!

TOURIST PUBLICITY CANCELS

Issued on 10th February:

3961 ERNEN - Historisches Dorf (K0646)

Issued on 16th February:

6537 GRONO - (K0 649)
6931 MIGLIEGLIA - Monte Lema Malconte

(K.650)

Issued 23rd February:

8733 ESCHENBACH (SG) - (K.651)
AM.

- Continued

Alfred Oserno & jean-Jacques Chevalley, Geneva

Heinrich Heusser, Oberligeri

Line engraving by the PTT Stamp Printing Office, Bern

36 x 26 mm. (33 x 23 um.)
White, luminous, with violet fibres

Form cylinder: 4 sheets. (1 - 4) each of 25 stamps

Special covers were available for A: one for each value and one for the set

and B: one for the Set. The simple First Day cancellation for A has the date
and '3000 BERN - AUSGABETAG'. For the Service Stamps (B) the special cancel has

a globe with letters 'U.I.T.' and reads '1200 GENEVE - ;NUR D'EMISSION 12.2./976'.

Collection sheets and folders will be available as usual.

C. SPECIAL POSTCARD 20 MAU TEE GuLDLX JUBILEE OF THE SWISS POSTAL STATIONERY
COLLECTORS' SOCIETY.

As announced previously (and see also our 'Did you Know? column), this

specially prepared postcard was also issued on the same date. The imprinted
stamp has a postal value of 40 Rp. but the card sells at 70 Rp., available

exclusively through the Philatelic bureaux and mobile post offices.

The designer, Hans Kndpfli of Ostermundigen, has used for the design an essay
and the accepted design of 1867-1867. The printing, multicolour typography, is

by the PTT Stamp Printing Office, Bern.

NEW ISSUES 

Designers:

Printing:
Stamp size:

14,221.:

LOCHER CATALOGUE  ERROR

The enquiry in our January issue
regarding a probable error in the
Soldier Stamp Catalogue has brought
replies from Mr. J.H. Short who states
that in the list given in Bertrand's
'Memorial Philatelique' the date of issu
is given as Sept. 19.1k.

Dr. Ganz also confirms the error an
has checked that Locher 254/254a, Reg.
29, Bats. 47, 72, 66 (Rath Oath) is
shown in the Zumstein 1924 Handbook,
which lists the greater part of the

issues, as having been issued in
Sept. 1916, and adds that he possesses
a similarly backstamped letter of 1916.

Anyone having a copy of the Locher
catalogue should amend this error. We
thank our rembers for their help.

Two new stamps will be issued by the
U.N. in Geneva on 12th March on behalf of
the World Federation of Associations of
the United Nations. Details next month.

MARCH  M_E ETILG S,

LONDON GROUP: Wed. March 10th AUCTION
Please bring lots to meeting if

possible & lists in duplicate with reserves.

NORTHERN  GROUP: Saturday, March 20th -
LADIES' AFTERNOON

LAKE & BROOKS -LTD
are Members of the P.T.S. & B.P.E.

They have acme stocks of mint & used Swiss
stamps of all periods, and welcome callers
who would like to browse into their (still
unsorted) material. Prices are "sensible"
because dysa are doing the hard work of
sorting for us: If this appeals to you,
why not 'phone 01-836-6334 and let us know
when you are calling? (We are open Monday
to Fridays from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.) We also

have stocks of other West European
countries, of Great Britain & Commonwealth
and a variety of covers and other interest-
ing oddments.

1

FOR THE SPECIALIST: We do have one
rather nice and unusual collection
which we are offering exactly as it
stands. It is of the 1900 UPU issue
and has just about everything you can
imagine, with all listed varieties, •
some duplication, some covers and so
forth. The material is on stock pages
exactly as we acquired it, with pacito-
graphs showing all the flaws, etc.,
with copious notes, Rather than give
ourselves the trouble of sorting and
pricirSs - time is money - we mould be
happy to offer the full collection
"as is" at just £2,250. Why not let
us show you this in the comfort of
our central offices 4ust off the Strand

IgLy.02201jaa., 106, BEDFORD CHAMBERS
COVET GARDEN,

PT' 'BP LONDON, WC2E SHH
Tel. 01-836-6334
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U.P.U. 1900
By U. R. MORBISOli Part v

klMggakaa
The dimensions of the stamp cliches and the spacings between them

determine the positions of the perforation rows.  The proofs were printed on stiff
card which is presumably dimensionally stable, and they measure 21.5 x 38.1 mm.
I assume that these were the cliche dimensions on the working plates.

The corresponding stamp designs, which were undoubtedly printed from
the same working plates, measure 21.1 x 38.5 mm. on both mint and used examples.
It appears that the paper changed its dimensions as a consequence of damping and
drying during printing and gumming. This must have contributed to the problems
of getting well-centred perforations:

The first printings (77A-79A) were produced in a hurry, and the
spacings were unsuitable for current perforating equipment.  Old equipment had to
be hastily modified. Pert'. 111 plates, previously used for the 1862 'Sitting
Helvetia Perf.' issue, were turned through 90* and the unwanted pins removed
leaving horizontal line perf. 111 for the UPU stamps (i.e. corresponding to the

vertical sides of the 1862 stamps). The UPU vertical0 0O 0 perforations were similarly improvised from lli x 11 plates00••••••••••••••••00 ereviously used for the 1891 'Standing Helvetias', so that•
• • the UPU A printings are line pert'. lle x llf.0 •
• •

SI): •• Line perforation normally extends across some sheet
x• • margins, but these were actually modified harrow perfor-• •
• • ation plates and the rows only extend for one or at most•• • two pee. holes into the margins. (Zumstein's 192400.0000000000000'00 n
• n,.

er• handbook is wrong in saying that the perforations extend
Or 0

4•16.

• . across the margins).• •
9):

•
• The spacings were altered in the second plates toe:0 •

* s suit harrow perforation, Pert'. 11 plates used for the
• : 1862 'Sitting Helvetia' issue were modified by turning10

• through 90
0
 and removing unwanted pins from the now..,..............0,

O UPU horizontal rows,2, 4, 6, 8 & 10 (Fig. 6). Evidently the0
. pin at former intersections was susceptible to bending out

Fig._6. Modification of line, and this gave the variety (Zum. Ab.13) where the
12th hole arrowed) is laterally shifted to the left orof perforationsfOr B
right.C plates. Arrows show

12th pee, hole which The spacings between the stamps are shown on the
is sometimes shifted. table. The stamp clich4s are not perpendicular to the

horizontal margins (theylean about 1° to the left, or are
twisted anti-clockwise), and the spacings are somewhat erratic, so the values are
given as mean values plus or minus the normal range of variation.  They differ
somewhat from Zumstein's figures (last column).  It is difficult to measure
accurately these variable sizes, so I have included the overall dimensions of half
sheets (i.e. five stamp cliches plus four spacings) for comparison. This •
averages out variations between spacings, and since the cliche dimensions were
constant, the overall dimensions are a more reliable guide to changes in cliche
spacing.

, TABLE 
ENSIONS STAI CHES & MIR 8PACIAGS ON HALF SHEETS OF 25

Plate Cliche

Proofs (B) 21.5
A 21.1

21.1
21.1

Proofs (B) 38.1 t 0.1
A 38.5
B 38.5
C 38.55

According to the Zumeteie Spezia1kate1og and 'Schweiz 1900' (UPU

i...3.101.
Across sheet

-

SeaCing Zumetein

2.8 -
114.3 t 0.3 2.3 t 0.2 2.3 •
116.6 t 0.4 2.8 t 0.2 2.7
117.0 t 0.2 2.85 t 0.15 2.7
Down sheet

- 2.75 t 0.05 -
201.1 * 0.3 2.35 t 0.25 2.4
202.8 t 0.3 2.6 ± 0.1 2.6
202.0 ± 0.3 2.3 t 0.1 2.6



We were very happy

to see so many of our

old and new friends at

'STAMPEX' this year.

We hope you all

found items which you are pleaaed

to add to your collection, and for

those not fortunate enough to be

able to attend we assure you that

we still have material we would like

you to see if you will let us know

your requirements.

Always at your

service

H.L.KATCHER
P.O. Box 242, Highgate,

LONDON N.6 2L1

Tel, 01 - 348 -0296

••••••••••••n•nn••

ANNUAL COMPETITION
TO BE RLD AT DRURY HOUSE, W.Ca., ON WEDNESDAY, 9th APRIL 1976 at 6.45 p

.m.

1. The Competition, open to all members resident in Great Bri
tain, is in two

sections:

A. For the 'HELVETIA' SILVER CLIP. Entries of not less than EIGHT and not more

than TiELVE sheets, comprising any postage stamps, charity, a
irmail, special,

postage dues, official or other items, miniature sheets, flow
n covers etc.

B. Postal History Competition for the 'MOORE TROPHY'. Entries of NIN
E sheets

on any aspect of Swiss Postal History.

Members may submit ONE ENTRY IN EACH SECTION.

2. Entries sent by post (preferably covered by postage including Compensatory Fee)

should be in the hands of the Competition Organiser: Mrs-. E. J. RAWNSLEY, 
and

sent to 3, Cranford Gardens, Victoria Drive, Bognor Regis, W.Susse
x P021 ZEL, not

later than Monday, 7th April. Members attending the meeting should, of course,

bring their entries on the night.

3. All entries will be covered by insurance during the period from re
ceipt until

return to their owners.

4. A Jury appointed by the Committee of the Helvetia P.$. sh
all judge entries and

award the Trophies to the owners of the entries which they select as most worthy.

5. Entries will be judged by a system of points based on the gen
eral headings:

HE VE LV"'

I 

a) Phil. knowledge & study

b) Importance & spec. factors

c Condition (incl. rarity)
d Presentation & arrangement

Egp TROP
(a) Knowledge & study

20 (b) Originality & importance

30 c) Condition (incl. rarity)

20 Presentation & arrangement

40
25
25
20

6. The 'Helvetia' Silver Cup, awarded annually, shall remain in the possession of

the winner for U. months and then be returned to the Competition Organiser

named by the Committee and awarded to the next winner.  If the 
same person wins

three successive Annual Cup Competitions the Cup shall become
 his or her property,

and the Committee shall provide a new Cup for the next Competition.

7. The 'Moore Trophy' shall also be
held by the winner for 11 months

and then bereturned to be competed for

again. •

The question of instituting a

separate Trophy for Thematic entries

has been debated at some length, but has

met with very limited enthusiasm.
Such entries - if received - will there-

fore, be judged as part of the Cup

Competition.

1.712.UP OS. (Continued)

study by Wirth & Gees), the spacings of

the cliches on the third plates were the
same as on the second plates. There is

sufficient variation in the data in the
table to raise some doubts, and I think
that the spacings on the third plates

were altered, especially in the

vertical direction (from 2.6 to 2.3 mm).

Despite this there are still plenty of

examples of badly aligned perforations,

especially on 770.
...4.00*.1601111.

CORRIGENDA

In the January issue, p. 3. line 14

and p.4 line 4, the section on and ref-

erence to 78A, the dull carmine shade

should be 78Ae, not A4 as printed,

On p. 4, line 3 should read: 78Cc

appears dull rose under the UV lamp.

(To be continued)
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MAIL CARED FROM SWITZERLAND TO THE U.K. DURING WORLD WAR 11

Part XIBy L.M.C. DUTTON
40 Pe j &4, Novemb Ja 4.-^

4,1 122§SA1Ltaigia. After llth November, 1942, the long period of comparatively
stable postal communication between Switzerland and the

U.K. gave way to complete chaos. The reason for this was due to events in North
Africa where, following the success of the Eighth Army at El Alamein in late .
October, 1942, the Allies put 'Operation Torch' into effect on Eith November. In
this operation British and American troops were lanAed from eight hundred boats on
the shores of Morocco and Algeria, which resulted in formidable Allied presence
across the Mediterranean from Vichy France. The Germans, fearing that the next .
step would be a landing in France, crossed the Line of Demarkation on llth November
and occupied the south coast. In addition ' however, they also occupied the French
borders and interrupted all international relations between the 'Free Zone' and
the rest of the world. The result, as seen through French eyee, are described
in Reference 11. At the post offices in Cerbere, Marseille and Annemasse bags of
mail in transit through France waited in enormous piles.  In the early days of
December representatives from the Vichy Government argued that the interference was
contrary to the terms of the 1940 Armistice, but the German authorities were
adamant. France was only allowed to communicate freely with countries that were
neutral or friend4 to Germany and all other mail from, to, or passing through
France had to suffer German censorship. The French Could do nothing but protest
and inform the Sales of the situation.

The letter pasted in Lugano for London on 9th November (Cover 60) indicates
that mail was leaving Geneva and crossing France right up to the time that the
French borders vere occupied by the Wehrmacht on the llth.  Three days later the
PTT announced teat the service to the U.K., Ireland, Spain, Portugal and countries
overseas via tee south of France was suspended. Mail to countries at war with
Germany would he returned to the senders, while mail to neutral countries would be
kept at the Series frontier. It is not surprising, therefore, that the compilation
does not include letters posted for destinations in the U.K. during the end of
November.  However, the letter posted in Chaux-de-Fonds on 21st November for  .
Dublin (Cover (l) reached_ Lisbon without German censorship, which indicates that
some mail to aentral countries was subsequently allowed through France; although
like all Iris a mail, the letter was flown to England and censored here.

Then on 26th November the PIT announced that all mail for the U.K., Ireland,
Spain, Portuoel and overseas could be accepted and transported via France.  This
was confirmed in the issue of C.p.a.l'e of let December, which stated that this
mail would 3eave on the 9.33 train to Annecy. However, all four of the letters
in the compe:ation, which were posted to England between 4th and 21st December
(Covers 62,4,65 & 66) (Fig. 8 overleaf), were returned to their senders. One
assumes that the PTT anticipated that the negotiations with the Germans would come
to a succeeeful conclusion in late November, but that subsequently they came to
nothing; ead on 13th January, 1943, it was announced that mail routes through
France had eeen disrupted for some time and letters already posted would be return-
ed. At 7vast four correspondents knew that already! It appears that for their
own officeil mail the PTT had come to a special arrangement with the Italians to
allow it ie be carried on the weekly Rome - Barcelona Madrid - Lisbon flights
operated ty Ala Littoria. The cover from Lausanne to the GPO at Liverpool
franked J4 22nd December (Cover 67) is an example.

The ?oat Office Circular of lath November announced that services between
the U.K. and the whole of France were suspended, but none of the Circulars issued
during 3)vember and December mention that services to Switzerland were disrupted.
On the contrary, the list of Imperial and Foreign Air Mail Services issued on 2nd
Decemt) includes Switzerland as one of the countries served via Lisbon and
repeat the postage rates given in Section 2.2 (HNL Feb. '75). Thus, whether
mail ta returned, kept by the GPO in England, or allowed to accumulate at
Cerar:, while the route through southern France was closed, is not known. The
lettee posted in Bath on 16th December for Basle (Cover 64) was returned with alabel on the envelope, like that attached to cover 22. However ., this was
not lecause the service was disrupted. The enclosed P.C.177 form explained that
it aas because the envelope had an illustration of he Roman baths:

, By 31st January, 1943, negotiations with the Germania seem to have been

ReToxence 11. "La France Enferme'e dans see Frontiers", Philatelie
(April 1974) 13.
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lusattED Kra_ - on inued)

Fig. 8. Cover posted from Basle on 210(11.42 (Cover 66) al d returned to
sender. Reposted on 27.1.43. The German brown, aper seal has
been removed but the identification letter 'b' on the remains of
the machine stamp is clearly visible at the left cr. the envelope.

... completed successfully and the exchar;mo nf 1P++01.g." 11O+1464P51 eeiteerland and
the U.K. began again. On this date
the PTT anncunced that the mail would rran Geiger
be taken to Lisbon via Basle, Mulhouse,
Belfort and Paris. However, in the
subsequent issue of C.p.a.l'e of let
February, the collection centre for
both surface and air mail is given as
Geneva 1, from where surface mail
travelled via Paris - Irun to Lisbon.
Airmail was taken to Zurich and load-
ed onto Swissair planes which flew to
Berlin every weekday, calling at
Stuttgart en route. From this
fliiht the British mail was trans-
ferred tO Lufthansa aircraft which
left Berlin every Monday, Wednesday &
Friday, called at Stuttgart and reach-
ed Barcelona the same evening. The
following day the aircraft continued
viarMadrid to Lisbon, where the mail
was loaded Onto the BOAC flight to
England which operated four times
a week.

This route via Paris for surface
mail is confirmed by the identi-
fication letter -%"C on the German seal
and handstamp (Cover 71) on the cover
posted from Castasegna to Manchester
on 28.1.43. 'Ftcm the4ist ' of, Garman
censor offices and their identificat-
ion letters in Section 2.4 (HIS,
Mar. 175) it will be seen that this

letter, and presumably all surface
mail of the period posted after
21.1,43 was censored by the Germans
in Pari00 (To be continued

SLA
JUST PUBLISHED Eight pages of

UNUSUAL OFFERS consisting entirely of
Specialised Swiss philatelic material.

A a note (deductible frim first
purchase guarantees you all o er special-
ised Swiss offers for one yea4. by
(Postage alone costs us 35p6 e ach.

So why not try the American market
for your Specialised Swiss neels? We
might just have that elusive ii em you
have been searching for a..

A few excerpts from our lis.
Zum. 251/Pf.1 DOUBLE PRINT oi entire

stamp shifted 1/4mm, up Al4D on V Ira
paper! 47.50

Z.243-51 Historical set complete on
Vera paper, F-VP Mint, One valu NH,
6 LH, 2 with HR. Very difficult E et to
complete, The 60c. value is much, much
scarcer than its cat, value implieit. Zum.
price is about 82 Q.. A 60000

Z.780b the scarcer dark red hado in a
F-VF Mint block, 3 unhinged a. ,C 62.50

Booklet Rarity: Z.618 10c6 panes '11th
phosphor coating on gum side: VF -
complete booklet: k 4 3.00......
Checks payable in or $ acceptable.

SATISFACTION GUaliaNTEED.
Member H.P.S., Amer. Stamp Dealers Assocn.

P.O. Box 6215
ROHRERSTOWN, PA 17603
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Mr, J. Beken's visit and display of
stamps and other items from the Principal-
ity of Liechtenstein more than came up to
expectations. On this occasion his
emphasis was on having fun with stamps,
but that did not deter him from giving a
quick run-through of the more important
petal aspects for the benefit of those
not acquainted with the country.

From 1850-1912 the posts were admin-
istered by Austria and with a very small
population the number of letters posted
Was not great, but even to-day it is worth
eearching for Liechtenstein postmarks on
early Austrian stamps.

Liechtenstein was neutral in both
World Wars. . In W.W,I, mail was censored
by Austria at Feldkirch & Bregenz. Of
particular interest is the private courie r
Post which operated from Sevelen across
the Rhine into Switzerland (also neutral)
thus avoiding Austrian censorship. Labels
erroniously inscribed 'Schweizer Post
Vaduz' were used and are very rare, as
also are postcards to Switzerland of the
same period with Jevelen postmarks, almost
certainly carried by the same courier.
In W.W.II mail to Britain WAS doubly
censored by Germany and the U.K.

In 1921 Switzerland took over the
postal service and for 5 Months, until
Liechtenstein acquired its own stamps,
the use of Swiss stamps was valid - again
very scarce items.-

It would take too long to describe
the many interesting sheets displayed,
with many superbly designed stamps, and
Kr. Beken is of the opinion that if ever
there is a 'Top Ten' in philately, the
exquisite 'Minnesinger' series will be
right at the top.

Other sections covered p ostal
. stationery, airmails. (including Zeppelin,

Gordon Bennett balloon flights and glider
flights by the pioneer of gliding, Herr
Kenfeld). Also shown were postage dues
and 'some fun' with railway cancels, for
although Liechtenstein does not possess
any railway of its own, a section of the
Austrian State Railway passes through fromg eeles . 14sehs (Switzerland) to Feldkirch (Austria
and mail put into the boxes attached to
the trains received 'ambulant' marks.

The final section consisted of a most
delightful collection of photographs and
personal correspondence with the Princely
House, which Mr. Beken has enjoyed for
many years, a really charming conclusion
to a fascinating evening,

• that a remarkable philatelic exhib-
ition was on view for 4 weeks in the
drich Town Halle and was opened by the

Burgermeister no less. A well-known
postmark collector, We Sturzenegger,
showed in 50 frames all the Swiss special,
postmarks that mention or have a connect
ion with thetity of Zarich. But what
made this show unique was that he being
a professional photographer, showed Only
photographic enlargements. (5-7 times
actual size), which made all the detail,
in the MPO cachets for instance, really
visible and full of life. Zdrich not
only produced the first stamps on the
Continent in 1843, but also the first
Swiss special date stamp, for the first
'wise National Exhibition held there
in 1883.
• that the 1976 Supplement to the PEN
Special Cancellations Catalogue is avail-
able for-SFr.5.- (or SFr.6.- foreign)
post paid, from Editions PEN, 13, Ave du
Midi 1950 Sion.

that an excellent booklet has been
written by Kasper Michel (Tau Buchhandlung,
6430 Schwyz) at SFr. 7.80 called'
Schwyzer Motive auf Schweizer Brief-
arken" and Shows in full colour al; Swiss

stamps (16 of them, or 19 if colourfariations are taken into account) which
have a connection with the Ct. of Schwyz.
Full philatelic details of each stamp
re given, together with a full descript-

ion of the scene or person on the stamp,
makieg this a really worthwhile work, and
ell worth copying by other cantata.
......  Chat it has taken the PTT 109 years

to accept further postal stationery
essays submitted by Alexander Butter in
1867! They are now used on the special
postcard issued on 12.2.76 for the GABRA
to be held in Burgdorf from 21-23 Nay
see HICIE Dec. '75). The 40c. is printed

in black
en the

d

side an
the lOc.

acj.2.:130.S

in blue,
but en-
larged to

41( 0 ' about
70 . mm. on -

the picture side. Note in this. older
essay the decorative braiding, which in
the used version was replaced by chains
f stars, 22 all told, to represent the

22 cantons.
▪ that the answer to Question No. 44
is the Swiss aerogramme issued in 1962 &
1964, having a triangular impressed 65c.value stamp.
• that since rates went up early this
years one sees dozens of different combin-
ations of old and new stamps used to make
up the 40c. required for letters. Just

E.J.R.

DID Y U Ka0W? (cont.)
with the present dcfinitives there are
17 combinations from 8 x 5c. to 1 x 40c.
.......  Question No. 45 is: Hoe many
single 40cm stamps were still valid in
January 1976, including PP and F.J.?

M.R.



ABE YOU LOOKING FOR SWISS STAMPS ?

If you wish to complete any

sections of your collection you will

be well advised to do so without

delay.

• If, among these, you are looking

for 'Sitting' or 'Standing Helvetia'

issues ... Provisional overprints

... Pro Patria or pro Juventute

issurs ... Airmail stamps and

covers, etc., etc., let me know

your requirements and send you

material on approval.

NORTHERN GROUP: Hon.Sec. R. A. HOYLE,

6, Limes Aye, Huddersfield Rd., Halifax

President's Day was on Dec. 12th

and Mr. D. Swift entertained a well

attended meeting with a general display

covering many periods of Swiss philately°

He began with a Swiss map engraved by

Robert Morden in 1673 and followed with

examples of straight-line markings and

other pre-adhesive material, then came a

selection of postmarks on the Alps high

value stamps, Pro Patria and Pro Juventu

first day covers, postage dues and con-

cluded with a selection of picture post-

cards from 19000

At the January meeting Dr.G.G.Ritchie

introduced the subject of study, the 'Tell

Tell Boy and Helvetia' issues. He

displayed allthe stamps, describing the

various types, examples of ti"te-beche and

se-tenant issues and explained how the

special sheets were made for boOklets.

He also displayed postal stationery

including postcards, newspaper wrappers

and private stationery.
Mr. G.D. Wilson displayed the pro-

visional issues - explaining the reasons

for the overprints - with many covers

showing unusual combinations.
Mr. I. Gilchrist concluded the

afternoon's entertainment with a complete

mint collection of all the 'Tell & Tell

Boy' issues, including paper varieties

and many colour shades.

SUBSCRIPTIONS

- We regret to note a number
of ourstanding subs. An 90

in the box indicates that your 1976 sub

is among them. Please send it in as

soon as possible.

U.K., Europe & Commonwealth: £2.00

per year + £1.00 for airmail
where applicable

.A. for 2 years: $ 8.00 +
$ 2.00 per Year for airmail

U.

SPECIAL EXHIBIYION AT THE PTT MUSEUM 

Anyone visiting Switzerland in
the near future should not omit a visit

to the Postal Kuseum.

From now until 25th April there
is a specdal exhibition covering the
posts of Canton Appenzell, based on

the collections of two leading Swiss
philatelists in that Canton.

The first shows letters from 1798-

1603 when the area became known as
Canton Blintis under the Helvetic
Republic, as well as covers carried by

messengers of the Old Confederation,

and followed by many examples showing

the development of postal markings.

The second shows photographically
the growth of the post and postmarks

used the half-Canton of Inner-

Rhoden.

ZU1VISTEIN
caitittaa. - New editions published

on 30th August 1975

EUROPE 1976, ... Price L12050

E.411011441Ptwci sEni
, Pocket size ... Price ,1.20

Please order Catalogues from
HARRIS PUBLICATIONS LTD.,

42, Maiden Lane, Strand, London WC2E 7LW

Also published on 30th August:

,zummin POSTAL STATIONERY CATALOGUE
Price: SFr.19.- plus postage

Supplements to the Europe Catalogue

are published in the BERNER BRILFMARKEN
ZEITUNG.

Annual fee 1976: SFr. 25.-
without special supplement

SFr. 27.50
with special supplement

For fine, first class stamps -

RARITIES OF SWITZERLAND AND EUROPE -

send your Wants Lists to

ZUMSTEIN
Props'. Hertsch & Cie,

P.O.B. 2585, CH - 3001 BERM

14, Low Lane, Torrisholme,

K ORECAMB E,

Lancs. LA4 6 PM
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LOCAL PUBLICITY SLOGANS
RUTifiRFOORD
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GoinFthrough the li.t we come first to Na. 3.11 "Zftrich Stadt derschanen G:e.scl4ftf i.e. City 'with the lovely ". It is said that the



sw=1_,:s24111 PUBWMILWANUIE (Continued)

First ioaus in July 1942 it as still in use in 1961, but a careful comparison of
early and late examples will reveal not only left and right-hand versions, but also
a radical change of typeface (see Figs. 3 & 4). The key difference to look for
ia the "A° in Stadt. No. 3.11 has a handwriting type, while No. 3.11a has a
printing type. The date of change must lie between 13.X.44 and 16.1.50, according
to the examples I have found so Per

Has anyone anything better? (FD LIS of both 3.11 and 3.11a, whereby
only the former comes left and right-hand).

Next time we will deal with the 3 versions of No. 3.13 Vevey. Prepare
your examples, but don't make your cat outs smaller than 9 x 4 cm., and don't cut
up better-looking covers at all.

Isly If anyone would like a list of the 10 LP slogans whibb have left and
right-hand versions, I will eadly send check liets, end ask for one to
be returned with the dates of use found, so that any new information
can be used for the 1977 edition of the Swiss Slogan Catalogue.

Rutherfoord, Breitestrasse 82, CH-8303 BASSERSDORF.
4.11...u...**19.0.01.1n0411.111.4.1.11NWIMIMPIMM

LIECHTENSTEIN NEW ISSUES
The following were issued on llth Marcht

A. Easalopit - Native works of art
Values: 40 Rp.

80 Rp.

Size etc.

Youflon (yellow/brn-red/ late-grey/grn-bi
Pheasant family (yellow red/blue/dk-bro olet)

Both ceramics by ?since Hans von Liechtenstein
Walter Wachter, Schwan
26 i 36 mm, in sheets of 20

B• 11144LialaILDJEW_=.10a!
valuelp 25 Rp. River crayfish (dk-brown/yellow orange/green/grey-blue)

z40 Rp. Wurope n pond turtle (dk-greeniyelloviorange/dk-blue dk-green
70 Rp. )'iah otter (dk-blue/bru-ochre/dk-grey)
80 Rp. Lapwing (brn-carmine/dk-green/dk-blue/blaok)

agivalms Louis JRger, Vaduz
aissooVis. 26 x 36 lam. in eheets of 20

C. Commemorative -T75 MAAS quag;

1221_7-191§."
11.4w 90 Rp. Roman fibula (3rd cant.

(grn/sepia/gold/dk-blum
1111Wal2 Georg Malin, Mauren
asoo...,,f,12. 36 x 26 rum. in sheets of 20

All the above printed in photogravure
by Courvoisier S.A.

D. hiLtIllal..g..14.111..P.W.BZes

bluaw 40 Hp. Steg/Triesenberg
(yell-ochre/green/blue)

80 Rp. Mauren (yell-ochre
green/blue)

Deal.gatE: Bruno Kaufmann, Berlin

Fri.ELLIKg Offset by Courvoisier S.A.
.`,; ize et * 14.6 x 10.5 cm. Imprinted

stamp depicts the crown

The iirst Day cancellation for all
these issues shove a water-lily and the
inscription '9490 VADUZ - AUSGABETAG
11 Kara 1976'.

ASITS.V0 

Auto 3 1876-1976 100 Jahre Kaserne
Zurich - Zerich 27 March

And although going fast, we

still have stocks of FISCAL

STAMPS, a new field for study.

Whatever your special interest

we know we have items you want.

CANTONAL'S and TBANSITIONALS

RAYONS ... STRUBELIS

MAIL FORERUNNERS

FI T FLIGHT COVERS

ABE YOU LOOKING

FOR THE RARER ITEMS?

FILKATCHER

HAVE YOU BREPARLa) YOUR Cl.;MPKTITICIN
WNTRISS ?

TEE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD',

P.O. Box 242, Highgate,
LONDON N6 2LW

Tel. 01 - 348 - 0296
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Fig. 7. Special
Jubilee cache
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U.P.U. 1900
By W. R. irlORRISON Part VI

For the apecialit who has become engrossed with the complexities ofUPUeetamps it is all too easy to forget that the stamps were on sale for 4 werenths. Prom what I have already written you will realise that there was agreat deal of activity, but unfortunately there is not a complete official recordof event. The following calendar is the best I can manage, and this ie meetlyfrom luMatein's 1924 Handbook) which contains data from the original PTT records).
1900

mid-April Decision to print 5, 10 25e. stanip and 5 & IC c. potcards8 June 25 o. plate 1 (790 ready for printing 12- " 5 c. plate 1 (774 ready for printing .
10 0. plate 1 (78A) ready for printing
5 o. &IC O. plate 2 (77B, 78B) presumed ready for printing2 July FI T DAY OF ISSUE' for 77A, 78ap 794,-(77B), 78B and postcards2-5 Special Jubilee cachet (Fig. 7) in use at Congress in Bern7 

It
arliest date for 5 c. plate 2 (77B), used at Vitznau12 Tarliestdate for:25 c. plate 2 (79B), weed at Vevey28 August 5 c. Plate 3 (77) readeefor printing

5 Sept. Larliest date , for 5 c. plate 3 (77C), used1 October 10 0. plate 3 (780) reedy for printing:27 BarlieSt.date for IO c. plate 3 (780), used at Be11 Dec. Earliest date for 25 c. plate 3 . 790), used at Bern14 " :Earliest date for le 0. plate 3( purple-red, 78Cc) 1 used at Bern31 p Last day of validity
I have given thejiratday of issue as 2nd July. 1900, which was aMonday, and this was preaueably the day when the stamps fit appeased on sale.rhis is the date quoted in all the'handbookleand catalogues. However, auaziker(BBZ 5/6, 1975) says that the stamps were issued on 1st July which was a Sunday,but does not give A y explanation. No doubt the stampa were issued to postoffices by this date, but it seems most unlikely that they would be on sale on theSunday. Can anybody explain?
It is interesting to note the very shxt intervals from the dates theworking plates were ready for printing until the stamps were in postal use,especially in the case of 77C. These must have been hectic days a There is norecord of when the B working plates were ready, but Starting from their: earliestdates of Use and allowing a similar time interval I deduce that the plates for 773and 78B must have been ready by about the 3rd week of June. , It .:-follows thatGirardet must have realised almoet immediately how poor the A printings were, andhe must have started to make the B . working plates (free the same master plates, ofcourse) at once. - In facto if the mix-up over perforating equipment were the primedeciding factor he could have already started making them by then.
Earliest dates of use cannot be verified from postmarks on loose stamps,Red Wert4 & Gees cite obvious errors such as BriAZWIL 15.X.99, NITRALTU ..30.VI,00 audA

X
GJ

I
S

B
i
a0

 35.X.00. Authenticated datee are best obtained from covera with otherpostmarks or independently dated information.  There iz always the possibilitythat earlier dates will be found for the B & C printings, ard I have alreadymentienede(Jan., p.4) the recently discovered Cover with 79C datedil.XII.00 (theprevious earliest date was 14.XII.00) which is just such a case.
I - noticed an advsrtiement in the 'Swiss Philatelist' (he. 60/61, 1971)for a first day cover with both 77A and 77B. If it could be verified that thisis indeed 77B, then this would be the a'-  eat date of use(on the strength of this I included 7713a parenthesis inthe calendar for 2. 1

1II.00). If any member knows of thisor any other cover with very early postmarks I should bemost interested to hear from them.
The special Jubilee cachet (Fig. 7) was applied to post-cards posted at the Jubilee Congress, and it is not seenvery often nowadays. As far ativI know it was not normallyused to cancel the stamps themselves.  It is worth whilesearching through your own collection for early and specialpostmarks. I have found several 77A and 79A dated 2.VII.00,but so far I have seen no 78A. used before the end of Ally:Last day of issue postmarks are found more often tholigh

15 It

"
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LUI (Continued)
still pretty scarce), no doubt because there was a rush to use up the stamps before
they ceased to be pos tally valid. All the B and C printings were still in

circulation then, but the A printings appear to have been mostly used up some time
previously.

Covers with New Year greetings which were posted late on 31st

December were collected top late for the 31.X11.00 cancellation.  These and some
other postal items were cancelled 1.1.01 z 1st January, 1901, i.e. the day after
31.X11,00, with the time of the first,collettion of the New Year This is the

last correct cancellation for the UPU stamps, which incidentally, were the last

19th century stamps issued by Switzerland.

NUMBERS Or STAMPS PRINT

5 e. 10c.

A ,+ B issued 16,532,000 15,196,000 6,344,000

0 issued 5,400,000 1,900,000 3,850

surplus A + C destroyed 200,000 300,000 (A+B) 250,000
(C) 350

These figures are taken from Zumsteints 1924 Handbook and 1975
Specialised Catalogue. Evidently the PTT did not keep separate records of the
A & 3 printings, but judging from the relative scarcity of used copies of the A

printings there must have been many more of the B printings. This could be a

fortuitous observation on my part, but maybe others have found this to be the
case also?

(To be continued)
411110n11410MININI.S.•

SWISS NATIONAL FESTIVAL POSTCARDS
xliheelimpressed value

In the Zumstein "Ganzsachen" Catalogue there is a note on page 61 about

the small number of these postcards distributed free to soldiers during 'World

War I, i.e. Nos. 7 to 24 (1914 - 1918) without the impressed "stamp" for Sc. or

74rc. in the top right-hand corner. This note ends with the laconic statement

that cards with a "Feldpost" cancellations are "looked for". As no prices are

given one can guess how rare such cards are, used or unused.

Recently I was lucky to see one and had the opportunity of making a

copy, an easy item to miss when going through a pile of old postcards.  As you

can see from the text it was sent on the let August 1917 and is No. 18 of that

year, showing "Charity" on the other side.
M. RUTHERFOORD
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MAIL CARRIED FROM SWITZERLAND TO THE U.K. DURING WORLD WAR II

By L•L.C. DUTTON Part XII
hur.: lov.127...ua.A.=_L 2 an. 1943. Aal„ roatAlearvioes (Continued)

According to the C.p.a.l'e of 1.11.43, airmail was transferred from the Swiss
to German aircraft at Stuttgart, but the identification letter on the German seals
and handstamps on all airmail posted after 21,1.43 is (Fig. 8 - Feb. '76),
which implies that the mail continued to Berlin and was censored there, Further .
evidence for this is provided by some of the handstamps on mail posted during the
next period, which are described in the next section along with other features
of German censorship,

The history of mail carried across eastern Europe to the rest of the British
Commonwealth and the U.S.A. is the same as for British mail.  An example is the
letter posted in Fieurier on 27,1.43 for Ottawa (Cover 70 - Fig. 9).  This has

Fig. 9. Letter from Fleurier to Ottawa dated 27.1443 with "tiber-eria Zuurich"
handstamp and British seal with letters 'I CI.

the "tber-via". handstamp with 'Zurich". inserted by hand and suffered German
censorship on the way to Lisbon. According to the December '42 issue of the
C.p.a.l'e, the Pan-American. trans-Atlantic 'Clipper' flights changed their route
at the end of October from Lisbon - Horta (Azores) - Bermuda - Rev York to
Lisbon - Bolama (Portugese (hinea) - Natal (Brazil) - Fort-of-Spain - San Juan
(Porto Rico) - Miami - Rew York. .Rowever, in addition to the German and Canadian
censor seals, Cover 70 also has i British seal with the letters CI writpea‘in
ink. Since 'IC' are the identification letters found on Berme A? seals kin'
and it is known that British P.C.90 seals were taken to Bermuda 

k l ) , it seems
likely that Cover newas removed there and that the route via Bermuda was still
used for Swiss mail in January 1943.

The routes followed by mail to South America during the period are numerous
and beyond the scope of this article, but it is worth noting that some of it was
also served by German planes on the Berlin to Lisbon flights.  The letter posted
on 9.1.43 from Geneva to Rio de Janeiro (Cover 68) is an example and, in contrast
to earlier Mail to Brazil, such as Covers 28 & 35 it too, was censored in Berlin.

Reference 12. A.R. Torrance Editor)2 "The Civil Censorship Bulletin",1, 2
February, 1974) 25.
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4.2 §1.41§Hul. a.twa
The four examples of private mail posted for England between 11.XI.42 and

21.1.43 were all handatamped in a similar way to that shown in Fig. 4 (HNI Jan '75)
although the handstamps differ in detail from that used in 1940. Two types of
handstamp were known to be used in the present period.  Type 1 is shown in Fig. 8
and has the wordst

*M111111/.1.11100.111“Y.M00.1.

Retour - Zurtick

Service postal suspen u

Postverkehr eingestellt

in a 60 x 15 mm, frame.
on the letter posted in
the two posted in Beale

The second type is
the words:

This stamp was used
=rich (Cover 62) and
(Covers 65 and 66). -

very similar but has

in a 66 x 15 mm. frame. This was used
on the cover posted at Arose Dorf (Cover
63), All these handstamps were deleted
manually when the letters were re-posted.
Other types of handstamps are known to
have been used by the P.T.T. at other times during the war and may have been used
during this period. An example is shown in Fig. 10 which was used on a letter
addressed to Greece when the service was suspended following the Balkan invasion.

Retour Zurdok

Service postaerien suspendu

Luftpostverkehr eingestelit

Yrae. Lucy Vryzakis-Frosio,
Tsakalo 27:

nhen, Griechenland.

Ittpa

APRIL MEETINGS 

LONDON GROUP -

Wednesday, 14th
at 6.30 p.m. prompt
ANNUAL COMPETITION

00.0a*:100.4.000.

NORTBERN GROW -

Saturday, 24th
at 2.00 p.m.

ANNUAL GENERAL
MEETLNG

41110.21W11.4111S.01001.•••

For all your requirements of Swiss philatelic

material, send to

J S ARMSTRONG
14, Low Lane, Torrisholme, MORECAMBE

Lance LA4 6PN

Stamps - all periods - mint / used, PDC

Inters pace, tate-ache and ad-anant

Flaws and Varieties

Airmails, special flights and flight covers

Soldier stamps ... Day of the Stamp cards

All these and many more. Write now.



It is not too early for London
s to start looking out their "ODDS
for our closing meeting of the

on on May 12th.
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STAMPEX AWARDS
We are delighted to offer our

heartiest congratulations to
EMS. S. HERTZBERG, winner of the H.L.
Katcher award and a Silver Medal, for an
outstanding entry on Early Swiss Postage
Dues 1878 - 1910, with varieties, use as
ordinary postage stamps and use on cover.

Other awards went to
F. BULSTRODE (Silver Medal)

for Proofs & Essays connected with design
and production of issued stamps from
cantonals to mid-20th cent.
.1,..31aga. (Diploma) for The Postal Histo
of at. Gallen 1794 - 1974, covering the
various types of postal markings on pre-
stamp covers, postal stationery and stem

ADDITIONUILLMLIMUKE
The two items mentioned recently in

the 'News Letter' have been obtained;

1. "Schwyzer Motive auf Schweizer Brief-
marken" by Dr. Kasper Michel -

describing all stamps issued referring to
Ct. Schwyz,

2 * "Archiv fOr Deutsche Postgesahichte"
Feb. '76 containing article by Earc

Moser: "Alexius Knobloch - ein Schweize r
Bote im Fernverkehr des 16. Jahrhunderts *

EX

Sales from packets circulated this
season have been exceptionally good and
have reached 0,000 with still a little
time to go.

In view of the ever lengthening
delays in the post, especially 2nd class
mail, will members please return Advice
Notes immediately after forwarding
packets, as otherwise it is extremely
diffieult to keep track of them*

CIP

CATION

Marian Came Zinsmeister has vritte
a cempanion volume (of 88 pages) to her
book on Swiss stamps. This one is
entitled: 'Liechtenstein Stamps and
their Background 1912-1973". Published
by the Society of Philatelic Americans
it in available from Harris Publications
at £2.45.

1. 46th International Motor Show,
Geneva. Cancel reads: "1211 GENEVE

. 11.3.76 - Salon de l'autoU.

2. International Space Stamp Ethibiti
WERABA III 1976 , in Mich. Cancel

depicts a space module and reads:
"8000 Ulrich WERABA 1976 - 1•4.4.76".

----o0o-----

DID YOU KNOW ?
.... that the UPIT 80c. Blair of 1974
has the lowest sale figure of all recent
special Swiss stamps.

• that at the Wi.hABA Space Philatel-
ic Exhibition, to be held in ZUrich-
Altstettea from 1st to 4th April this
year, Prof. J. Piccard will speak about'
his association with NASA, amongst
other speakers on space subjects. A
special ads will be used by the FTT.
There will also be special cancan-
(lions available at the official USA,
UN Geneva, and uniquely, USSR post
office stands. Some hearty fruit salad
is guaranteed.

• that there is a ru$our that the
African child shown on the latest 40c.
tamp is the youngest son of Idi Amin
of Ugandian Warne. This has prompted
"Philateliac" to mention that in honour
of this Amin will autograph album pages
bearing this stamp during a short stop
he will make at Zurich airport at 5 AM
as 1st April 1976. Any takers?
• that the UNO Study Circle in
Germany has just published a 100 page
tome "UIT-Studie" covering every possible
aspect of UIT stamps, postmarks etc.,
of the whole world, a really fantaetic
philatelic labour of love. Obtainable
from UNO-Philatelie e.V., Sedanstr. 11,
D-5000 Cologne 1*

• that I have been shown a letter
dated 1820 with an alleged postage stamp
impressed in top right-hand corner. The
owner thought he had made the discovery
of the century, but a week later, quite
by chance, I was shown a bundle of such
'letters' from the first half of the.
19th cent. The albino impression of the
ZUrich coat-of-arms (28x32mm) carries a
value tablet according to the size of
the paper and represents a fiscal due
for an official statement. The longer
the statement the higher the price, i.e.

bigger piece of paper needed. In the
lower left corner was always a circular
rubber stamp showing the same amount as
a receipt. Result: a pre-adhesive
fiscal, not postal, stamp.
, .....  that the answer to Question No. 45
is: the number of still valid 40c. at
the beginning of 1976 I - 22: consisting
of 3 defs., 9 commems Europa, 3 P.1
and 3 PP.
...., that Question No. 46 is: which
British military victory, outside
Europe, is commemorated in Switzerland
and mentioned on at least one special
cancellation?
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An 410 in the box means that
yours ie still outstanding -

e note the special memo enclosed.
4.1110111M11.15.1MKINIM

ZUMSTEIN

For fine, first class stamps xe•

RARITIES OF SWITZERLAND AND EUROPE IOW

send your Wants Lists to

ZUMSTEIN
Propr. Bertsch & Cie,

.0.3. 00 - 3001 172N

HELVETII. Nue3 LE MARCH 1976

neSec. kr . R.A. Hoyle,
rafield Rd., Halifax

At the February meeting in Leeds
Mr, G.D. Wilson introduced the subject:
the PRO PATRIA ISSUES, and began by
relating his experiences on visiting
Switzerland on the occasion of her
National Day, following with much back-
ground information to the stamps & card

Be described in detail the first
stamps and surcharge and discussed the
various topics shovel on the stamps over
the years. He commented on the numbers
of stamps issued each year and their
values and surcharges which, since 1968
have shown a considerable increase to
total in 1975 75c., and on the distrib-
ution of funds which had amounted to
Fr,33,000,000 in the first 50 years.

Mr. Wilson then dealt with the
miniature sheets of 1940/42/60 and showed
examples of the various special cancels
used since 1949 and those used by the
mobile PO since 1958. The extensive dis
play included many first day covers and
photographs, concluding with the stamps
of the ceiling paints in St. Martin's
Church in Zilliem

Dr. Ritchie displayed 'Bundesfeier'
cards including the rare 20c. red of 1927
and Miss Solly coecluded the afternoon's
entertainment with her award winning
study of Zillis Church.

R.A.H.

211.4.19LNDA
In the report on the Liechtenstein

display last month the reference to the
railway should have read 'from
(Switzerland) to Feldkirch (Austria

Frank Geiger - SLA

U.N. IN GENEVA

A special stamp for the World
. Federation of U.N. Associations was

issued on 12th March:
90 c. (red/yellow/green/blue)

Design: Interlaced wires symbolising
&strength

admit .George Hamori, Australia
Ltiatagi s Helicgravure by Heraclio

Fournier, Spain
ligAW .,26 x 34 mm.

 1.800,000
The special First Day cancel shows a

wire rope of 5 strands and a small
eliptical globe with letters 'WFLINA'
12.3.76 and Premier Jour; '1211 GENEVE'
at the top and two line lower curve:
'Federation mondiale des assoeiatione
Pour les Da, ions unies and 'ADMINIe
STRATION POSTALE DES NATIeNS

Stamps of the same design of 13c, a
26c. US were issued in New York that day.

.1C11,11422%.1 - Latest editions published
On 30th Aueust 1975

U Price 4 12.50
TELTL1.21§.

ket size Price 1.20

Please order Catalogues from
HARRIS PUBLICATIONS LTD.,

42, Maiden Lane, Strand, London WC2E 71.

Also publiahed on 30th August;
TIN POSTAI ST TIONERT T
rice: 9,- plus posta

AIWA...064./.1111n11

Supplements to the Europe Catalogue
are published In the BERNER BRIEFHAREEN
ZEITUNC.
Annual fee 1976: SFr. 25.-

without special supplement
SF?. 27.50

with special supplement

HAVE YOU SF OUR LISTS OF
UNUSUAL OFFERS of Specialieed Swiss
philatelic material

A £1 note (deductible from first
purchase guarantees you all our special-
ised Swiss offers for one year by AIRMAL6
(postage along costs us 35p. each).

Why not try the American market
for your Specialised Swiss needs? We
might just have that elusive item you
have been searching for .....

A few excerpts from our list:

Zum. PJ 18 F-VF used block w, central
cancel ... 437.50

325/Het. 2 - nice retouch in a VF
Mint Unhinged block • 4 6.00

301A/pf.3 & pf.4 both in a VF
Unhinged block 4 32,50

Checks payable in or $ acceptable.
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

4e uber B.F.'S., Amer. Stamp Dealers Aseoca.
P.O. Box 6215

ROHRERSTOWN, PA 17603 U.S.A.

*4011.1.0,1.00000*.W.1.4.

http://neSec.kr
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Mr.C.RAUCH,
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BOGNOR REGIS,
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THE ANNUAL COMPETITION
THE FIRST DOUBLE:

It was with very great pleasure that a warm welcome was accorded to one

of our American members, Mr. H. A. Bauman of West Bend, Wisconsin, and his wife,

newly arrived. in London on a visit - to be greeted by a pouring wet day, the first

for weeks, if not months: We trust our welcome was more encouraging. Unfortunately

they were able to spend only a short time meeting a few of our members, owing to

another engagement. We wish them a very happy visit to Britain.

This year's Competition was much more successful than the last, due to

a Larger number of entries, particularly in the 'Cup' section.

Our Adjudicators were Kiss A. Grunberg, a member of 'Helvetia' and

Mr. J. Thompson, Chairman of the Wembley P.S., and they found plenty of work to do
in arriving at their conclusions. After due deliberation the results were
announced as follows:

nagija - MRS. E. J. RAWNSLEY for an unusual entry on the TAB CANCELLATIONS
OF GENEVA'

'Runner-up' - MR. A. J. POLLARD of Brighton, for a very fine entry on 'BOOKLET
STAMPS', including some of the rarer items.

Highly - MR. G. M. HODGES for a fine entry on the 'STRUBELS', with some

Commended: outstanding pairs and items on cover.

Other entries included 'Provisional:0, 'Swiss Arms Stamps', 'Revenues
'League of Nations', 'Printing Trials' and 'Tell Boy'.

IMMULIX MRS. E. J. RASISLEY for 'PRE-STAMP POSTMARKS 1790-1850' showing
the gradual development of postmarks,
directional marks etc.

'Runner-up' - MR C. RAUCH for ' OST-OFFICE INSTRUCTIONAL MARKS', depicting many
types of markings used in Switzerland.

Highly
Commended: - MR. I. TILLER for a study of the 'POSTMARKS OF CANTON ST. GALLEN

1794-1874%

The remaining entry in this section was a study of 'Postage Due Markingst.

Miss Grunberg, giving the views of the judges, said they had each made

their own assessment in the first instance, and when trying to make the final

choice there were very few marks between the first and second places in both

sections. By way of a little guidance for the benefit of future competitions,

some points to be watched are the provision of enough - the not too much - inform-

ation to emphasize the purpose of the entry, very strict checking of place names

etc., and avoidance of undue emphasis on one sheet so that it detracts from the

balance of the whole entry.

During the judging a preliminary programme for the next season was

drafted and will be completed and published in due course.

Mr. Stilee proposed a vote of thanks to the judges for coming along and

undertaking the task, possibly more difficult when only one country .a involved.

He also wished to record grateful thanks to Mr. Rauch (one of last year's

winners) for having had a neat carrying case made for our 'Moore Trophy' and which
he has presented to the Society, a gesture which is greatly appreciated'.

During the remaining time members were able to study he various entries.



SCHWEIZ
U.P.U. 1900

H.L KATCHER

THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD.

P.O..BOX 242, HIGHGATE,
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• that the young Swiss designer of the
new German definitives, Beat Knoblauch.
died in a tragic accident in the mountains
at the end of Dec. 1975. In addition to
these he designed 6 commemoratives for the
German PT? and 2 for Prance, 'ARPHILA'.

• that the Swiss Federal Council in
proposing a change in that future alter
ations to the postalerates need not be
approved by Parliament, i.e. will not be
subject to the referendum Osten. Thin,
if accepted (altho itself subject to a
possible referendum), will allow the PTT
to make smaller changes at more frequent
intervals and without delay. Thus the
confusion, i.e. over the PJ rates for the
1975 i#sue, which meant that a 10c. stamp
had tobe issued as well, in case, will
be obviated in future. The Federal
Council (Cabinet) of 7 Members, will alone
approv# PTT suggestions.
........ that the bet-air-ship has actually
made its trip, not from Luzern (Transport
Museum) to Zug and back, but only for a
few hundred meters near Sursee. Those
whe paid 1r.8.- for the 2 official PTT
covers Athol a special cancel, will now

:•be feeling happy, perhaps. (r L, May '75).
▪ that an imperforate corner block of
the UN 'Geneva SFr.10.- (FD 17.4.70) has
been bought at a New York auction _for
#400. Apparently 2 sheets were auctioned
in New York in 1972. In the Zumstein
BBZ of March 1976 the affair is called
"Eine kleine 'Lockheed' AffAre".

........  that the 4th part of the new
'Stomps:leftist should appear at last this
year and will consist of loose sheets
only. The 5 volumes of text (brown) and
3 volumes of illustrations (green' need
not be extended.

• that the Ren4 Gees articles on the
UPU 1900 issue have been reprinted and
are available for SFr. 15.- send E3.00
to me if you want one).
• that the PTT has brought out a new
collection of 12 coloured postcards
"Switzerland and its Post Coaches" at

Description in 4-1-anguages
(including English:)
• that the answer to Question No. 46
is: The Battle of Kandahar, Afghanistan
(Jan. 1879) was used by Sir Arnold Lunn
when he started the ArlbergeZindahar Ski
Races, the first of which were held in
1928 in St. Anton:heed Marren. The 20th,
26th & 31st were commemorated by a Swiss
special *Ss in 1955,061 & '66 respective-
ly when the races were held in MOrren -
amongst other year's - and not in St.Anton
or Garmiech.
• that Question. No. 47 concerns early
difficulties with perforating machines.
What magi,: of perfa have been found with
the 'Winterthur stamp of 1850?

M.R.

UNITEDeNATIO-LWaSEULYA
A special stamp wee iesued on

23rd April on the theme of Commerce
and Dove's, tont.

haw SPr.1.10 - Globe and
symbols of development
4 colours: brown/
blue/green/orange

Henry Bencsath, U.N.
Photogravure by Courvoisior

S.A.

LtABISeK112.0 26 s 41 mm.
haw 1,800,000

The special cancel has a symbolic
motif and '23.4.1976 CNUCED -
Premier Jour' in centre and in two
arcs round rim; '1211 GENEVE -
CONFERENCE DES NATIONS DUES POUR LE
CCNMERCE ET DEVELOPEMENT / ADMINI-
STRATION POSTALE DES NATIONS UN IRS'.

Two similar stamos of 13c. and
31 c. USA were issued on the same day
in New York.

PUBLICITY CANCE

Issued on 6th April:

3 32 INS - Heimat von Albert Anker
(x. 335b)

3117 KIESEN Milchwirtschliche
Museum - (K.652)

By REA GEES

THIS IMPORTANT PUBLICATION
(FULLY ILLUSTRATED) HAS BEEN
REPRINTED BY US ItaL/ES&M,
lagEttlear 2.214:—.1-12.10-22-lal0

s : OF PE 'al T.es*

COPIES OF THIS LIMITED REPRINT
ARE NOW AVAILABLE AT f.4.40 POST
FREE.

A MUST FOR T UPU SPECIALISTS

LONDs: 116 4LW

Tel. 01 - 348 0296
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U.P.U. 1900
By W. R. MORRISON Part VII

PRINTING ERRORS ANp VARIETIES 

There are two classes of varieties in the UPU issue: PLATE VARIETIES consiet-
ingA7f plate flaws and errors (Plattenfehler), worn areas in the plates (Platten
abated/igen) and retouches (Retouchierungen) which are unique to each printing
plate and are listed under each wane in the Zumeetein Spesialkatalog (under the
headings in parentheses above). PRINTING ERRORS LND VARIETIES are random
varieties caused by careless printing which did not cause permanent damage to the
plates. These are listed in the Zumetein Spezialkatalog (1975, p.143) under
"lamer wiederkehrende Abarten", nos. Al - A18,and I shall describe them in the
same numerical order below.

Al. Double „Imeregaion. Clear double impressions of the whole design are very
rare, but trivial doubling and smudging are quite common, especially on 77E.

In A fe
y
 cases doubling of frame lines or lettering is used as a constant feature

for plating, indicating !something like a re-entry * As fat as we know there was
no die transfer process in the manufacture of the plates, so Some other term
should be used.
A2. B of C o . A remarkable number of coloured blobs and flecks

are constant plate flaws, but they are usually well defined and no more than
1 to 4 mm in Size. The major constant flaws of this type are all catalogued.
Random spots and flecks are due to spatters of ink and careless wiping of the
plate. These are quite common. Items worth collecting should have colour
extending over a substantial part of the stamp.

£3. T. z• T t P e • The commonest form of this
variety is seen on the 10c. stamps which have fugitive aniline-rich iaks.

During printing the paper was damp and the fugitive component appears to have
diffused through the paper in true solution. The colour on the back is rather
different from the colour on the front. In mint stamps the appearance from the
back is like semi-transparent paper. In used stamps which have been soaked off
paper the wetting will inevitably cause worse staining spreading into the white
areas.

A different variety, which is not common, is attributed to too much oil in
the ink. This explanation seems odd because oil would have made the ink water-
repellant (hydrophobic) which I would have thought undesirable for printing onto
damped paper.

£4. Ink Penetrate s otte hr u h P. This should not be confused with
13, where a d leed compound diffuse0 through the paper. In this

variety the ink penetrated through the paper. From the back the stamps show the
complete design as a diffuse blotted image, rather like an out-of-focus offset.
In fact in the 1924 Handbook weak offsets are described as "so-called blotted
prints". I have seen £4 on 5c. and 25c. stamps, but on 10c. stamps I do not
think the variety can be distinguished from £3.

£5. (This is a combination of £4 with any of varieties A6 to A10.)
£6 - A3.0. /'feet Prin. These can arise in two ways which I will refer to as

Type I and Type II. Type I offsets are caused by laying one sheet
on top of another wet printed sheet so that ink is transferred to the underside
of the top sheet. I believe this accounts for the partial offsets (common on
770) showing residues of very heavily inked original areas such as the head and
hair. The intensity of this type of offset would depend on how dry the ink and
paper were, and on how much pressure was applied.

Type II offsets are described in the Spezialkatalog (p.120). A sheet of

paper was laid on the inked plate and a roller passed over it to transfer the
inked impression. If the paper was forgotten, the roller picked up the ink and
the next sheet of paper was then printed normally on the front from the plate
and offset printed on the back from the roller. As the offset ink became used
up the offset image would become gradually fainter and more diffuse.

With these explanations, in mind we can now consider each offset variety.
16, latitig_arml. This should show the whole stamp design in pastel or

stronger shades and it looks like a cleaner sharper version of 14.  It is
not uncommon to find the offset 0.2 to 1 mm out of register with the stamp design



1975 S.Pr.
Variety 77A,B zak,B 79A,B 770 780 for all Values

M U iu u a U flt U 111 U m.,u.) add

Apnormal
B,norsial

0.75 0.30

0.30 0.20
0.60 0.30
0.40 0.20

2.e' 1.e
'1.25 0.85

0.35 0.25 0.80

A7 50.- 15.- 20.- 15.- 50.- 20.- 35,- 35'.- 200.- 75 to 350.-

A8 40.- 25..- - 20.- 411. 40.- 40.- - '

A10 - 100.- - 200.- - 75., 610 250 to 500.-

(To beSconcluded)
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nal_jaN, Continued)

on the front (seen by holdine- the stamp to the light and varying
 the angle of

illumination and viewing). Displacement may be vertica
l and/or horizontal, but

not normally clockwise or anti-clockwise rotated. I suspect that this is a

Type II offset with displacement caused by slight movement of
 the plate or of the

roller on its bearinge.

A7. gulamiugutt. Strong offset prints should be almost as strong and clear

as the main image on the front of the stamp, end all 
plating flaws, varieties,

dots, flaws and retouches can be seen. I believe th
ey can be either Type I or

Type II offsets, but mostly the latter.

AS. EaratlialOajnal. This is a strong offset with a sharp dividing line beyond

which there is no offset. The best explanation is that th
e edge of the

printed sheet of paper was folded over accidentally, t
hus cutting off the transfer

of part of the offset. In such cases one would expect the offsets to be in
positione near the edge of the printed ;WI (not necessarily the edge of sheets
which have two edges towards the centre of the plate). H

owever I have an example

from position 039 whlch is near the centre of the plate, and I can only suppose

that an extra sheet of paper had been improperly inserte
d to prevent the °fleet

being printed (but why did they not clean the roller instead?)

A9, RialjaaA,Maseie These are offsets which are far out of register with the
printing on the front. They may be extreme cases of the t

ype mentioned

under A6, or they can be wildly skewed or rotated.

The latter are easier to explain as Type I offsets where a sh
eet was thrown

down squint on top of another printed sheet. The example i
llustrated in the

Zumstein Speeialkatalog (p.145) is curious since it shows 
two superimposed skewed

offsets --- I offer no explanation!

The first version of this variety which involves gross vertic
al and/ or

horizontal displacement, could be either type of offset, but 
I think it is most

probably a Type II offset where free rotation of the roller and
 substantial

repoeitioning of the plate occurred.

A10. 212101LALlik. These are most likely Type II offsets, caused by inking the
roller on two separate occasions, rather than 2 x Type I or T

ype I Type II

offsets. The offsets are of different intensity normally.  Mul
tiple offsets

occur rarely, and can be best explained as several of Type II.

In recent catalogues a supplementary price is quoted for mint
 or used offsets

on any stamp, but this does not take into account comparative
 scarcity.  Separate

priees were given in the 1924 Handbook and these have been gath
ered together in a

table (see below), using current catalogue numbers. One might suppose that these

old prices reflect the frequency of finding the offsets befor
e demand and collecting

(hoarding?) dried up the supply and distorted prices.  On t
he other hand the prices

may not be entirely reliable since the prices for ordinary mi
nt copies were only

1.5 to 2 tines the prices for used copies and I do not believe mint copies were
so common in 1924 - they certainly are net common now!

Prices for Offsets on UPU 1900 Stamps
1924 S.Fr.

Emomnows HIGHAgua

On behalf of members in this country and overseas I send heartiest
congratulations to Mr. L. Moore and Mr. J.N. Highstei on hearing of the honor

conferred on them by the Yorkshire Philatelic Association. (See page 52).
Being well aware of the unflagging efforts of both our President,

Mr. Moore and Mr. Highsted to promote the interests of philately in general and

'Helvetia' in particular, we are very proud to learn of this recognition of their

services to our hobby. S. J. RAWNSLET
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NEW ISSUE NEWS
The following stamps will be issued in May:

A. 102110121191§, — on May 3rd

At the CEPT Conference held in September 1972 it was agreed that the
theme for this year's issue should represent two typical Slein& crafts.
lace and watches.

I111191 1 	40 Hp.

SISOIEW
.419.06-911A0
Printings

ant
NAM'

Floral lace motif worked in gold thread cotton embroidery
on tulle, from a private collection in St. Gallen.

3 colours: brownish-red/lt.red/ochre
80 Hp. Richly decorated pocket watch of the late 18th century,

from the Museum of Horology in Le Lode.
3 colours: blue/yellow/red

Hans Hartmann, K8nis
301mie Max taller, Bern

Rotary line engraving by the PT? Stamp Printing Works Bern
28 x 33.5 mm. (25 x 30.5 mm.)
White, luminescent: 40 Rp. with violet fibres, 80 Rp. without

fibres
ZeruLaxlinakt: 2 sheets (1 & 2) each of 50 stamps

The commemorative cover has as vignette an ornamental letter 'E' and a
simple First Day cancellation will be used reading: '3000 BERN - EUIPPA /
CEPT ADSGABETAG 3.V.1976'.

B. IERJATAIA - on 28th May

A new 4 year series of stamps begins this year depicting Swiss Castles
with the aim of stimulating interest in Swiss history and historical buildings.
To mark the jubilee year of the Burgundian War (1476), the two 40 Hp. values
show the castles of Grandson and Nurten (Norat).

90 of the proceeds will go to the Bundesfeler Fund * shared equally
between the Federation for Youth Hostels and the Fund for the Preservation
of Historic Monuments. The remaining icl% will be used for other social and
cultural projects of national interest.

YelueValues , : 20 + 10 Hp. K burg - 5 colours: yell.ochre/grey/brown/violet-grey/
olive-green

40 + 20 Hp. Grandson - 5 colours: red/blue/yellow/violet-grey/
blackish-brown

40 + 20 Hp. Nurten (Korea) - 1
5 colours: bluish AIRMAILS provide
red/green/sepia/ a vast field for study, since
violet-grey/blue it covers Stamps, Pioneer.

80 + 40 Hp. Bellinsone- Flights, First Flights with
Montebello their great range of special
5 colours: 

brown/
cancellations, Balloon and

violet/grey/ Zeppelin Flights.
brn-grey/yell-brn

Anne Oertle, Winterthur
Photogravure, Courvoisier S.A.
33.5 x 28 mm. (30.5 x 25 nm.)
White, luminescent, without

, fibres
Inmsatatts 2 sheets (h & B) each of

50 stamp.

The commemorative cover has a coat-of-
armeAsotif and the First Day cancellation
has in the centre a decorative crown,
'AUSGABETAG / 28.5.76' and round the edge
3000 BERN - BUNDESFEIERMAREW.

For both issues collection sheets and
folder's will be available.

DesAgper:

=LUMP
Sises

Let me assist you to
: build up a good collection
which you will be proud to
display.

If, however, your main
interests lie in other
directions, these can also be
helped by sending for approval
selections, or let me have
your Wants Lists.

$ _..A.Iii.i..f.$°711#10...1.



MAIL CARRIED FROM SWITZERLAND TO THE U.K. DURING WORLD WAR 11

Part XIII
. 0

Airmail Deleted Place of
label/ 'Zur./Rets 2nd Date

Histamp Stamp
li(Type o.

0

Date on
Postmark

BY L.A.C. DUTTON

Place of Destination Postage
Origin Applied

any.

Operation 'Torch'; British and American troops disembark from

Lug.= 1

8.11.42
o---9-----o
1 60 S.G.I 9.11.42

I
61 LMCD

—r--

--o
11.11.42

14.11.42 M.a.t.d.C.p.a.l'e: Postal service to tha U.K. emaPanded and

16.11.42 P.O. Circular: Mail service to France is Suspended.

20.11.42 British forces capture Benghazi.,

21.11.42 Chaux-de-Fds DUblin I 500. Yes None None

26.1.1.42 M.a.t.d.C.p.a.l'e: Postal service.to the U.K. resumed using

27.11.42 The French scuttle their fleet at Toulon.

1.111.42 C.p.a.l'e: Mail for the U.K. collected at Geneva 1 and leaves

train; Airmail flown by Iberian Airways from

The Wehrmacht

50c. i Yes L No I---None

invades the Free Zone of France and occupies the

London

2.111.42 P.O. Circular:

4./11.42 r zarich 3O —o

10.111.42 Arose Dorf

Beale

0

15./11.42 Basle 10 Bath

21.111.42 r Basle 10 Bath
—o

67 IitCD 22.111.42 Lausanne 2 GPO Liverpool
Foreign Z

Air Mail

Andover

Cambridge

I

15..111.42 Bath

to Lisbon and from

Yes (1) TZtrich 1

Yes (2)

'By Air
Mail'
typed
---0

500. Yes Yes (1) None

50c Yes Yes (1) Basle 1

None

to Switzerland flown

500. Yes

500.

r68 9.1.43 Geneva Rio de Janeir9 FI.80 	Tee.
0 6

.13.1.43 M.a.t.d.C.p.a.10e: Postal communications with France have
 been

14-27.1.43 Roosevelt and Churchill meet at Casablanca.

21.1.43 F.F.T. announces that letters, but not registered mail, to the

Bern Belfast

70 ARTpo ElW I 29.1.43 Castasegna Manchester

31.1.4T-I Lugano London 50c. Yea

1.11.43 C.p.a.l'e: All letter mail to the U.K. collected 
at Geneva 1.

on the 01.00 h. train to Ztrich from where it is flown

flown to Lisbon on the D.L.H. flight: Berlin-Stuttgart-
operated four times a week.

	0
--0 0 411011110111110111n11.1.11•101101M1.0

majimaga ... the last of the current seASOut

LONDON GROUP - Wednesday, May 12th A repeat of our popular display on
'ODDS & ENDS' ... everybody bring
along somethingi

NORTHERN GROUP - Saturday, May 22nd - YORKSHIRE P.S. CONVENTION AT HARROGATE

No 0111. MIS



95Q ships onto the shores of Morocco and Algeria.
04- I None

oast and all frontiers.
etters already posted returned to the senders.

None 1 None I 111-0;.---I 2 7845 0
o

the route via France, Spain and Lisbon.

un the 07.53 train across Prance. Surtace mail carried across Spain to Lisbon by
Barcelona to Lisbon and by BOAC from Lisbon to England.

there carried by the available air or surface transport.

1233/2 7041-16/2

7404/1/1

7002 -

1A4 8975

lA

0 .10
la (b)

grey

2141.43 r la (b)-T Ig.::
..

24.X11.42 None

I

1 2a (b) Nonej 6973 105

'disrupted for seine time. Letters already at post

)

'0)132-51
-41.. .t lw  

— I   .1/2 F145-1/2 2 7845

7942
0 -o

1None None None

 1 -
7365-2/1  I  None -

o
ices will be returned to sende

••n••••••••n•

None I None None I 10

•

r hbleb

nn•n••17a.11.16•1n0•01111**

2nd Date lab. Nos 'Wash blue inde
No.top LH No.bot.LH British

.I corner in corner in cen, teal
Stamp (Identa

1
pencil pencil pencil (P.0.90

letter) Type No.)

-o --o
Date of GODI cen. Colour No. in

la (b)

Surface sail leaves on the 01.00 h. train via Paris and Irun to Lisbon. Airmail leaves
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Would any members be interested in the following items, offered for sales

UPU 1900 79014 (25 Rp.) used, cat. ZUm. SFr.80 es 77C/Ret. 4 (5 Rp), unused

but no gum, Zum. Sfr.35 es and Airmail Z.29 white roof variety, used, cat.AC £75
The items are at present abroad but can be obtained if reasonable

nfralem Ara fewthacminv. (Contact E.J.R*)
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Shown below is a photostat, just received, of the letter of 182
0

mentioned in our 'Did you know?' column last month ebowing the use of a pre
-

adhesive fiscal, an albino Impression of the Mich coat-of-arms and receip
t

stamp in bottoa left corner.

O REXMLAJE1 01 Hon.Sec. R. A. HOYLE,
6, Limes ire, Huddersfield Rd., Halifax

It was Ladies' Afternoon for

Northern Group Members on March 20th and

Kiss Chatburn, Mrs. Davis and Miss Solly

combined to produce an intensive display

of thematic items.

Nies Chatburn began with items

from her collection of cartoons illus-

trating topics depicted on stamps.
Mrs. Davis showed a large selection of

stamps and postcards all connected with

mountains, passes, summit markings,

railways and routes, and Miss Solly dis-

played the Pro Juventute from 1943, all

the issues being extensively written up

and illuetrated with post & maximum cards.

At this meeting members were

delighte4 to hear that Mr. Moore and

Mr. Higheted have been invited to become

two of the first signatories of the Album'

of Distinguished Yorkshire Philatelists
which is being instituted at the County
Convention at Harrogate on Nay 22nd.

Your reporter is sure that all
members will be delighted with this award,

the highest honour of the Yorkshire Phil-

atelic Association to two of the Helvetia

Society's most distinguished members.

R.A.H.

AUTOMOBILE CANCEL

Auto 3 Zercher Secheelluten 1976 - Zunft
sum Umbel - Zurich 25/26 Apr.

ZUMSTEIN
Lamm - New editions published

on 30th August 1975

EUROPE knk ... Price £12.50

Pocket size ... Price L 1.20

Please order Catalogues from
HARRIS PUBLICATIONS LTD.,

42, Maiden Lane, Strand, London WC2E 7LW

Also published on 30th August:

zummu POSTAL STATIONERY CATALOGUE
Price: SFr.19.- plus postage

Supplements to the Europa Catalogue
are published in the BERNER BRIEFKARKEN

ZEITUNG.

Annual fee 1976: SFr. 25.-
without special supplement

SFr. 27.50
with special supplement

For fine, first class stamps -
RARITIES OF SWITZERLAND AND EUROPE -

send your Wants Lists to

ZUMSTEIN
Propr. Bertsch & Cie

P.O.B. 2585 CH - 3001 BERN
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LetterNews

30th TEAR

Castles of Switzerland
Hiatorical facto on the designs for the new "Pro Petrie" series.

MU (Ct. Ulrich). This ancient castle, situated high above the Teas
river, dates back to the 10th cent., although none of the original

structure remains, The oldest parts now in existence are the rectangular keep
and sections of the circular wall which are 12th cent., when the stronghold
belonged to the Kyburg branch of the House of Dillingene The Mother of Rudolf
of Hapsburg was of Kyburg lineage, so the castle passed to the Hapsburgs and

became the seat of an Austrian bailiff. A small town developed outside its
precincts. In 1424 the city of Ulrich purchased Kyburg from Austria and made it
into a bailliwick. The carefully renovated castle, which has a chspel with 15th

cent. frescoes, is now e MusetaMs

.GRANDSO4 (Ct. Vaud). Around the year 1000 A.D. the powerful lords of
Grandson, an outstanding family under the Kings of Burgundy and

later under the Counts of Savoy, built a first stronghold on a hill spur over-

looking the western end of Lake Neuchatel. In the 13th cent. it was replaced by

a new structure, to which further alterations and additions were made in the late
Middle Ages. The present outer wall, with its imposing guard towers, dates back
to that time. The House of Savoy, under whose suzerainty Grandson was placed,
strongly supported the cause of Charles the Bold of Burgundy in his conflict with
Bern around 1470, and as a result the Bernese attacked and captured the castle in
1475. Duke Charles, on his punitive expedition against the Swiss Confederation

in 1476, recaptured the stronghold from the Bernese after a siege of ten days,
and executed all members of the garrison. Some days later the Confederates

arrived on the scene and defeated the Burgundian army neat Grandson, taking away
a rich booty. As a bailiwick held in common by Bern and Fribourg, Grandson
remained part of Swiss territory. The castle now houses an interesting historical
collection.

masp MORNT (Ct. Fribourg). Was a fortified place as early as 1000 A.D.
It was besieged and destroyed when the Emperor Konrad II

siesed the Kingdom of Burgundy.  The ancient royal court formed the nucleus round
which the later settlement developed. Elevated to the rank of a town by the
House of ZAhringen, Murten came under the control of Peter of Savoy in the 13th
cent., when various additions were made to the cantle.  Although under Savoyard
rule, Murton entered into alliances with Bern and Fribourg in the 14th & 15th I
centuries, At the beginning of the Burgundian Wars the two towns occupied Murton
and left a garrison of some 2000 men, who were to ward off Burgundian intrusion'
into Swimsterritory. Charles the Bold, defeated at Grandson, rallied his
scattered troops in Lausanne, arrived near Murton on 9 June 1476 and laid siege
to the town. The Confederates, anxiously awaited by the hard-pressed defenders,
were not ready for battle until 22 June when they attacked suddenly and inflicted

crushing defeat on the Burgundians. The battle of Murton resulted in the fall
of the independent Duchy of Burgundy and established the Seise Confederation as a
short-lived Great Power in the late 15th cent The castle became the seat of a
joint Bernese and Fribourgeois bailiwick and saw various transformations in the
17th & 18th centuries.

LNO C TELLO DIIINTEBELL2 (at. Ticino), Bellinsona, where several
main pass roads meet, is dominated by the

"Castel Grande", perched on a rock rising steeply from the valley. In view of
its strategic importance the rock was fortified as early as the Roman times.



alasagal (Continued)
During the Middle Ages it retained its
significance under various rulers. In
the 13th cent. Bellinzona passed over
to COMO and-was elevated to the rank of
a town. A second castle, the 'Castello
di Montebello", was erected on a mount-
ain spur and important extensions were
made to the defence system when
Bellinzona became a Milanese outpost
and used as s-major bulwark against
Swine intruders.- Montebello was en-
closed with a strong outer ring wall
connected to the fortification system
barring the entire valley. Above
Montebello yet another stronghold, the
oCastello di Sasso Corbaro" was added
to the defence system. In the 13th
cant. the Swies made a vain attempt to
oonqeer Bellieeona. Another attack.
.voeottaken by soldiers from the cantons
of Central Switzerland in 1500, proved
ouccessfel and the three castles
remained in the possession of Uri,
Schwyz and Nidwalden until 1798. The
Castello di Montebello, a fine example
of North Italian Castle architecture,
now houses a museum,

UNITED J4ATIONS IN ulna,
Two special stamps will be issued

on 28th May to mark the Conference of
the U.N. on Town Planning - HABITAT.

The design depicts a globe
encircled by a ring of houses and trees.
Va s Sar.0.40 - blue/lt-violet/

yellow/green/red
3.Fr.1.50 violet/blue/roserose

green/red

R. Weishoff, Israel

Heliogravure by Heraclio
Fournier S.A., Simla

26 x 34 mm.

1,800,000 of each value

The special First Day cancel shows
a roof, a tree, the sun and rain -
Premier Jour - 28.5.76. At the toe:
'1211 GENEVE' and double inscription
round edge: 'Conference,des Nations
Unies aur les etablissements humains'
and eADMINISTdATION PaJTALE DES NATIONS
UNIES,

Two similar stamils of 13 & 25 cents
U. will be issued in New York on the
=me day.

CIAgAlliCELLATION

To mark the 1100 year festival in
-iN5DORP (Ct. Ulrich), a special
oriel cancellation was put into use

Qm 23rd April, to last until 31st •
Deoember. This will be similar to the

10 cancels, but unnumbered and 'reads:
003 BIRMENSDORF - 1100 Jahre is

Reppischtal".

PACKET WARNING!
It has been brought to my notice

that there are one or two wswitchers"
at work, who have been substituting
inferior stamps for good items -
particularly unmounted mint copies in
Hawid mounts. All members should be
extra careful when checking Packets
received and if they find any evidence
of this deplorable practice, should
notify me immediately.

Members are reminded that they are
responsible for all Packets whilst in
their possession and must ensure that
no unauthorised person has access to
them.

It cannot be too strongly emphasised
that this reprehensible conduct can do
great damage to the prestige of the
Society and must be stopped as quickly
as possible.

C. RAUCH
(Exchange Packet Secretary)

TIME AND TIDE .......

Following our notification
of recent necessary price
increases we have been
endeavouring to complete

all the orders received as quickly as
possible. Our apologies for any
delays.

PLEASE NOTE: Collectors who were
unable to meet the May let deadline can
still take advantage of old lower
prices by requesting Approvals. We
have just not had the time to re-price
all our sheets and approval booklets
nor do we intend to do this where old
stock is concerned.

Just remember - this material will be
snapped up quickly.

11.1. KATCHER
THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD.

P.O. Box 242, Highgate,

LONDON 116 4LW

Tel. 01 - 348 - 0296

2NTOM0BILE AMENI
Auto 4 25 Ausstelleng fat Gewerbe.

Landwirtschaft, Induetrie, Handel
(BEA) - Bern, 8-18 May

- 26. Eidg. Musikfest 1976 - BIEL-
BIENNE 11-13 + 18-20 JUNI/JUIN/
GIUGNO 1976



   

All. Imple Perforatja. Clean cut double perforations are very uncommon. Inthe harrow perforated stamps (B & C printings) all four sides would bedouble perforated but because displacement is normally vertical six horizontal theeffect is seen on two parallel sides only. The holes show two distinct "bites"and the teeth are such narrower, often coming to a point. Sometimes the secondperforation did not go clean through, and the second "bite" left crescents ofpaper attached to the holes.
Very often stamps were badly separated in use, pulling paper out of theperforation teeth - these "pulled" perfs can be (optimistically) mistaken forslight double perforation.

J1ind PerfQrjJ.p. Sheets were perforated in small bundles (about 6) andas such would offer quite a lot of resistance to the perforation pins. Ifbroke there was no hole, and a "blind perforation" resulted. Multipleperforations are unusual, and are listed for 77B, 77C and 78B.
I have studied a nuaber of half sheets of the B & 0 printings, and it isevident that more than one perforation plate was in use, judging by the irregul-arities in the hole spacings. Even so, I think it is very likely that broken pinswere repaired regularly, maybe by taking one perforation plate out of commissionfor the purpose.

A sideline for those intererted in plating the stamps is to plate the blindperforations. It is quite easy to make up pairs sharing a blind perforation, orto find a blind perf, in the same position on all three values (e.g. on 77B, 78Band 79B).

I have explained beforep.11 how the perforation plates were modified and the pin at theformer intersection was liable to be bent.  The resulting hole could be to eitherthe left or the right of the straight line. From plating studies it is evidentthat some rows (4th row = the 30's, and especially type 36) were more damagedthan others*
I have found that even in the commonest positions only 30-40 of the stamps

have this variety - the rest are normal. It is quite possible that the bent pins
were straightened, but it could be that a second perforation plate was modified,
taking care in removin unwanted pins, and this was used on later printings
(of. comment under Al2

$14. Rukalgattajlatk. This is not strictly speaking a printing error since
the control mark was impressed on the paper before printing in a completely

separate process. It is rather rare, and doubtless the wear and tear received byused stamps has made some indistinguishable.

£15. 1 e an D v de Con 1 M • The printing paper was supplied as
sheets with the control mark impressed on it, and was trimmed to size by the

printer. If this trimming was misjudged, or if the paper was mis-aligned over theplate, the control marks would not be centred on the stamps. If the control markswere sufficiently off-centre they were divided by the perforations - this is thecatalogued variety.  

ci
Pig. 6 Divided control marks

Slightly off-centre control marks are common, and examples where the ovaljust touches the perforations are harder to find.  The catalogue price refers toexamples which show distinct sections of the ovals on opposite sides of the stamp.The variety occurs in several forms (Pig. 6). Horizontal displacement results
in 4 z vertically halved ovals (Fig. 6a). Vertical displacement results in one
whole oval and 2 x horizontally halved ovals (Fig. 6b).

Al2*

a pin
blind

Al). 1 Le
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UPU 1100 (Continued)

There are two unlisted varieties which are a logical consequence of these
displacements - one row along the edge of a sheet must be missing half ovals. So
far I 'know of only one example of this variety (Fig. 60) and I have not heard of
the other possibility (Fig. 6d) yet,

£16. Mi 'exteeilleee. Shifted perforations are very common because
i the steep spacings were irregular, (ii) the damped printing paper dried

out with variable degrees of shrinkage, and (iii) the whole job vas done carelessly.
To merit catalogue status the variety should show parts of the adjacent

stamp extending beyond the tops of the perforation teeth. This degree of mis-
alignment is not common.

Another fault, unique to the line perforated A printings, is where the
horizontal and vertical rows are not perpendicular to each other. A few degrees
error (e.g. 880 and 92°) is sometimes found' but is only seen clearly in blocks.,

£17. Divided into This variety has been listed in the latest
Spesialkatalog for the first time. It is a combination of both versions

of A4 (which used to be listed separately), and is presumably extremely uncommon
(Pig, 6,).

£18.&Der Creme. These are caused by the dampened paper racking up under the
roller. Minor creases are not Uncommon, large deep creases are quite scarce,

and if they are on used stamps they can be gently wood out to reveal a large white
unprinted area along the line of the crease.

A Uniouejaeldeewhich was listed in the 1924 Handbook is a "stamp" with a
blank gummed front and 10 normal 4' 9Q0 offset print on the rear - or vice versa,
depending on how you view it. The explanation is as follows:

Plating shows that the normal area and the adjacent offset are from
position 200 of 77k, and the remaining offset in position 199 (Fig. 7). In the
first instance a Type II offset image must have been transferred to the roller,
then the left side of the sheet of paper was folded inwards leaving only a little
of position 200 covered. The back of the paper was then offset printed with a

Fig. 7 A unique offset variety

corresponding narrow part of 200, and the rest with position 199. The paper was
then unfolded, which put the mixed normal and offset images on the same side as
all the other normal stamps, and the sheet was then gummed and perforated in the
usual eel. The variety must have extended into the positions above 200 (i.e. 190,
180 eta.) but these have been lost to posterity.

This completes the present series of articles.  I shall be glad to discuss
in a future issue any points of general interest raised in members' letters. Do
not hesitate to write if you have a question to ask or a comment to make - it
could bee valuable contribution.

If there is sufficient demand I could write a few articles on the systematic
nature of the plate varieties, including some unpublished data, but this will take
quite a time to prepare.

The End
We R. Morrison, 54, William Street, HELENSBURGH, Dunbartonshire, a84 81Y.

4K1.0001n110.0.04w,111( ViOnsall

SPECIAL CANCELS. 1. 'GABRA' Exhibition in Buredorfi 21-23 May. The special
cancel has in the centre an envelope with Federal Cross, ABRA' and date also
3400 MOOR? - GANZSAOHEN UNU BRIEFAUSSTELLUNC.
2. 'RECIOPHIL 1976' in Dietikon. Being held from 28-30 May. The special cancel
depicts the town's coat-of-arms against a posthorn and reads: '8953 DIETIKON -
REGIOPHIL X1 - 26-30.5.76'.
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MAIL CARRIED FROM SW/TZELLAND TO THE U.K. DURING WORLD WAR 11
By L.M.C, DUTTON Part XIV .

5 . af.1-9.d.....1. • e er Z9Xm-11-12-151
5.1 Postal_krvicte

Together with the last few days of January 1943, this period spans the timeduring which mail between Switzerland and the U.K., travelling in both directions,suffered German censorship as well as censorship in England.
Initially, the mail travelled by the routes described in Section 4.1; namelyall mail to the U.K. was collected at Geneva 1; airmail travelled via Berlin toLieben, while surface mail reached Lisbon via Paris. Apart from the fact thatit carries the old postal rate of 60c., instead of 50c., a typical cover postedearly in the period is illustrated in Fig. 11 (Cover 75). It &ewe all the majorfeatures of British and German (Berlin) censorship of the time, which are outlinedit following sub-sections.

Fig. 11 A cover posted in Innerarosa (CR) on 12.11.43 showing typicalfeatures of German censorship of Swiss airmail to the U.K.
A not-so-typical example of mail which went in the opposite direction viathe surface route is illustrated in Fig. 12 (Cover 68A). This was posted inAlgiers two months after the Allied invasion of Algeria and, as it bears noindication that it was censored in Gibraltar, it presumably suffered Britishceneorehip in England. From there it would have returned to Lisbon and the A.X.handstame indicates that it passed through the German censor office in Parisunopened,
The cover posted from Neucb gtel to Wallington on 5.11.43 (cover 73), is arare example in the compilation of airmail to England bearing a German Pariscensor seal. As there is no mention of airmail being sent via Paris in any ofthe contemporary publications, one can only conclude that it was mis-sorted.
By 12.11.43, it was realised that the vast majority of correspondents wouldtake advantage of the airmail facilities and, therefore, Basle 2 would be a muchmore convenient collection centre for western mail than Geneva. From Baslewestern mail left on the 04458 h. train to catch the daily Swissair flight toBerlin from Ulrich. However, by 1.111.43 the Stuttgart-Berlin stage wasrestricted to three days a week and by 1.IV.43 all Swissair planes stopped atStuttgart. From then onwards most western airmail from Switzerland was carried
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mail could be
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accepted for the air route after 18.11.43. In his book (13) Sir Thomas Gardiner
says that a major factor which led to the agreement between the Germane and
British that P.O.W. letters would travel via the BOAC and Lufthansa flights (he

does not mention civil mail), was that delays of 6 to 7 weeks occurred due to the
shortage of rolling stock on Iberian Railways.  For the same reason, Red Cross
parcels were carried between Lisbon and Marseilles by Red Cross shies so that the
only train journey was that between Marseilles and Geneva and beyond.  Thus it

may have been the lack of Iberian rolling stock and not Allied bombing of French
railways which motivated the route via Genoa for surface civil mail.

Curiously, the PTT announced on 1.V.43 that the route via Genoa could be

used as an alternative for airmail to that via Germany. The airmail travelled
with surface mail to Lisbon and was flown out from there.  It is dif!icult to see •

the attraction of this alternative except that it was a way of avoiding German
censorship. However, the sea route cannot have been very popular as during the

period 15.11,43 to 1.X.43, the compilation does not include any surface mail;

all the listed covers went by air and bear all the normal features of censorship

in Berlip. The Allied-Italian armistice was signed on 3.1X,43, and this was

quickly followed by the Allied landings at Reggio de Galabre and Salerno, and the

German disarming of the Italians and their invasion of Rome.  It was no surprise,
therefore, wl.ea the PTT announced on 1301K.43 that all postal routes vie Italy

were suspended, as were the Air Italia (LAT) Rome-Lisbon flights.  From then

onwards, the surface mail reverted to the Lyons-Paris-Irun-Madrid-Lisbon train

journey, and the only airmail route was that via Germany.

Both the PTT publications and the compilation suggest that the airmail

service via Stuttgart continued to be operated with only minor interruptions until

October 1.944. Various combinations of "Via Basle 2, arich, Stuttgart" have been

added to many of the envelopes either by the sender or postal officials, and
registered mail occurs seVeral times in the compilation, starting with the letter

posted on 3.111.43 (Cover 79)4
(To be continued)

13. Sir Thomas Gardiner, "The Post Office During the Second World War",

Typescript Copy at the Postal Records Office, G.P.O., King Edward Street,

London,

likELIMIELLONLIL Has anyone lest an 'Ortsverzeichnie for 1970? One was

left in,a recent postmark Packet and may be retrieved from Kr. Rauch on request.
•

Fig. 12 A surface cover from Algiers to Geneva (Cover 684)

censored. in U.K. and illustrating the 'Auslandbrief-

rufstelle handstamp of the Paris censor office

identification letter 'x').
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By M. Rutherfoord

. It was Question No. 39 in HNLof
'75 . which prompted a little research into
old postmarks, with interesting results.

In the summer of 1912, at about the
peak of the British invasion of Switzer-
land, the Jungfrau Railway was completed,
an astonishing technical achievement,
the 9 kms from Kleine Scheidegg, rising
from 2061 in above sea-level to 3457 in
being covered in about 40 minutes. About

km is in the tunnel from Eigergletscher
to the top, with a 'window' at Eigerwand
and a further stop at Eiameer.

NNW' ,43') 23. 8.75-15

Fig, 5
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The PTT,

(-) 1.11 ETIA
141. 1.6Z 2,11

issued a special
stamp to commem-
orate the 50th
anniversary
(Z.No. 387) 20c.
of 19.3.62

Fig. 7 (Fig. 7). Also
a publicity cds No.on 1st Aug. 1962
to the jungfraujoch PO1.312 was issued

(see Fig. 4).

Looking at Fig. 1 we see that this
carries the first example of g publicity
slogan on a Swiss cds, and is therefore,
a forerunner of the present publicity
cds having a diameter of 32 mm, which
started it 1942. Another, and it
seems to be the only other such date-
stamp, is that of the Niesen Kulm,

(Continued on p.40, c .2
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I D YOU KNOW?

• that altho Switzerland has banned
supersonic overflying, the Concorde Vas
the subject of the postmark used for,the
10th Meeting of Aerophilatelists held
in Geneva on 24th April 1976.

that a travelling exhibition "Trans-
portation in Switzerland" has started a
early 2 year trip to various cities in
USA. Included are 3 frames of Swiss
, tamps having a transport theme. A special
slogan was used during the opening show
in Washington.

.... that a small catalogue of all Swiss,
FL & UN stamps and postmarks with a
space' theme was issued at the WERABA
exhibition recently. In German at SFr.3.-

.... that the Swiss Postmark Society
(SVP), in conjunction with the PIT, will
issue the new "Local Publicity Datestamp
Catalogue" (i.e. I) early in 1977. A year
later the "Machine Cancellation Catalogue"
will follow. Both loose-leaf £4 ring
books, fully illustrated, with dates:of
use and a point system indicating rarity,
and so the price. As these catalogues
ill be supported by "The Fund for Further-
ng Philately" direct prices are not allow-
ed. If any Relvetia Members have noticed
any errors in the present PTT catalogue,
or have any . suggestione to make for the
ew issue, please write to me about it,

that the recent pair of 'Europa'
tamps are remarkable in at least two ways.
irstly, the 40c. has old paper with

violet fibres, but the 80c. has new paper
without fibres; secondly, they are
arvels of only 3-co1dur recess printing,
particularly the 80c. The best effort of
the PTT printing department yet.

• that the 'Neue Zercher Zeitung" (NZZ)
hich seldom has a good word for the PIT,
as voiced its disapproval of the coming
1976 PP 'Castles'. Such a popular
subject deserves a better stamp design.

am afraid that I agree.

• that a high-quality catalogue on UN
tamps, postmarks & coins has appeared in

its 6th Ed.: "United Nations Philatelic
Numismatic Catalogue & Handbook' by Wollf

alike, published by Lindner, D-7464
chamberg. 632 pages, for about DM: 50.-
ety detailed, a Must for -UN collecters -
in English.

• that the answer to Question 47 is
that the so-called 'Winterthur' was
issued iMperforate, but the border design
haa led many to think that it had teeth!
Perhaps the earliest metric measurement
accepted in Anglo-Saxon countries was the
number of teeth per 2 centimetres, Adopted
without discussion - I believe - more than
one hundred years ago.

that Question No 48 is: Which
Swiss stamp shows two dogs?
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IdlEILMMEro
At the final meeting of this season

on May 14th, by request, Mrs.S.Hertzberg
brought along the superb display of
'POSTAGE DUES' which won for her the
'H,L. Katcher Award' at 'Stampex'. It
is rare indeed to see such a display of
this most difficult subject, covering
not only the various issues, but also
including many covers showing their use.

This was followed by a repeat of
last year's popular 'ODDS & ENDS', which
provided an opportunity for almost every-
one present to contribute a few of those
out-of-the-run items that never seem
suitable for inclusion in a subject
display.

Among the many items shown were P.7
booklets; Special U.H. covers issued at
various European exhibitions; TP0s;
W.W.II Airmail covers to Switzerland
(the subject of our current serial);
labels used for many purposes; Unusual
covers; Federal Railway stamps; League
of Natioas overprints on Small Landscape
issues; the 'forerunners mint, used &
on cover; nacelles; 'Last day of validity
cancels; Proofs of Rayon II,& Standing
Helvetia in black; Temporary cancels;
Bulk mailing cancels; 1914-18 POW covers
(tested for invisible ink); Swiss used
abroad, 'ring' & telegraph cancels, and
a host of others. An evening full of
interest and ono which helped to solve
many queries.

- Continued
another mountain in the Bernese Oberland

ee Fig. 9 - to follow). This has not
Let?) been superseded by a LP ode, and
the present hendstamp does not show the
height, which to-day is given as 2365 m.

I would be glad to hear from anyone
with older examples of the above cancels.

Inustratioros Ipnerauluil
Fig. 1 Original ode, 27mm 0, FD?

" 2 Altered to include Swiss Cross
and III of Third Postal Districts
FD?

New form, same diam., height
changed. FD?

4 Publicity ode, 32mm 0, No. K.312,
FD 1.8.62

5 Present ode with PIZ, 28mm 0,
PO 1965?

6 Present LP ode with PLZ,
No. K,312, 5.12.68.

-1-9.7" Mt

\

Fig. 8
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ZUMSTEIN
gaga= - latest editions published

on 30th August 1975

U R 0 Pial_lenk ... Price 4, 12,50
SWITZERLAND LIECHTENSTEIN 1976 

Pocket size ... Price 1.20

Plemee order Catalogues from
HARRIS PUBLICATIONS ,LTD..

42, Maiden Lane, Strand, London WC2E 7LW

Also published on 30th Augusts

ZUMSTEIN POSTAL $T TIONEBY CATALOGUE 
Prices SFr.19.- plus postage

11•••••n••••n

Supplements to the Europe Catalogue
are published in the BERBER BRIEFMARKEN
ZEITUNG.
Annual fee 1976: SFr. 25..-

without special supplement
SFr. 27.50

with special supplement

For fine, first class stamps -
RARITIES OF SWITZERLAND AND EUROPE
send your Wants Lists to

iiii026.1ktahlE

Fig. 7 Equivalent of Fig. 3abo ecv 275
0, FD of special stamp

*, 8 Present ode, 28mm 0, FD? 1965?

(To be continued)

SWISS STAMPS

continue to move upwards in value,
For pleasure as well as investment
you cannot do better.

Send your Wants Lista - or ask
for Approval Selections - for

All stamps ... mint/used

Flaws and Varieties

Postal History

TP0s, Day of Stamp cards, etc.

Covers galore

Material for 'side-lines'

Write now you cannot afford
to delay.

Propr. Hertsch & Cie

P.O.B. 2585 CH - 3001 BERN

ZU IVISTEIN S AR STRONG
14, Low Lane, Torrisholme,

M ORECAMB E,
Lance LA4 6PN
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SHIP POSTMARKS OF LAKE MAGGIORE
Further discoveries - By L. MOORE

Since the publication of ay research into the Postal Eistory of theLong Lake' OWL 1962), additional items concerning the water borne link betweenSwitzerland and Italy have turned up,

One is a letter front dated December 1853, from Frankfurt a/main toTurin, iith several confusing MS tax markings in various currencies and bearin
adbeeive Sardinian official
printed slip 141 block on pink
paper (Fig. 1). This indicatea
the total tax due from the
addreesee of 1 Lire, made up of
'Foreign rates 600" and 'Internal
tax 400. The ship mark wVERBARO"
with star at foot was applied on
board in the space marked "The
Sardinian frontier office will
apply its steep here". The only
postmark remaining is that, of the
Thurn & Taxie office in Frankfurt.The Swiss transit marks have been
torn off with the back of the
letter. This gummed slip might
be regarded as the earliest
adhesive postage due stamp in
Europe.

Recently a member (in Blackburn) queried the alithen-of the boxed 'L.11.' strike on a cover from Intra dated1814 (Pig. 2).

an

ticity
1. Oct

I have
two such
entires, one dated 1808 also from
/ntra to Gersau (Lake Lucerne),
which bears a red crayon tax mark
'6' (Fig. 3). The other (Fig. 4)
dated 13. Nov. 1810, has a black
tax mark '6' and is from Intra to
what I had taken to be 'Ivitto'.

Fortunately our enquirer has
provided a much more logical
solution, i.e. that it is in fact
addressed to 'Svitto l which is -
or was - an Italian interpretation
of 'Schwyz' and backs his reasoning
by producing two later covers from
Lugano..

One of these (Fig. 5) dated
24.VI.61, has also a 'Schiffs-
bureau Luzern' transit mark and
what is apparently a receiving
nark applied at Schwyz on the 25th.

.011••n••••••n•nn••nnnn••n•.*

30th

Fig, 1



SHIP rospi g_aligg_maggi (Continued)
This would seem

to be conclusive proof
that the destination is
indeed Schwyz.

He ale() has a
later letter of 1664
from =rich to the same
'C. Dusser' in SChwys -
with that spelling.

However, having
solved that mystery,
let us return to the
original query - the

mark*

111111111,1MraMMINMEINMIM.M0.0....

Fig. 3

The first of my own covers
has a mark so faint that I
would not have deciphered it
as 'L.M.' had I not acquired a
second cover in a German
auction fairly recently and this
has a much clearer strike, not
fully clear, but the letters are
sufficiently legible within the
broad oval. It was described
as 'Lago Maggiore' and it has
pencil neetea on it to that
effect, Out it might well be
'Lac Majeure' because, lookin
up my notes in the early days
of my researches, I found mention
(I think in the SBZ) that in 1803, during the Napoleonic occupation of the area,
the service (ship service) became semi-official. I seem to recall looking up
the 'apertesents Conquis and found that none of the lake shores came within
any 'Departement'.

They might well have been within the Cisalpine Republic, but I do not think
anyone has done the poets of that area and period as Winkler and I did the
Helvetic Republic, Here is a job for one of our younger members?

Fig. 5

Hack stamps
The covers

illustrated would
have travelled from
'tetra, in all prob-
ability by ship for
the first part of
their journey.
Judging by the fact
that it has taken
me at least 12 gears
to find a decent
strike, the mark
obviouply is of
some realty),

--eo0oe--
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"Ganzsachen", in German, can mean two things: postal

stationery (and the purists adhere to that interpr
etation) and

postal history, i.e. letters and cards with or without 
stamps..

Thus GABRA '76, the philatelic exhibition arranged on 
the occasion of the fiftieth

anniversary of the ,31, 
3z 

Post S e S !ciety. (President: Mae Edith 'Saone

Avenue de la Rasude 2, 1006 Lausanne, Switzerlan
d) was an intriguingly delightful

shine of about 140 exhibits in close to 500 frames (
at least 12 or 16 pages each)

that dealt with almost every aspect and phase of both p
ostal stationery and postal

history.

Being a jubilee show of a Swiss collectors' society, a strong .aphasia on

Switzerland's philately and philatelic history was e
vident, and everything, from

18th century stampless letters to perfins on cover, fro
m studies in postage rates

to single franklege of classical issues and postage due
s, from "Helmet" collections

(quasi-topical exhibits concentrating on one town or on
e valley's' postal history)

to military forms, as well as a practically complete dis
play of all stationery

categories ever issued by Switzerland, could be view
ed in clean, easy-to-mount and

easy-to-assemble pegboard, glass and aluminium frames 
that were arranged haraonica

fashion through the vast hall that normally serves to 
auction off cattle and horses:

Note to exhibit chairmen: not one single exhibit was 'broken' or mounted around a

corner, quite an achievement, too, since the entire show was arranged in categories.

In addition to all the Swiss material shown there could
 be seen numerous

exhibits of postal stationery from Europe, America and
 Asia, representing about

40 different countries ..... from a stunning collection of the Cavallinis of

Sardinia (1819/20: THE first stamped letters issued anywhere) or of French royal

letters to no fewer than 14 exhibits of military and internee/POW mail - including

a U.S. Civil War patriotice collection, or from Liechtenstein specialised collect-

ions. via Thurn Taxia, Cyprus, Denmark, China, Afghanistan, Nepal, Orange Free

State and Mexico to a charming display of early Vale
ntine 'pretties' from around

the world*

&mays, rarities, and unique items beckoned for the 
visitor's attention

from literally every frame, but there was a pleasant air
 of casualness about it all.

Many of the more unusual exhibits were shown for the f
irst time - by collectors who

appreciated that the Gabra was jury-less and who thus could
 substitute imagination

and love of their speciality for a fat 'wallet and 'known
 rarities' that still sway

the great majority of 'classic-oriented' judges in juri
ed exhibitions.  And it was

a true relief of not having to see, again and again, the
 same pre-1880 collections

of classic material that overpower primarily ny an awe of their monetary value:

As a result 'philatelic arthritis', so often observed 
at major shows, was happily

absent from Gabra '760

The organizing society had taken on a big job, and a big risk - and so had

the 2 dozen dealers who were asked to leave their stoc
k of loose stamps at home and

to bring postal stationery and covers primarily.  But by Friday noon the gloomy

predictions, made earlier that only a few dozen people would attend altogether had

been given the lie (about 150 people had already congregated for the official open-

ing, sipping white wine at 10 a.m.), and by Friday evening moat dealers, all

located on balconies overlooking the exhibits, were smiling broadly.

As to prices of materials for sale: well, the once almighty Dollar is

now SFr.2.45 instead of 3Fr.4.20 (1971) and that hurts. Europeans don't trust

their own currencies either, though, and as a result everything is very expensive.

Collectors are strongly advised to fill their needs in
 their own country before

European dealers will have bought up everything, to sell
 it at from 50 to 200

more to eager buyers across the Atlantic.
Cancellations, special post and postal 'cards, ship and

 RPO mail items, plus

everything for which a handbook or catalogue has been published (and ARE there ever

catalegues for everything and anything) are given price tags that astound: but

collectors pay the prices and seem even happy to be able to add to their exhibits

or collections. Much trading took place in a simple restaurant inside the exhibit-

ion hail and those who wanted to learn could do so in a slide room where several

slide shows (three of them lent to Gabra by the UPS of the U.S.), all in German,

could be viewed.
A well-attended anniversary banquet in an ancient inn in the centre of

this almost intact medieval town provided a chance to meet collectors from many

countries, including Americans, notably Ed Fladung, author of Higgins & Gage's

World Postal Stationery Catalogue, and Ernie Kehr, newsman and philatelist of
(Cont. on p. 48)
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 BURGDORF, SWITZERLAND, May 21 - 23, 1976

the Unusual Show of Unusual Things

by FELIX GANZ,. UPSS Commissioner to GABRA
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MAIL CARRIED FROM -SWITZERIAND TO THE U.K. DURING WORLD WAR TI

Date on Place of
Postmark Origia

DUTTON

Destination Postage
Applied

Part XV

Airmail German Colour
Label/ cet.lab. Wash

env. (Identn
letter)

18.1.43 Algiers None, 1

I
None

27.1.43 0

5.11.43

LMCD 11.11.43

L75 PCCD 12.11.43

75L JCEtR 12.11,43
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___v

I
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kRed cross)
-o
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 --a -0
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—43
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F4.0 No None None I

2a(b) Brown
(herim.)

U.S.A. '1.0 1 Ye e 2a(b) blue
khcriz.)

—0

Mail to U.K. collected at Beale 2,

Mr. T. Hargreave, 55, Thomson Drive, Bearaden, Glasgow - is trying to

complete a collection of 'BUNDESFBIER' (National Ate.) cards and has the following

duplicates which he is willing to sell or swop: Nos. 1, 3, 4, 5, 12, 13, 15, 16,

17, 184 19, 27, 29, 35, 40, 42 & 62, also a quantity of duplicate postal

stationery. Anyone interested please write direct stating items wanted,
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.Te be continued)

None hone

None

fama
Do membeme have interests in countries other than Switzerland?Nt. N.C. Lowe, 53, H0011131119 Road, Paignton, Devon Ta4 71A - has fordispoeal a run of Austrian 'black prints' giving details of each nem issue IranNov. 1974 to date - against 70p. postage. Also a similar run of French PhilatelicBureau circulars including postmark information) from Oct. 1974 to date - against65p. postage.

B • I"
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1. Plaszelaig-SsiggnsatIc rina=
Lt.49..a.A2=122012-21.-Latanalimal.

jbattatdiatallgUst. Held in Geneva
froth 20 April to 11 June. The special
cancel consists of 6 straight lines:
'1211 GENEVE / CONFERENCE / DIPLOKATIQUE /
SUR LE DROIT / HUMANITAIRE / 20.4 /

11.6.76'

2. t em
19.01.01. Held in Geneva from 3 - 21

Kay. The cancel has the serpent emblem
and reads: '1211 GENEVE - date -ASSEMBLE
KONDIALE DE LA SANTE'.

3. 500 Tfar Feauv41111....lazat litivilai•
TO mark the 500th anniversary of the

Battle of Morat (1476) a special cancel
will be used from 19-22 June, consisting
of the coat-of-arms of Morat and inscript-
ion '3280 M TEN - JAHRHUNDERTFEIERN 1976

19-22.6.76'.

4. ' Les 034.1.19-ilVeekitie=21., Geneva.
To aid the fund for the preservation

of St. Peter's Cathedral, ' a special cancel
was used from 11-13 June, depicting two
keys in saltire - 11-13.6.76 and
1211 GENEVE - LES CLEFS DE SAINT-PIERRE.

5.
Gepeva. The special cancel used

from 4-17 June 1976 reads: '1211 GENE
4-17.6.16 / CONFERENCE / MONDIALE
DE L'EMPLOI / OIT

TIOMIALJAWELLATIO4
A circular pictorial cancellation

was issued on lelth May, depicting a Church
and reading '3178 BeSSINGEW. No 'X' No.
is given.

- Continued from p. 43

New York, and the Swiss Postal Station-
ery Society received greetings from many
sister Societies around the world.

Well-trained ground crews, all
collectors themselves, made sure that
frames occasionally expoeed to the sun's

rays in the late afternoons were immed-
iately covered with dark plastic so as
to prevent any damage (a lesson learned

at 'Arphila' in Paris), an elaborate
security system guaranteed safety around
the clock, and the proverbial Swiss

cleanliness was also most evident. F.G.
sa•n•••••••••••••n•••••• n••••••

amp PATRIA' FUND 
From Mr. Rutherfoord comes a news-

paper cutting On the latest 'Pro Petrie'
stamps, in which it is stated that over
82 million Francs obtained from the
sale of stamps, postcards and Bundes-
feier emblems (little badges sold on
let August) have been distributed amongst
various organisations. Average receipts
over the last 10 years have been 3.5

million France.
ONIMINO0.11.01*

TOUR WISHES

OUR COMMANDS

cLAPIAN 
SUCCESSES

Congratulations to Mr. J.P. Taylor
(B.C.) who at 'SOPEX 1976' won the Grand
Award of a silver platter for the best
exhibit: '100 YEARS OF SWISS POSTAL
HISTORY 1792-1892', also awards in three
other sections including SPA and APS,
while Mrs. Taylor won a 2nd place award
with a thematic entry of 'CHESS ON STAMPS'.

Let us know your

requirements and we will be

pleased to send selections of

material to enhance your

collection.

There are still many

interesting aspects of Swiss

philately to explore 040•00.4

Why not let us help?

H.L.KATCHER

We have been sent the above
sketches of a possible variety on the
1953 Mobile Post Office stamp 2.314.

Has anyone come across a similar
example?

THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD.,

P.p. Box 242 Highgate

London N6 4LW

Telephone: 01 - 348 - 0296
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X, Rutherfoord (Cont.)
Below are the illustrations of the

cancellations used on the Niemen Kulm
which we were unable to include last
months

Pig. 9 Fig. 10

24103112u14 lattua-Liaa
Fig. 9 Equivalent of Fig. 2, PD? With

private hotel cachet
10 Equivalent of Fig, 3, PD? Note

change of height
" 11 Present oda, 28 0, FD? 1965?

After writing t
earlier part of this I
was glancing through t
new loose-leaf Andres &
Emmenegger when I came
across the following
cancellations under
Group 155B:

and Jungfraubahn 28k-am A
1903

Static; Eismser Jangfraubahn 22 mm p
used 1905 (Pig. 12)

Both impressions
in violet. I can
imagine that they were
used only during the
building of the railway
tunnel and can be
considered rare to-day.

12 If the first one also
mentioned the height(3158 meter t MI then it would be almos

the very first Swiss publicity
cancellation.

Both these "places" are now halts on
the railway, Eigeraand being the lower,
and famous for observing part of the
climbers' route up the Eiger North Face.

However there are two further rare
cancellations mentioned in the "Stempel-
perk", under Group 155J. i.e. railway
station postmarks:
Jun .raubahn Station Eigergletscher2330 Xtr. 2604 mm. used 1900 (Fig.13
Colours mentioned are red & blue, whilehave heard of another in green.

This then
must be the first
Swiss publicity
cancellation,
dating from 1900.

----o0o----

..... that the PTT has shelved its plans•
or centralising all its Giro activities

in one big computer in Fribourg? The
present 25 regional of will be con-
entrated into 6 or so centres only, as
be danger of a single catastrophe,

technical breakdown or sabotage, is too
big a risk to take.
• that according to a very short note
in a daily newspaper the PTT has the
largest fully automatic network of
pneumatic post tubes in the world? With
a total length of 93 km banks and other
large customers (182) in 7 cities are
served, i.e. inter-connected & connected
to the main post office. Na stamps or
postmarke are used. The system I saw in
Ulrich some years ago was delivered by
Siemens.
• that a useful 60 page booklet in
English by Herbert Conway "25 Years of
ON Philately" has appeared at SFr.6050
from UN Postal Administration, Geneva.
..... that at the recent GAUL one had
to queue up to say "Hello" to ubiquitous
Felix Gans. His, and the other US
exhibits, were exceptionally enterestinge

 that the new 30c. def. (Z.527) has
no been Joined by the 250. (Z.526) and
40c. (Z.528) in coils of 2000 stamps,
made up from sheets and as is weal for
this style, without numbers on the back.
• that an up-dated numerical net of
all PLZ numbers, No. PTT 310.050 has
been issued in January of this year. A
new edition of the alphabetical list was
issued last year, PTT 310e02. Both are
available from any Postal District
gratis. Poetcode lists from all
countries also available, except G.B
• that a little booklet has appeared
in German by Alfons Kamer "Die
Geschichte des Poatamtes Blazers".
Obtainable from Zumetein, Bern.
• that the official first-day cover
for the SFr.1.10 stamp issued in
February of this year showed the origin-
'al Basle Dove letter-bar, 12 of which
were erected in the town a few years
before the stamp appeared, also design-
ed by Berri. Three are still in uae.
• that the answer to Question No„48
La the 80c, 'Europa' stamp issued In
1976. A dog is shown in each of the
upper and lower panels.
• that Question No.49 concerns a
European political party whose emblem
is shown on 3 Swiss stamps (basic
versions) one before the founding, and 2
after. Which party and which stamps?

X. No
./111011.1.00.1••1001.1MINEWIENCONN.

veral warninse have been given in
the SBZ recently on the storage of stamps
in plastic covers for any length of time,particularly any with metallic printing.

Fig. 11
Station Eiger

ungfraubah
(24. JOLI 1900 

Station Eigergietscher
2330 Wt.,
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FOU ND ER S OF THE CITIES
Most collectors know the story of the founding of Barn by Berchtold of

Maringen, but the dominions of this family, who played important parts in the
power politics of the central Europe of their time, extended far beyond that city.

Stemming originally from Breisgau (Germany) in the 10th century, their
influ no in what later became SWitzerland started by becoming Counts of Thurgaa.
end like their sucoeusors, the Hapsburgs, they proceeded to extend their possess-
ioneby means of advantageous marriages - and probably by force where necessary.
The lands of Rheinfelden were :lidded, while in 1092'Berohtold II established a
commercial area on the left bank of the River Limaat in Zarich, which they
controlled until 1218.

Eerchtold III founded the city of Freiburg i/Breisgmu (Germany), and his
e-eeemenr Berchtold IV founded the Swiss city of the same name, Freiburg (or
Pribeurg) in 1157. Bern was founded in 1191 by the last of the line, Berchtold V,
who *as offered the Emperor's crown but declined it, and who died without issue
in. Ina, bringing to an end this once powerful dynasty. Most of its posseseiona
passed to the House of Hapsburg, including Freiburg, while Bern and Ztlrich became
Imperial cities.

Nevertheless many monuments of the Z
g
hringers still survive, notably the

great castles of Burgdorf and Thun, parts of the monastic houses of Stein-am-Rhein
and Allerheiligen in Schaffhausen, as well as in other towns. Several commemor-
ative slogans have been issued which recall these events, among them:

orawomilswow*.m.....womaakaw•MOOmpesswooknarowayon

M ciT E I N
12142.414a - Latest editions published

on 30th August 1975
E Price 12.50
atuangpAnoingpsung 

rooket size ... Price 4. 1.20
Please order Catalogues from

. HARRIS PUBLICATIONS LTD.,
42, Maiden Lane,Strand,London VC2E 7LW

.11*4100,1*

Also available:
ULLTIS ZIE_P OSTAL _MTN_ CakkM.

Price: SFr..19.- plus postage
MeedlOgeS111.1P1010

'Supplements to the Europe Catalo
are published in the BERNER BRIEFMARKEN
'LUTING.
Annual fee 19761 SFr. 25--

without special supplement
SFr. 27.30:

with special supplement

For fine, first class stamps -
RARITIES OF SWITZERLAND AND EUROPE -
ecmd,your Wants Lists to

ZIJ MSTEIN
Propr. Bertsch & Cie

P.O.B. 2585 CH - 3001 BERN

R T.P 0. COLLECTORS
Dr. F. Ganz reports that a nes

named TPO cancellation (private lines)
hes been found. It is the (short) line
POSCHIAVO-TIRANO * AMB. pan * 9 with
date of December 30, 1910. An amazing
discovery,

.010111111.111MIIIMININI.11111.•

SUMNERTINE and holidays

may be here, but don't neglect your

Swiss stamps. Wm is the opportunity
to check up on any missing items and
get them while still available.

Wants Liats supplied and Approval
Selections available for any section of

Swiss philately:

STAEPS - COVERS, F.D. & SPECIAL -

FLAWS & VARIETIES - TETE -BECIc

SE-TENANT - SOLDIER STAMPS -
PLIGHT COVERS - TPOs etc., etc.

J ARIIVISTRONG
14, Low Laney Torrisholme,

MORECAMBE,
Lancs. LAS 6141
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THE SWISS HAVE A LABEL FOR IT!
by (3. G. Ritchie

On many occasions it may be necessary to attach instructions to an item
regarding its manner of treatment in the post, and there are obviously three ways
in which this can be done: manuscript, use of an appropriately worded metal or
rubber stamp, and application of a printed label.  The first two methods are used
in many countries fora variety of purposes, but it is more distinctive and often
more convenient to use labels for certain standard purposes, e.g. registration,
air mail etc, and these are widely employed. This is not to infer, however, that
in any single country such as Switzerland, labels are always used for any specific
purpose for which they exist. For example, with "Express" letters either labels .
or bandetamps may be used depending on the circumstances. In order' to indicate
the wide scope open to collectors the following list of labels which are, or have
been, widely used is given. This list is by no means exhaustive, and some
services, such as "Dringlich", are no longer available.

L be ed t i f (with probable year of introduction)

Registration Einschreib n 1892
Value declared - V 1895
Express . Eilsendung 1907
Urgent - Dringend or Dringlich 1922
Air Mail - Flugpost 1922
C.O.D. - Nachnahme 1895
Fragile - Zerbrechlich 1925
Packet poet
Lettertelegram ft

"T6 be delivered on .... ft

All labels in the above lists are purely informativeand have no monetary
value. Thus One well known label, the "Francozettel", has not been included
because its basic purpose was to act as the equivalent of a stamp or frank on
officially authorised post-office mail. Soldier stamps, although techniCally not
having franking value, werve a useful purpose in identifying military mail, but
these also are omitted as they are not issued by the PTT.

Besides these labels designed for attachment to the mail, there are some
fascinating labels used by the PTT,to leave instructions for the householder.
These are brightly coloured and are liable to be attached to your front door with
a message such as - "Please get the postal item in your milkbox": These, alas,
are alsO considered to be outside the present scope.

Some of the labels used by the PTT up to 1943 were described by
Ed. Rtttimann in "Die Post-Vermerk-Etiketten der Schweiz 1 2-1943", but the present
article gives in English a much expanded listing of the series of labels used by
the PTT on mail which has to be returned to the sender because of non-delivery.
These are known as "Retourzettel".



ZUM STEIN CATALOGUES

ZUMSTEIN SWITZERIAERZLIECHTENSTE-N
SPEC/40akelna - no new Ed. this year
Price: SFr.33.- -4. 6.50 postage
or from HARRIS PUBLICATIONS LTD., .
42, Maiden Lane, LOUDON WC2E 7LW

ZUMSTEIN POSTAL STATIONERY WAILME
Price : SFr.19.:_+_4:1- postage

To be published on let September 1976:
UROTEIN EUROPE C T GTE 60th Ed.

TLIN
Lavt1201_11// - Pocket Edition

U.K. Price details expected ehortly.

Supplements to the Europe Catalogue are
published in the BERNER BRIEFMARKEN
ZEITUNG.
Annual fee SFr.27.50 we spec. supplement

1976: " 25.00 wiout "
For fine, first class stamp: - RARITIES
of SWITZERLAND and EUROPE - send your
Wants Lists to

ZUMSTEIN
Proprc, Bertsch & Cie

P.O.B. 2585 CH - 3001 BEEN
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(Contin.ed)
RET0U4KUDEk For many reasons a postal it m may be undeliverable and in most

cases it is, if at all possible, returned to the sender, Many
countries, including the U.K., rubber stamp the item with the reason for return.
In some cases, a "multiple" handstamp may be used with the appropriate reason
ticked. Other countries attach small printed adhesive labels giving the reason
for non-delivery in their own language and in French, the international postal
language. Examples of these can be found from Germany, Austria, Portugal etc
and for nearly 85 years Switzerland has employed an extensive range of labels on
both internal and external mail. These are in a wide variety of sizes, and cover
a wide variety of printed explanations which cater for nearly every possibility of
nen-delivery. Unfortunately, the correct label is not always used

Probably the commonest reason for return of a letter in Switzerland is
that it has been refused by the addressee, either because there was something to
pay C.O.D., such as a bill or a subscription, or because it was insufficiently
stamped and there was postage due. It is far more likely for understamped letters
to be refused by continental businesses than by British firms!

In listing these Retourzettel a difficulty immediately arises: stamps
are normally listed in sets chronologically, but in view of the wide diversity of
size, style, wording and type-face of these labels it is felt that this method is
unsuitable. Indeed, many do not really come in "sets". Unlike stamps, which
have an intrinsic value, there is no reason to enoure that all printings of
nominally the same design are exactly alike. When one wording runs out, the print-
ers may not attempt to reproduce the preview printing exactly and he may use any
reasonable type-face to hand. Thus, to find one particular wording in one partic-
ular style does not mean that other wordings will necessarily occur in this exact
style also, and some wordings in a particular style may differ slightly from
others as it may be necessary to use e.g. different width lettering to accommodate
&long expression, particularly in German. It has therefore been decided to adopt
listing by purpose as being the clearest method, and since it is not always possible
to describe small differences in style an illustration has been given wherever
Possible.

Nearly all Retourzettel are printed on white paper, although some after
World War II were on paper toned to various depths of cream.  From the bilingual
set in 1895 until 1918, they sere printed in green, distinct shades existing, but
atter the first War black invariably was used. Most other PTT labels, e.g.
registration labels, were produced in
strips impart at the sides, but the
small Retourzettel were printed in
sheets, probably of 40, imperf only
round the edges. Rouletting was used
for separation up to about 1926, follow-
ed by line perforation 10..1r, but a gener-
al return to rouletting was made in the
fifties. This comes in various
gauges. The early group is fairly
consistent at about 11, but in the
fifties no attempt seems to have been
made to preserve uniformity, and a
multiplicity of gauges ranging from 4
to 8 can be found.

As for language, the first items.,
with one German exception, were in
French only (also exceptionally in
black), but very quickly this was
changed to a series of green bilingual
labels in French and German introduced
around 1895. These became trilingual
about 1910, and the same layout was -
produced in black after the War. There
are, of course, exceptions to these
generalisations, as will be seen in
the detailed listings.

(To be continued)

A new pictorial slogan cancel will
come into use from 8 July publicising
'SPANS - Zentralschweizi.
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INTERPHiL '75 A REVIEW
By Harlan F. Stone

During nine days of doing your thing at 'Interphils (Swiss philately,
of course), a lot of tines can turn you OW the exhibite, the eearch for Swims
material among the dealers, the new MIPS slide program, aid meeting other Swiss
collectors. For this reviewer, 'who took vacatiou time to attend the entire inter-
national ezhibition, the most exciting part was running into more than 40 members
of AHPS from, literally, all over. When you know the names of other collectors
through correspondence or from news articles in the philatelic press, it's a real
thrill to finally see their faces and shake their hande.

Thews Helvetians were among some 75,000 collectors (an official figure
has not yet appeared) who bought tickets to 'Interphil', two and a half times the
20,000 who attended the 1966 SIPEX in Washington, the last international exhibition
in the U.S, The big attractions for the general public were the first day
souvenir sheeta on eale at the U.S. Postal Service booths, and the Court of Honour
where some million worth of rarities (no Swiss items incleded) were on display
under tight security.

The huge 'Interphil show included 251 exhibits from U.S. and 249 from
foreign collectors. Somewhere I read that if you spent on* minute on each page,
it would have taken you 22 weeks of 8-hour days to see everything.  Since one
obviously had to make choices, I headed at once to the European section, with its
seen Swiss exhibits, six from Switzerland and one from the U.S.  There were
many highlights among these:

"Early Switzerland" by "Rodensee(Lake Constance) a breath-taking

nine-frame collection of cantonal. rayon and Strubel stamps on and off cover, and

virtually all with four margins. This display, belonging to an anonymous woman,

included a Double Geneva on cover, another off cover, a left half on cover, and a

right half on cover; mint Geneva envelopes in three sizes, the smallest also

used, and the cut-out stamp used as an adhesive on a cover; six Basel Doves (two

of them on covers); five single copies of the 5c. Vaud, one pair, one on piece,
and four on separate covers; a. vertical tke-beche proof pair of the 5 Hp. light

blue Rayon; exceedingly rare postmarks on Rayone; 10 Rp. Strubel essays in

orange, blue and brown, printed from uncleaned dies (never before seen 1107 Heine
Katcher of the Amateur Collector); and proofs of the 2 Hp. grey, 10 Hp. blue and
1 Fr. grey Struhele on large pieces of paper (same comments by H.K.).  This

collection, which seemed to lack only a 4c. Vaud on cover, took one of the 37 large
gold medals awarded by the international jury.

"1798-1803 Napoleon's Invasion of Switzerland" by Werner Liniger
six-frame collection including 71 military covers (only one with the rare "Armee
d'Italie" postmark", 15 Extra-Courier (special delivery) covers (two with the rare
black instead of red postmark), recently discovered "Route de la Gemmi" covers
stamped with G (for Cemmi), W (canton of Wallis) and VS (canton of Valais, the

French equivalent). This display also included Red Cross and military items,
including a block of 42 of the 1870 'Gratis' vignette for interned French soldiers
and eight mingle vignettes on covers, with one tied by the postmark.  This won
a small gold medal.

"Swiss Pre-Philately" by Rudolph Ruegg -- a five-frame collection
emphasising postal markings used in the canton of Zurich, including four 1793 and
1799 covers with a recently discovered "Zch" mark in an oval. Also two Extra-
Courier handstamped marks (one in black), and a very rare Extra-Courier manuscript
mark predating the handstamp. The judges awarded this exhibit a vermeil medal.

"Swiss Postal History Covers from 1621 to 1815" by this writer, an ARPS
member. This eight-frame exhibit included early "Cito" (express) covers and a
wide range of all types of Helvetia Republic covers, including four extra-Courier
letters and an Armie d' Italie military letter. This also received a vermeil medal.

"The Classical Stamps of Switzerland 1843 to 1900" by Gerhard Blank.
This four-frame exhibit included a Double Geneva on cover, the right half on cover,
a small Geneva envelope used, the cut-out envelope stamp used as adhesive on a
cover, official reprints of the Ztrich 4 & 6 Hp. stamps, complete platings
(10 positions each) of the small 15 Hp. and 15c. Rayon III stamps, and three very
rare used Standing Helvetia stamps, those listed in Zumstein as 72F, 100A & 99B.
This exhibit also won a vermeil medal.

"Switzerland 1850-1907 by Hans Hafeli -- a three-frame collection
amphamisine varieties of the Ortepost through UPU issues, with virtually all copies
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showing four margins. One piece bore a mixed franking of one 5 Rp. light blue
Rayon I, one 10 Rp. Rayon II and two large 15 Rp. Rayon III stamps.  The judges
awarded this a laege silver medal.

"Standing Helvetia 1882-1907" by Rudolf Seidel - a three-frame exhibit
including plate faults, retouches, varieties and reconstructed sheets. It also
won a lar silver medal.

A show highlight for this reviewer came when I ran into Mr. Liniger and
Mr. Ruegg, the two Swiss postal history exhibitors.  With the help of a German-
English interpreter, all three of US spent an hour asking one another questions
about our respective exhibits+ as though we held the only tickets to Paradise

Several other exhibits also contained Swiss material. A Liechtenstein
collection by Othomar Hiestand had one frame of Swiss stamps used in that country,
including a mixed franking cover bearing a 10 Rp, Liechtenstein stamp and a 7ic.
Tell Boy, a 1920 Pro Juventute block postmarked in Vaduz, and other used stamps
fro o the Tell, Helvetia with Sword, airmail and postage due issues.  Regular
Swiss stamps were valid for postage in Liechtenstein from Feb. 1 to Sept. 30, 1921,
postage due stamps until April 11, 1928, and airmail stamps to Aug. 12, 1930.
This exhibit, also containing five frames of Austrian stamps used in Liechtenstein,
received a vermeil medal.

In the aerophilately section, a three-frame exhibit of airposts or
Switzerland and Liechtenstein by Roland Kohl included a Lugano forerunner stamp on
a postcard and Columbian Scadta stamps used in Switzerland. This display earned
a large silver medal.

In the topical (thematic) philately section, ARP'S member Carl Spitzer
included the Pro Juvontute butterfly sheet and other Swiss semi-postal stamps in
his three-frame exhibit on "Insects Known to Linnaeus", which won a bronze medal.

In the junior class, UPS member Mike Naughton showed three-frames of
"Tell Boy. Issues of Switzerland. 1907-1941' and won a large silver medal. In the
same cection Eva Vontobel, shoving "Switzerland from 1907", a two-frame entry,
received a bronze medal.

he Swissair Transport Co. entered a non-competitive exhibit on "Swiss
First Plight and Special Flight Covers". This five-frame display included blocks
of all Swiss airmail stamps, sheets of flight vignettes, North Atlantic inaugural
flight covers, and flight covers to Africa by the pioneer Swiss pilot Mittelholzer.

In the literature section, the following entries earned large silver
medals: the 1972 Swiss Airpost Catalogue and its 1974 supplement published by the
Swiss Aerophilately Association, the Zumstein 1975 Swiss & Liechtenstein Special-
ised Catalogue, and the Zumetein 1973 Swiss Postal Stationery Catalogue.
Recipients of small silver medals were the Berner Briefmarken Zeitung (BM):
published by Zumstein as its house organ, Zumstein's 1976 annual Swiss & Liechten-
stein Catalogue, and Zumstein's 1976 Europe Catalogue. A breeze medal wept to
the Amateur Collector's 1976 Swiss Catalogue.

At the AHPS educational program on Saturday, June 5 fl are than 30
collectors viewed the new 80 slide "Panorama of Switzerland's Postal History and

Ineitzmann photographed the material and co-ordinated the production of the
Stamps", narrated by this writer, who prepared the script.  ASPS member Bill

coloured slides earlier this year. (The editor thinks this overview pm-video
a good primer on Swiss collecting, and mays are being sought to publish the text
with illustrations in "Tell" later this year for the benefit of all HPS membera.)
This Swiss program was one of dozens open free to the public throughout 'Interphil'.

At an open meeting following the slide presentation, 28 attenders were
evenly divided between MIPS members, who introduced themselves and answered
questions, and visitors, who received membership forms.  Among the visitors were
two well-known philatelists, Marian Carrie Zinsmeister, author of "Switzerland
18504958" and Charles Peterson, editor of the American Philatelic Research
Library's "Philatelic Literature Review", whech is interested in publishing a
bibliography of Swiss philatelic literature. Ernie Rehr, honorary life member
of AUS, pointed out that all Swiss collectors should consider getting the Swiss
railroad time-table, showing all routes, station locations and other useful phil-
atelic information. The latest edition of this tvice-a-year publication is avail-
able at any Swiss National Tourist Office, or directly from Swiss Federal Railways
(SBB) office in Bern for SFr.6.-.

(To he continued)



MAIL CARRIED FROM SWITZERLAND TO THE LE14:. DURING WORLD WAR TI

By L.E.C. DUTTON Part XV

5. briO4.1. &rua t De e 19.41 Ileaesaall_taja (Continued)

According to the 1.11,43 editicn of C.p.a.l'e, all air mail t
o such varying

destinations as the aroes, Island, Eire, Malta, Eth opia, Br
itish Somaliland and

Madagascar Wile carried via England and the route via Englamd is given as an alter-

native to the transatlautic Pan-Am flights for mail to Bolivia, Braz
il! Paraguay

and Uruguay, The letter posted in Beykjevik for Ztrich in March '44 (Cover 129)

is an example of mail from Island to Syitzerland which bears all
 the normal features

cc censorship in England and Berlin. Mail from Switzerland to north-east Africa

woule presumably pave continued on the 'horse-shoe' route men
tioned in an internal

C.P.O. memorandumkled which flew from England to the west Afr
ican coast, across to

Nairobi and up to Kartoum.

Instead of travelling with British mail via Germany, an alter
native route to

Lisbon (until the invasion of Italy) for mail to Eire was the train f
rom Chiasso to

Rome. From there it was flown on the weekly Ala Littoria/LAT I Rome - Barcelona -

Madrid - Lisbon flight, or the weekly Ala Littoria Rome - Barcelona flight where it
Yea transferred to the daily Iberian flight to Lisbon. The letter p

osted from

Ls Chauz-de-Fonds to Dublin on 27.11.43 (Cover 93) presumably 
went via Rome as,

although the cover bears British and Irish seals, there is no
 sign of German

censorehip.

The information compiled by the U.P.U. Bern and published by 
the P.T.T. in

C.p.a.l'e implies that, apart from the countries mentioned ab
ove, the remaining mail

tp Africa, America and Asia was flown from Lisbon to New York tw
ice weekly by Pan-dm

vea Bolama in Portuguese Guinea, Natal in Brazil, Port of Spain, 
S. Juan and Miami.

From there mail to Africa was flown back via Leopoldville. However,
 it is probable

that much of this mail from Switzerland travelled on the BOAC flights to England
and was flown on from there. The G.P.O. did pat contribute to the U.P.U. lists of
Postal flights between 1941 and 1944 inclusive ‘1"1" so that detai

ls of British

transatlantic flights were not available to the P.T,T. Of the 
covers to the U.S.A.,

which are listed in the compilation, all those posted before November
 1943 either

have a British censor seal with I.C. added in ink or handstam
ped below the Examiner's

!limber as illustrated in Pig. 7, or have a Bermudan P. C.90 sea
l such as Cover 75L.

Al explained at the end of Section 4.1, this would imply that
, until November 1943,

transatlantic mail to the States wms censored by the Briti
sh at Bermuda; and as the

Pen-Am flight did not stop at Bermuda, these three covers were probably flown out

by B.O.A.C. from the U.K. There is, however, no evidence 
of Bermudan censorship

from March 1944 (Cover 128) onwards.

Similarly, the cover posted from Stein to Chile on 14.1/.43 
(Cover 92) has a

Trinidad censor label in addition to the normal features of
 Berlin censorship and

hand-stamps applied at Lisbon, Santiago and Peulla. Since this letter travelled

from Trinidad to South America in the opposite direction to the Pan-Am flights from

Liabon via Brazil, it is probable that it too was flown out by BOLO via the U.Ke I

Thus, apart from mail to the British Isles themselves, a considerable proportion of

air-mail from Switzerland to Africa and America travelled via Stuttgart, Berlin and

lisbon to the U.K. One assumes that the same is true for mail travelling in the
opposite direction to Seitzerland, although the U.S.A. stopped all mail leaving for

SWitzerland from November 1943, when the Germans cut off the route via yic4y Prance

until November 1944, when the entire Franco-Swiss border was liberated kiel.

The covers listed in the compilation suggest that the airmail route operated

without any mishap until about the time that Italy declared war on Germany on
13.X1.43. An airmail letter posted in Dublin for Geneva on this day (Cover 114)

was censored in Paris instead of Berlin.  Subsequently, letters posted in Lugano

fOr London on 2.111.43 (Cover 115) and in Sierre for Bath on 6.111.43 (Cover 116)

were not censored by the Germane.  The following letter (Cover 117) posted in

jembrancher for Bath on 10.111.43 bears the usual features of Berlin censorship, but

that posted on 14.111.43 in Ulrich for Manchester. (Cover 118) is 'unique' in that it

was censored in Munich, which was the censor office for mail from Switzerland to

Germany itself.

14. Internal G.P.O. memorandum from W.M.B. to 3. Brown discussing the advisability
of supplying the D.P.U. in Bern with details of postal routes used within the
Empire. G.P.O. Recorda Dept. files (21st January, 1943).

15. Letter from LLB. (G.F.0.) to Purrer, the Director of the U.P.U. in Bern.
G.P.O. Records,Dept. files (11th April, 1944).

16. "La poste: Is temps d'une guerre (6)", Philaalie, 73 (1974) 13.
(To be continued)
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THREE NO EVENTS B
Y
 X. Huthertnord

Within the period 21st to 30th May 1976 . 3 events important to Swiss philately
took place* the GAnnA in Burgdorf 21-23, the REGIOPHIL Xi in Dietikon 28-30, and
the Delegates Conference also in Dietikon on 29th.  I managed to attend them all
and the following short reports, incomplete as they are, might be of interest.  A
copy of each of the exhibition catalogues is in the HPS library, the latter
particularly has some very interesting articles, including a full list of all poet-
marks used in Dietikon. These cost SFr.2.- and 2.50 respectively, but entry was
free to both eetibitions,

The GABRA Ganzsaohen (Buttress covers, postal stationery
and forms) show was unique in a number of ways; there were no
judges or primes as the spectrum of objectsfrom all over the
world was far too wide, and there were no stamps on allow as such,
just postcards, covers, postmarks and postal history, with and
without stamps. Dealers at the bourse brought boxes galore of
suitable materiale again hardly any stamps, and did well.  Two
HPS members, at least, made a showing, Felix Ganz and Stuart
Mackenzie * at this first exhibition of its kind in Switzerland,

Mobile P.O. Noi4 if not in the world. The occasion being the 50th anniversary
of the Swiss Ganzeachen-Terein (Sec. Mme Edithliagen, env. de la

Rasude 2, 1006 Lausanne, Subs SFr.30.- per year), 140 collections were shown, by
WO odd exhibitors, in 450 frames, which is really more than one can absorb in
3 days. I was particularly interested in the many Swiss postmarks I had never
peen before * also "Return to Sender" labels on cards, perfius also on cards, Hotel
cancellations, etc. etc. Some very detailed exhibits on Boer War cards I found
fascinating, also Swiss internment post was well represented.  Probably the most
important exhibit was a 7-frame collection from Chicago (Samuel Ray) on the legend-
ary *Cavailini", the oldest entires in the world., dating from 1819/20 from the
Kingdom of Sardinia. Trials and used examples of these sheets were beautifully
presented, alone worth the trip to Burgderf. Entries came from 8 foreign
countries, and more than half the frames show foreign subjects, which is rare for
Switzerland.

The purpose of the Regional Exhibitions, held almost every

nen-0E1n year, is to bring Philately to the smaller towns, as the big
-__

cities have the National and International shows at relatively
, frequent intervals. In addition, to maintain the quality of

National events, on/y entries are accepted which have achieved
silver standard at a Regional. Of the 150 odd entries more than
belf were devoted to classical philately. There were 700 frames
in the competition plus 80 in the Hall of Fame, and frames by

' juniors ringed the whole hall. They had their own contest and
in fact provided more interest for the general public than did the

Mobile P.O. No.3 exotic specialist collections.  A new clamtwasAntroduced for
the first time, "Heimat" collections (i.e. of one's home town or

region, With 11 entries, compared with only 3 postmark collections. Of the 3
coil stamp entries one got silver and the others silver-bronze.  There were also
33 thematic, entries ', all of high standard. Naturally (?) the main prizes went
to classic philately, for instance "Modena." and "London Postmarks', especially of
the experimental machine cancellations.  So really as these two were essentially
neeed on postmarka they should have been under"Special Collections". Anyway the
rise of interest in postmarks vas, I think, dramatic, there was hardly a frame
which did not have at least one cover or cutout, so in this way the ."gap" between
the classic stamp collections and the newer thematic, postal history and postmark
collections is being narrowed.

Beery 2 years there is a full meeting of Delegates
from all 1130 clubs (23,000 members) affiliated tothe
Association of Swiss Philatelic Societies (VSPV).  One
delegate-forethe first 59 members and one extra for each:
further 100 members. They decide the club and place
which is to run the next few "Day of the Stamp",
"Regiophil" and National exhibitions, also who shall
print the monthly SBZ etc. This year Dr. Dahinden (of
the successful , Space Philately Club end organiserof the

3 WERABA exhibitions) was elected President following the disastrous Lausanner
leadership, whose spending spree has resulted in a massive increase of membership
dues. The activities of the 'Fund for FurtheringPhilately'were discussed, as
three Philateliste, together with three PTT representatives, run this Fund, i.e.
allocate the interest from the SPr.6 m. capital to various works - exhibitions,

(Continued on ps 55)
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Non-postal cachet in red
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DID You KNOW ,.. ?the ateres
Considerable spate has been given

our June issue and in this to the
ibition reports kindly sent in by
bere. As few of ue are in a position
attend these events, it ia well worth

'learning what is going on in the phil-
atelic world in nerel,

I was particularly interested to
d the comments on "Heimat" collections

since for the last 4 years I have been
massing everything I could find relating

the postal history of the city of
alrich and with some trepidation tried
put an 80 odd pa display when invited'
recently to revisit my old Society -in
Ilford.

It was encouraging to find that it
nt down quite well and several members

paid it gave them something to think
about in relation to their own pet,
country. We now have to wait to see
whether our exhibitions will follow in
the Swiss footsteps. E.J.R.

111.10.1•MMINIIMM

V.L.-§2.50-11 QUE
As we have quite a large number of

members resident in Sussex, most of whom
are unable to attend London meetings, a
Sussex Group has been successfully
launched.

A preliminary meeting was held in
Brighton in March, to discuss ways and
means, and the first full meeting, with
an attendance of 12, was hell in Bognor
in Kay, subjects displayed and discussed
were 'Proviaional Issues' & 'Pro Petrie.

It is proposed to hold about four
meetings per year in members' homes and
the next is scheduled for October 9th,
with detaile still to be arranged.

101.11111010....0

EILIAEAR-ILMEWILJELVIEL
A member writess "I have been having

reasine trouble with the removal of
as stamps which have been covered with
sparent Selotape. Bap anyone found

a successful method of removing the tape
without ruining the stamps? Water
separates then but leaves a film over the
stamp which I cannot remove."

Any useful tips to the Sec. please.
n••101.1ie•••••n••n• PRO.Z.1101.1.110.1•100.11014%.0 ••••••••

,EE NOTABLE EVENTS (Cont. from p. 53)

new frames, literature, junior clubs, etc
The official experts are also elected,
while the legal aspects of some pending
forgery cases were also discussed.

In the evening the prize distributio
took place in the Tivoli Shopping Centre,
and an immense cold buffet supper rounded
off an interesting', but exhausting week.

BASSERSOORF

01
ilkice

I* 1. JUL11976 [3:

0

.... that the Philex-Verlag in Germany
publishes one-country simple catalogues
in full colour. Switzerland/Liechten-
stein at SYr.4.50, and UN New York/
Geneva at 3Pr.3.50.
........ that in the May/June issue of the
PTT Revue a 2 page illustrated article
gives more information .on the pneumatic
tube postal systems (see HMle, June 1976)
The first were installed in 1912, but
only in 1926 were non-PTT customers
served, mainly for telegrams. Geneva now
has the most extensive network, 28 km for
25 _stations, which include-all UN Office,
and the airport as well as the main poet
offices. This is a 65 mm. diam, system,
but after successful trials in Montreux
ith 100 mm the 60 km system in Basel,
ue to be.in operation fully in 1980,
ill also use this larger size.

• that according to a 'Consumer
eport' the PTT is taking too long to
ollect and deliver mail, i.e. 2* takes
ore than 24 hours, and 10% of Express

lettere don't go faster, in fact some
take longer than normal letters.

....  that no-one can understand why the
T was not present at the recent

INTRRPHIL. (FL was) in Philadelphia,'
although they were represented at Paris,
adrid and Vienna last year, and will be
t the 'ITALIA '76' in Milan in October.
......  that the answer to Question 49 is
he Italian Fascist Party, founded in
919, whose emblem was the 'Faeces' or
undle ef rods carried by the Roman
ictors to symbolize their collective
ight. This emblem was used in the Swiss
r.3.- of 1914 (L129/142) as an Art
oweau decoration only, but in 1925 and

1950 it represented the arms of the city .
Canton of St.Gallen (PJ E.33 & 344).

• that Question No. 30 is about the
sheet of 25 stamps printed during the
last war in 3 languages. HOW many
different se-tenant blocks of 4 are there,
and how many sheets would one need to buy.
Answers by end of Sept. '76 to the Sec-
retarY, for a little prize.

M. R.

• that the SU has found it necessary,
as a consequence of their new computer-
ized bookkeeping system, to add e prefix
and a suffix digit to their existing
4-figure station numbers. Several
months ago the first amended station
rubber stamps appeared, which of course
are used to cancel out-of-PTT-office-
hours mail as well as the various railway
documents. If all station rubber stamps

are recalled, then'
a lot of old inter-
esting cancellations
will disappear, but
I hope that these
will be kept by

station-masters for cancelling the
'unimportant' mail!.
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The recent successful
Exhibitions emphasize the popularity
of Seise stamps, postal history etc.

Finally I enclose one more town postmark with an
ltitude

indication:
that of JUF
in the Avers
valley in
the Grisons.
That tiny
and (accord-
ing to some)

highest alpine town inhabited all year
round, at times had no postal facility
and at other times but a postal
acceptance or parcel acceptance station
(with a dateless straight-line marking)
but about 1960 acquired a post-office
(aed has had one since) that used the
cancellation with indication 2133 m
The current postmark shows NO meter
iAicationa

Whether you are adding to
a main collection or branching out
into other fields, I can help you! by
supplying material on approval or
against Wants Lists. Such as:

STAMPS of all issues - mint/used
COVERS of every description
AIRMAILS - stamps and covers, First

Flights, Balloon etc.
POSTAL HISTORY MATERIAL
LAKE STEAMER & ROUTE MARKS etc.

Write now to
••••••.••,...

J.  .6 AilillS71101V6
MAITELDTLIGENCE" ,. From 1 Aug.- 11
Sept. a team from the Radio Suisse
remand, will tour W. Switzerland in an
8-place horse-drawn post coach of 1900
The journey will be in 35 stages thru
Cts. Neuchtttel, Fribourg & Valais to
Lausanne, arriving on the opening day o
the Comptoir Suisme. An attractive
slogan cancel will be used showing a
coach. Stamped, addressed covers will
be so franked if sent to the Service
philat4lique des PTT, 'Diligence
posta110, 1001 Lausanne, not later than
26 July.

14, Low Lane, Torrisholme,
MORECAMB E,

Lance LA4 6PN

RE-PRO A" C 0!!IOU

Some additional notes on Mr. Rutherfoords article on the Jungfrau Railway

F. GANZ

The attached cancellation from Niasen Kulm of 1924 does
not yet show the altitude, and itself seems to be a slight re-
cut from the cancellation in use from about 1912 (my first
strike dates from 1914) inasmuch as the hyphen between NIESEN
and KULM seems to have been excised, resulting in a rather wide
spot between the two words. When the cancellation was again
recut, the fleurons were replaced by stars, the lower bars were
eliminated to make room for postal district number III, and the (BERN) was
replaced by the 'meter above sea' indication.

As to EISMEER, I must take exception to the :suggestion
that Fig. 12 in the June ENL is a postal strike. The item
shown is a hotel or train company "promotion" strike, of
private origin, used at that time in the railhead restaurant
at Eismeer before the Jungfrau railway was completed all the
way to Jungfraujoch. But there WAS in existence a postal
facility at Eismeer (see illustration) from at least 1906-1909
at which later date it is (still) listed in the -official index
of post offices. The private hotel, or restaurant, or what-

ever marking was most likely added to the cards when one handed them to the bus
boy, waiter, or whoever then in turn took them to be cancelled officially.

Of EIGERWARE I have never seen a POSTAL strike. The railway strike may also
have been no more than a "We've been here, wish you were here" gimmick Of the
postcard kiosk that undoubtedly existed there the and was probably run by an
employee of the train company.

I doubt the new Andres & Emmenegger's accuracy as to those two quasi railway
markings ever having served for the cancelling of mail, but I shall be happy to
learn otherwise. Favour strikes on stamps are possible from any and all ships
on all Swiss lakes and all aerial tramway, street-car, bus, cogwheel or cable-car
stations - - - provided that one knows the right employee: but gone through
the mails? Hardly.,
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THE SWISS HAVE A LABEL FOR IT by G.G.RITCHIE
Part IIThe oldest items are not often found on cover, which or course isnecessary for dating, as the Swiss regulations called for the datestamp of theaffixing office to be struck on the item um the label. Only very occasionallydoes the postmark actually fall. on the label.  As these lists are based broadlyon my own items, it has not been possible to narrow down sufficiently many of theperiods of use, and therefore, the reputed date of introduction has been givenalso, although this date may not necessarily apply to all wordings in the partic-ular "series". Items believed to exist, but not seen by the author, are markedwith an *. There are naturally many gaps, and any further information (withphotostats) would be appreciated.

Cheokl -.... See next page
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(b) Gestnrbert (G) - ,Dore‘d4, (F) Decesso (I)

V
o+r 19. 2.95 -

0+F+I 10.12.27 -
0+10+I 15. 9.59 11. 4.60 Heavy black border!
G+F+I 1955/60 4. 2.63 Rouletted 6 or 8

1n011111nn•n•n011n9'

3. DECEASED,
 (a) yarataka or

p .black
3 green
3 black

3.4 9 p black
3.5 9 ? r black

2 1895
3a 1895
4a 1918

3.1*
3.2
3.3        

Ml

I 1893 red

2 1895 ,p black -

3 1895 r green 0,41 10. 6.99 9. 3.10

4 1909 r green 0+F+I 4.11.11 2, 3.12

4 1918 r black G+F+I 8. 7.24 -
5 1927 P black 0+F+I 21.11.28 16. 7.37
6 ? black G+F+I 13. 2.45 1956/60

7 ? black G+F+I 11.10.58 24. 9.62

7a ? black G+F+I 12.11.58 -

&ILI,„Alma
black 0 21. 3.60X1

Format 48 x 15 mm., in
stripe of 15.
In sheets
In sheets of 40.

German in one line
Thinner frame;. non-serif

type

Narrower frame;
different R.

54 x 7 mm., used at
Chur

1.2*
1.3
1.4
1.5
1.6
1.7

1.8
1.9

20 USED IJECIALMJ, talk-MaLkIi
2.1 8 ? r blk on G+10+I c.1965

-

Used on undated docket

pink G+F+I c.1965 Used on undated docket

4. 1.2201. ealsmai ( a) - (P) -§.211192S4W2 (I)

4.1* 2 1895 black F .111.

4.2 3e 1895 green G+F 19. 2.95 21. 9.09

4.3* 4a 1909 green G+F+I
3.4* 4a 1918 black G+F+I
4.5* 1927 black G+F+I

4.6 12 9 black G+F+I 11. 2.43 8. 5.51

4.7 13 black G+F+I 27. 9.60 -

4.8 13 black G+F+I 15. 7.63 Rou1.6 on white;
rou1.8 on toned

5. AgnkaLn 1.11gbi_ghlehat (G) 22=121Mg (F ) -ERL-.2211012 (I)

5.1* 2 1895 black F - IFF

5.2* ? 1895 black F - Larger format.

5.3 3b 1895 greet' C+F 2. 9.09

5.4* 4a 1909 green G+F+I - AIN

5.5* 4a 1918 black 0+14I -

5.6* 5 1927 black G+F+i -

5.7 10 ? black G+F+I 17.11.59 Thick frame line.

5.8 15 ? black G+F+I 20. 9.71 Smaller lettering.

(To be continued)

IssILI-L=-1a25,
Centenary of International Metric Conference 150. 10,036,100

Women's Year
Diplomatic Conference on Humanitarian Internat, Law

300,
60c.

25,556,000
11,726,000

Aviation & Space Travel, Transport Museum, Lucerne 90c. 79617,000

Z.F.2.2driLLIX5.
15 + 10c. 4,488,000
30 + 20c. 8•599•000
50 + 20c. 3024,000
60 + 25c. 3,618,000
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INTERPH!L '76 -A REVIEW
. By Harlan P. Stone

Another peaker on a Swiss-relatedftopic during 'Interphil' was AHPS
member Werner Alias who spoke on the growth and varieties of postage due regul-
ations at a ieetingeof the Postal History Society on Sunday, June 6. He specif-
ically mentioned Swiss postage due fees and stampa to illustrate several points.

The focal pointifor Swiss collectors during 'Interphill. however, waS
the dealer's booth of the Amateur Collector of Leaden, which is operated by AIMS
member Heinz Katcher and will observe its 30th anniversary in October. Accompany-
lag him from England were Miss Tecla Dominici, the office manager for the past
17 years, and Edgar Slate, chairman of the Helvetia Society of Great Britain from
1959 to 1974. This cordial trio welcomed all AHPS members, permitted AMPS to
use the booth as a recruiting lounge and message center, and shared their phila
telic knowledge and'oeinione about everything Swiss.

. The featured iteL in the Amateur Collector's stock of classic stamps and
varieties was a tete-beche pair of the 15 c. yellow 'Cross & Numeral' stamp -
(Z. No.63A) which Heiaz hes priced at 011,000 after recently discovering it. At
the annual British national show 1STAMPEX' in late February, he related, a
collector showed himil number of forgeries for sale, and asked if any of the items
might be genuine. When Heinz saw the tete-beche pair, he immediately questioned
whether it was a forgery. The collector insisted that it was, and as proof said
he had a certificate from the Royal Philatelic Society describing the stamp as not
genuine. But Heinz insisted it was a legitimate item, first because the red and
blue granite paper silk fibers ran throegh the perforationefrom one stamp to the
other without breaks; second because the control marks, impressed on the paper
before the printieg of tee stamp designs, were in the same position on both stamps;
and third because both stamps were off-center in the sane relationship. -Subse-
quently. he obtained a certificate from the . 31f1.38 expert Fritz Moser stating that
the tete-beche pair is genuine.  Despite its minor faults, Heinz believes this is
probably Switzerland's rarest stamp. Only three other 15 c, tete-beche pairs:
have been reported: a badly off-center cepy'is in the Swiss PTT Museum, and the
two others have not been seen since before World War

The 5 c. maroon 'Cross & Numeral' stamp in the same issue (z. No.60A)
also exists in five tete-beche pairs. In 1960 Heinz made the most recent

discovery among these as well. Only two tete-beche pairs from this issue have
turned up singe 1890, and he has found both of them.

The circumstances surrounding the latest 15 c. tete-beche discovery
point to the potential problem inherent in any expert mark on a stamp. If the

Royal Philatelic Society had placed its mark on the back of this pair, the
"expert" opinion of forgery would be accompanying it throughout its life, even

though more knowledgeable philatelists have reversed the Society's view. It

appears to be enough for an expert to issue a photo certificate and tie the photo
to his description of the item with his signature.

Because of the rising value of the Swiss franc compared to the U.S.
dollar, even Swiss material more ..'common' than tete-beche errors has reached
expensive levels. During 'Interphil' a cover with the 1900 UPU re-engraved set
of three on cover sold for 04,500, even though the 10 0. had a missing corner
perforation and the perforations on the 25-t. cut into-the badly off-center
design. The asking price for a very fine cover bearing a 'Strubel' and 'Sitting

Helvetia' perf. mixed franking was 01,150, The multitude of four-marein copies
of. the 'Rayons' and 'Strube's' in the exhibits created an awareness among
collectors of the 'investment' value in such stamps, and a.high dem* for similar
aaterial. The prices were just as high. One dealer wanted 0250 for 'Strubel'
No. 23A with four margins on cover. Another wanted 0200 for 'Strube:14 No. 22A
with three margins on cover. These prices, reflecting the Europeaa,market,
surprised more than one U.S. collector. But if Americans don't buy at. these
levels, Europeans will, and for this reason better grade material is glowing from
U.S. dealers and auction houses to the other side of the Atlantic.

Speaking of 'Strube's', Heinz Katcher reported that a commission of Swiss
experts is studying the current classifications for these difficult stamps, with
an eye toward perhaps re-grouping them to take into account certain thick-papered
stamps that don't seem to fit any present catalog category. If you collect these
stamps, don't let go of any duplicates until after the commission issues its report.

Another booth holder at 'Intarphir was Quarterman Publications which
last year reprinted the classic book by Mirabaud & de Reuterskiold on the 1843-1862
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,'INTERPHILt - Continued'

Swiss Cantonal and Federal stamps. Al Hoch, the publisher, said he wants to issue
another book on Switzerland, containing an anthology of previously published
articles on the claseio stamps.  He has received suggestions so far to include
George Caldwell's long series on Swiss essays and proofs in the early issues of
the Essay-Proof journal, John Schumadher's study of the many printings of the first
postage due stamps, and the text of the 1910 Zumstein Handbook that appeared in
English. Other suggestions sent to me will quickly reach Quarterman.

Conspicuous by its absence, at least to a Swiss collector, was the Swiss
PTT, last year I heard that the Government Agency planned to skip 'Interphil'
because its tight budget couldn't include the expenses of attending an overseas
show. But shortly before Unterphir, the PTT's Philatelic Service Office
printed large ads in U.S. stamp publications, Baying that 'Interphil' policies
would have permitted it only booth space for the selling of philatelic itema "in
competition with the professional philatelic trade". The ads went on to explain
that "space would not permit the display of exciting postal history and philatelicmaterial solely for the interest and enjoyment of American collectors. So, unlike
the 1936, 1947 and 1957 internationals in New York, 'Interphil "76 t will not have
the treasures from our museum in Bern." During 'interphil s I was further told
that the PTT bad requested a substantial amount of exhibit space and received a
"no" from the 'Interphil l organizers.

There were many MPS members at 'Interphil' whom I was able to meet - and
probably many more whom I did not meet - since I was not standing at the front
door asking all ticket purchasers if they belonged to our Society! As a matter
of fact, I was glad to be on the exhibition floor when the front doors opened for
the first day, and thousands of impatient collectors staged a near-riot as they
pushed their way through a maze of ticket lines.

There were many AEPS members at 'Interphil' whom I was able to meet - and
probably many more whom I did not meet. A list, as complete as possible, of those
members who attended is being published in the Society's journal "Tell", and can
be added to.

Unfortunately, 'Interphil' may be the lest time some of us will see one
another again until the next U.S. international show, which reportedly will be held
in Chicago in 1986, when the Chicago Philatelic Society will observe its 100th
anniversary. So until then .....

-----o0o-----
EiktualLatt W4 are indebted to Mr. R. S. Stone, Vice-President of the American

Helvetia Philatelic Society (AHPS) and Mr. R. C. Ross, Editor of
"Tell." for this excellent report on the delights of 'Interphil' and permission to
publish it in our 'Helvetia News Letter', for the benefit of all Swiss collectors.

alleilln•••••••n•n• 00,0MINSNNO

COLLABORATORS WANTED
In 1972 the U.S. Perfins Club published the first Catalogue/Album of

the Perfins (Firmendurchlochungen) of Switzerland. This catalogue, a joint
effort by Messrs. Htrlimann, Enschede and Ganz) is now unavailable (sold out) as
well as somewhat obsolete because new perfin designs have come to light, user
firms have been identified, etc.

AA new, second edition is therefore under investigation and consideration
at this time -- probably to be published in Switzerland in 1977.

In order to make this second edition as complete as possible, all collect-
ors ofof Swiss perfin.stamps and cordially and urgently requested to come forward
and share with the editors any information not contained in the first edition, as
well as any errors discovered in that edition.

The following categories of information are requested:

1) NEW DESIGNS discovered. Report these with a xerox (of loose stamp or of
complete cover) and by stating on what type of stamp issue that design has
been found. Report also date of cancellation and if legible.

• 2) DEFINITELY IDENTIFIED USER FIRMS. Report these by sending a zero:: of the
entire envelope, card or wrapper, but mark on each xerox back the catalogue
number since it is at times very difficult to see, on a xerox, the perfin design.

3) POSTAL STATIONERY found with perfin designs. A xerox of the entire piece
will be needed. It is planned to prepare a listing of all postal stationery
items of Switzerland known to date with perfin designs affixed to the card,
envelope, or wrapper itself.

(Cont. on p.61, Col. 1)



Work on the manuscript
is about to start, As soon as the
manuacript is at the printers new prices
will apply. (It is imposeible for us
to delay application of new prices in
view of the very considerable difference

Even thoush it is summer
we suseeet you make use of the remainieg
few weeks to make purchases of material
which we can still offer at old prices.
Thie applies particularly to approval
eeneings containing our special sheets
and ecverine virtually all sections.
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DID YOU KNOW?

since 1.1.76 can
apply for
special discount
rates.
..... that the
PTT seems to like
a joke per year;

last year it was the hotairship which
didn't fly on time, this year it is a
4-horse 6-seat postal coach which is
making a tour thru French Cantons for
Radio Suisse Romantic. From 108,76 to
11.9.76 it will make 35 stop-overs and
at each one the normal town ode will be
applied, together with a special cachet.
If the weak PTT cover is used this
means an outlay of SFr.26.- as only
addressed letters at letter rates are
accepted, and the postmark collector
an order only either the first stop

SA all 35. Poor joke.
that in 1925 philatelic services

contributed only c).674 towards the
finances of Liechtenstein. In 1975 this
had risen to 3.04 with a total of
SFr.7.2w.
..... that the postal museum in Vaduz,
started in 1930, has been renovated
recently. Not only are all FL stamps
shown in chronological order but also
thematically grouped, together with
easays and other items of historical
interest. Located in the 'engliinder-
haus", together with the Tourist Office
it is a worthwhile show for all FL
collectors,
..... that a not-so-well-known charity,
the Pestalozzi Foundation, uses phil-
ately to collect money to help the
education of mainly under-privileged
children, rosily by means of balloon
flights. SFr.50,000 was collected by

(Cont. in Col. 1)
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SIV2!PORATC2P NANTID. (Cant.

4) 0eaRECTIONS or ADDITIONO, to the text
of the first edition, Since it is
planned to delete from the second
edition all items of which no photo-
graph exists it is imperative to
gather information on the questionable
items in the first edition*

5) °IMPRINTS or mm's HANDSTAMPS on
Swiss stamps. It is planned to treat
this closely related field as well.

Since it ii also planned to include,
the second edition, an approximate use

table for all Swiss perfin designs, all
collectors of Seise perflue should peruse
their holdings and report, to one of the
addresses below, on which stamps their
respective perfin designs are found. Use
Zumstein (Amateur Collector) or Scott
numbers for this project.

Your co-operation will be greatly
appreciated. Thank you.
ROBERT MALIK= rOnwe 2,

2.42LIAELL, sDat ( Switzerland)
FehIX GANZ, Apt. 3303, 1130, S.Michigan Ave

CHICAGO 160,§Q, U.S.A.

DID YOU KNOW? (Cont. from Col. 2
this means last year.

..... that Question 51concerra a stamp
issued 125 years ago in Switzerland. What
was the name elven to it, inexplicably, .
as it could never have been used there or
even sent there postally?

M.R.

1977

S 4ITZLIILAND

CATALOGUE

H.L.KATCHER
THE AMATeeR COLLECTOR LTD.,

P.O. Box 242, Hieheate,
LeeD0h N6 4LW

Tel. Cl 348 - 0296

...e, that a lot of nonsense has been
written in the SBZ and other magazines
about the dangers of using "plastics"
in philately. There are far too many
types of synthetic translucent material
available which are used in a dozen

different ways, for any sort of safety
rules to be made. Many more stamps are
damaged by 'rust' as the result of
humidity and lack of fresh air, than by
the necessary softeners used in many
plastics. The risk is low when compared
to the convenience of modern methodga
of storing and displaying stamps, FDCs.
etc.

that the usuel PTT parcel
labels and privately printed-on
marks are now
sometimes aug-
mented by a
large 'G$ (see
illustrations),
this means
"Grossauftrag-
geber", i.e.
major customer, who

8410 Winterthur 10
Rosenberg

'PP'

pp a
8610 Uster 1
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MAIL CARRIED FROM SWITZERLAND TO THE WC OWING VVORIL) WAR 11

By L.M.C. DUTTON Part,XVI
5. Period 5. Alauarea;941 , to Decembare1944 C-21/1T8L11.1&15.1 (Continued)

The regular normal pattern of covers censored in Berlin begins again on 22.1.44 •
with a letter from Winterthur to Stone, Staffs • (Cover 119). Neither the P.O. or
P.T.T. Circulars of the time or the covers themselves give any indication as to why
the normal service was disrupted. between. 13,11.43 and 22.1.44 and, apart from the
German censor seals, there is no indication of the route travelled by Cover° 114-110.

The next hint of trouble occurred on 24.111.44 when the G.PCI. announced the
suspension of civil airmail services to Switzerland, as well as to the Iberian
Peninsular, North Africa and all PeO.W, camps except those in Sweden.  The announce-
ment that services were resumed did not appear until 12.V11.44,  However, over the
same period the compilation liets ten covers (Nos. 130 - 139) which were posted in
Switzerland, addressed to the U.K., and show no eigne of being returned.  One of
them (Cover 131) wee posted on 1.IV.44 and had a Stone c.h.s. of 3.V.44 applied on
arrivel, which proves that the service Was operative in one direction. The letter
from Island via England (Cover 129) reached. Liabon on 25.111.44 and ZUrich on
14.IVe44, so that it is poesible that the G.P.O. were mistaken and that a suspension
of the air service did not occur until 23rd Auguat, 1944.

The Allied invasion of southern France began on 16th August and in the north of
the country, Paris was liberated on the 26th. The Red Cross sailings between
Lisbon and Marseilles had been suspended by 28th June and overland transport in
France had become so difficult by 21st August that the P.T.T. were forced to
announce that the overland postal route via Paris to Lisbon was suspended.  On the
same day it was announced that the Swissair flights to Stuttgart were suspended and
mail was being taken to Berlin by train, but only two days later came the news that
the Berlin to Lisbon flights were no longer operating and all mail to or via the
U.K. would be returned. The equivalent G.P.O. announcement was made on 30th
August. However, it seems that the air service was soon to be 'restored for a Short
time. By 30th August, airmail was again taken to Berlin, albeit by train., the
Berlin-Lisbon service was restored and the B.O.A.C, flights from Lisbon to England
continued, to fly four times a week in both directions.  There was, however, no
surface service, and all Swissair and Ala Italiano flights were suspended for the
rest of the war.

The postcard posted in St. Gallen on 31,VI11.44 (Cover 144) mentions the newly
restored air service to the U.K. and the details are given in the C.p.a.re of
1.11.44. Both Cover 144 and that posted from Lugano four days later (Cover 145)
were censored in Berlin, but they were probably among the last letters to reach
Lisbon on the Lufthansa flights from Berlin. By 14.1,44 the Lufthansa flights no
longer covered France and only operated alongside the daily Iberian flights between
Barcelona, Madrid and Lisbon.. U.K. mail from Switzerland was collected at Geneva 1
and taken by Swiss motor-buses to Port Sou on the Franco-Spanish. border. Airmail
was flown to Lisbon from Barcelona. The frequency of these bus journeys is
unknown, but airmail was given priority.  Although the P.P.T. issued on 7.1.44
stated that letters under 20g. continued to use the Berlin-Lisbon air-route,
neither of the letters posted at Fribourg on 6.1.44 (Cover 146) and at Geneva on
13.X.44 (Cover 147) show any signs of German censorship and, in spite or the "via
Basle 2" on Cover 146, they are assumed to have reached Spain by bus.

The bus service, however, was to last for less than a sonth and, according to
the 12.111.44 copy of F.P.T., it was suspended. by 21st October. Nevertheless, by
the Mgr time the M. an T-de C.p.a.l'e of 24th October was issued, arrangements had
been made for airmail to the U.K. and Eire to be sent via Germany and Sweden.
This mail was assembled at Basle 2 and left on the 0.4.44 h. train for Berlin,
which also carried German mail for distribution at Munich. According to copies
of 0.p.a.l'e of 1.11,44 and 1..IX.44e instead of being carried on the weekday Milan-
Munich-Berlin flight operated by DLH, it travelled all, the way to Berlin by train.
From there it was flown every weekday on the DLH/DIA, flight via Copenhagen and
Malmo to Stockholm.

Before the war British Airways Ltd. ran a regular ser7ice between Perth and
Stockholm via Hamburg and Copenhagen, but at the outbreak of war this had to be
changed to the route via Stavanger (Sole) and Oslo (Fornebo) to Stockhclm (Bromine),
which continued to Helsinki. However, after the invasion of Norway in May 1.940,
Sweden was almost isolated and> apart from diplomatic necessity, it was only the
urgent need to import ball bearings from Sweden that resulted in the route being
kept open. Apart from some early flights from Dyce airport near Aberdeen, the

(Continued on p. 64, Col. 2)
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THE aCHANGE PACKET - By C. auch
Once again we have come to the end of the "Packet Season" and it is

tine to present my report*

rhere is no doubt that 1975/6 has been an outstanding season, particular-
ly after the reduced activity registered for the previous season. For those who
like figures, here are the main results:

Value of material contributed ...

Number of Packets circulated
Sales ...

The average number of booklets per Packet is 8.

Fifty-one members contributed material to the Exchange Packet. A point
I always like to make is that however small your contribution may appear to you,
it is more than likely that somewhere some other member will find something of
interest. With the increase in the amount of material everybody has seen 7
Packets, most members have seen 8 Packets plus any specialist ones they have
elected to see. Even if it has been hard work this season, I have enjoyed it,
and it has satisfied a challenge to do better! I an appreciative of the many
good wishes you send me.

The Packet's income in derived from the commission on sales and bank
interest, which together amount to £360.  The way this income has been spent is
as follows (all figures subject to audit) :-

think most of the items are self-explanatory. There is one new item
in the account: I nad to refund i21 to contributors to the Exchange Packet who
had good stamps switched for what can only be described as scrap paper. Because
every Packet has a different circulation, by a quick study of the circuits where
switching , has taken ,place, the area of the circuit involved has been established
and narroeed down to a very few members in a certain part Of the country. One
Society member knows he or she owes the Society for the stamps that have been
switched and he or she will be reading these notes. The least that person can
do is to remit the sum of money due to the Society, it is not too late. This
sort of behaviour on the pert of one member can wreck everything, i.e. the trust
and friendship that a Philatelic Society stands for and cannot be tolerated * For

my part I shall leave no stone unturned to catch up with the transgressor, but a
lot will depend on vigilance and more careful checking for switching on receipt
of every Packet. To assist in this more rigid control will contributors of
Packet material please observe the following points:

1. Do not include damaged stamps. The only exception would be for eery high
value stamps where a damaged item still, eas some market value. In
such cases the extent of the damage should be clearly described*

Use new hinges, and preferably all of the same pattern or make, when mounting
stamps. Stamps to be free of old hinges or hinge marks.

3. Used stamps should all be mounted firmly; placed in Hawid type strips or
envelopes it is easy to switch items.

40 Used stamps to have ends of postmark lines clearly extended,

5 * Mint stamps which have been previously mounted should again be mounted, there
is no point in treating them as or pretending they are unmounted mint.

6. Only unmounted mint stamps should be in envelopes or Hawid type strips.

7 * Do not overcrowd the booklet pages.

Having dealt with 1975/1976, let us look at next season.  I do not want
to receive material before the 21st August as I shall be away until then.  I want
to get Packets going as early in September as possible, so if you are going to be

1225
1
..
6

19241I .1223/4
£8,750 £5,009 £5,273

49 31
£3,874 £2,305 L2,33479
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THE EXCHANGE PACKET - (Continued)

away after 1.9.76, please let me know.
I have lost track of Packets a number
of times because members fail to tell
me when they go away.  The other
aspect that makes me lose touch with
Packets is the slow or erratic flow of
Advice Notes. The post is bad, but
do not make it worse by delaying posting
to me. Members do not realise how
difficult it is to track down the where
aboute of a Packet when queries or a
need to redirect the Packet arises, so
please help me.

I intend, subject to getting
enough material, to circulate one or
more Liechtenstein packets. Please
will those who are interested to see
such material, tell me.

Having married off one of my
daughters a week Or so ago (is there a
connection with running an Exchange
Packet!) - we are just about to depart
on holiday - to you know where: Happy
Holidays, too, to all ct you.

C.R.
ION.111.10.111.0•MIIINOINIMIIM

NEW LILCRT 3TE IN

To come into
use as from
17th August '76

ZUMSTEIN
CATALO GUES

UMSTEIN SWITZE ND LisuggsT4K,
SPECIALISED 1975 - no new Ed, this
Prices SFr.33.- + 6.50 postage
or from HARRIS PUBLICATIONS LTD.,
42, Maiden Lane, London WC2E 7LW

PROTEIN POST STAT WERT C T OTU

Prices 5'!2:J_4"
To be published on 1st September 1976:

tiaj_IneST IUROFE T O,g_GUE1232, 60th Ed,

4, T IN SWITZERLAND ECHTeNSTE N
2432116gau971 - Pocket Edition

U.K. Price details expected shortly.

Supplemente to the Europe Catalogue are
published in the BERNER BRIEFRARID.IN
ZEITUNG.
Annual fee SFr.27.50 w. spec. suppt
, 1976 " 25.00 viout

For fine, first class stamps - RARITIES
OF SWITZERLAND and EUROPE - send your
Wants Lists to

ZUMSTE1N
Propr. Hertsch.& Cie

F.O.B. 2585 CH - 3001 BERN

AUGUST 1976

CENSORED Welk (Continued from p. 62)
direct route to Bromma operated until the
end of the war from Leuchars airport,
which is also near Aberdeen, starting
with a trip made by Captain David Prowse
of British Airways in May 1940, in a
Lockheed 14. The trip of 800 miles, of
which 250 miles was over heavily defended
areas of Norway, took 44- to 5 Imre in a
Lockheed, but this was reduced to 2 hours
when de Havillana Mosquitoes were
introduced.

Reference 17 does not mention the
carrying of mail by British aircraft,
but in 1942 ABA Swedish Airlines - Aktie
Bolaget Aerotransport - one of the
constituent companies of to-day's SsA.S.,
operated the route as a normal commercial
enterprise with a regular mail service.
The necessary parmisaion was obtained
from the German C-in-C in Norway, as well
as from Berlin. Unlike the civil British
planes, the Swedish aircraft had radio
communication and navigation and cabin
lights full on. They were painted a
brilliant orange with SWEDEN on one side
of the fuselage and SCHWEDEN on the
other but, in spite of this, it is known
that some ABA aircraft were lost over
the north Sea.

Ref.17; H. Seabrook-Smith, "An Anglo-
Nordic Saga"; Aeroplane Monthly
December 1974, 1041).

(To be continued)
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DON'T DELAY !!

Buy your Swiss material now while
supplies are available and before
autumn price rises.

Attention given to Wants Lists or
selections 'sent on approval for

Eggs, - mint used, all issues

9 OVER'S all periods from pre-stamp
to modern FDCs

LA:ralh&t. for special study, i.e.
Strubelis, Standing Helvetia
etc.

AIRNAIL e stamps and covers

DAY  OF STAiiP CAADS - MILITARY VAIL
SiSie - end many other facets.

Write now to

J.S.ARMSTRONG
14, Low Lane, Torrisholme,

X ORECAMB E,
Lance LA4 6FN

11

ggissav Mrs. S. Hertzberg,
:.11111111101_ si tab, elliapposo

ur ntly zjlipeTs
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lei- Large

Ordinary Paper.
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AUTUMN NEW ISSUES
There will be two new issues on 16th Septembers 4 stamps for the second

1976 Special (Publicity) series, and 4 Service stamps for the Universal :PostalUnion, and also a new imprinted postcard for inland use. Details are as follows:
A. kyniciTY_sTAhm - Series II 1976 -
Values: 20 c. ife Protest:12R. The aim of the World Federation for the

Protectioa of Animals is to promote humane treatment of wildlifewhich is endangered in many Vials in this age of technology.
5 colours: ol-green/yell,green/or.brown/red-brn/blue-grey.
40 c. NsitrocLkutsig. The recent oil crisis highlighted the dependence

of our existence on all forms of energy. The earth's naturalresources are in limited supply and do not permit wastage. The sun asthe principal source of life and energy is the theme of the stamp, withthree language text appealing for the spariu g
.
 use of energy.

3 colours: red/yellow/blue.

40 c Swilesdilps. The last stamp of this series which began with theMatterhorn stamp in 1965, pictures the At. GotigarLEAmit.For centuriesthe mountain pass of the same name, in the heart ofEsrope,has been a major gateway to the south. This view from Altanca showsthe peaks of the St. Gotthard group from Pizzo hucendre to PizzoRotondo. 5 colours; blue-gredyellaolive/red/green/blue.
80 c. World Suee. SkatataaChappl,onshias. These contests, for men,

• will be held on 5/6 February 1977 on the famous natural ice-rinkof Devoe and skaters from many countries will compete in a sport notyet widely practiced in Switzerland. The fi. t r in the deoien, atfull L;peed, c ture th dynenism and elegance of the sport.3 colours: blue/red/grey.
Pea 20 c. Paul Bergmaier, Basel

c. (Energy) Urs Knoblauch, Mrich
40 c. (St. Gotthard) Edi Hauria Basel80 c. Walter Haettenschweiler, Zug.

Ill= Multicolour rotogravure by Courvoisier S.A. •
TAME :

White, with luminous substance, without coloured fibres.S 36 x 26 mm. (33 x 23 mm.)
Forri .14111tE:- 2 sheets - Asex B - each of 50 stamps

special covers are available, one for each value and one for the set.A simple- First Day cancel- will be used: '3000 BEBDI - 16.9.76  AUSGABETAGI.Folders and collection sheets also available..
B. i. .ERVIdE szwila_Quad

While the 1957 and 1960 issues of the official stamps of the Intei a

-national Bureau of the UaP.U. in Bern are still valid, they no longercorrespond to present rates of postage. At the U.P.U.'s request the artist,Burkard Wa1tensp01 of Basel, has completed the series with 4 new stamps, withdesigns symbolising the major activities of the U.P.U.40 c. Letter post - 3 colours: /tared/blue/violet-brown80 c. Parcel post - 4 colours: blue/gTey-brn/red/yellow90 c; ' Financial services - 4 colours: grn-olive/dk grey/lt.blue/yellow1 Fr. Technical co-operation - 4 colours: dk-brow rosehell-oldblue
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vaw ISSUE iWS (Continued).a
Psialiegt Multicolour rotogravure by Cotervoisier S.A.

White, with lumieous substance, without coloured fibres.

aka 36 x 26 mm,

FQ1101!ai1lilder: 2 sheets - A & B of 50 stamps each

A commemorative cover will be available for the set of steps,and the
First Day cancel reads: "3000 BEaN 15 /UPC/ JOUa D'aEISJI0 / 16,9.76/•Union
Postale Universelle". Folders and collection $heetu will be available..

C. Poplqpp FOR INLAND USE.

The revised postal ratee ehich came !eye() force on 1st January, 1976,
necessitate the issue of a new printed postcard replacing the overprinted
card issued in 1975. The 40 c: imprinted stamp iu a stylized adaptation
of the yellow post-bus on an alpine route, on a red background. The top
portion of the card has an inscription in teree languagee publicisine holiday
in Switzerland,

Deeieper: erich Rdnzi, Hieterkappelen

griptieg: 2 colour typography by the PTT Jtamp Printiee Werksp Bern

.Sizee Card: 148 x 105 mm. Imprinted stamp: 54 x 26 mm. Priuted in
eheets of 18 cards

PlaRtE, Chanoie tinted, with watermark.
.70

RIR H L KAMMER adds a posts•ript to the account of "Interphil"

I think that for the sake of accuracy two things should be mentioned, one a
slight misunderstanding which, during the many interrupted conversations at the
ahow, is hardly surprising: The second a development since these conversations.

The Tete-Beche Pair is stated in the article to have been given a 'Royal"
Certificate. The previous owner actually said that it had been RrOnouncd by the
Royal as a forgery. I cannot, however, confirm or deny whether an actual paper
exists or whether this pronouncement was only verbal by one of their experts. It

would be kinder for all of us to assume
the latter and I have no intention of
causing possible embarrassment by THE
pursuing the matter. k

The second point is that since
"Interphil" I have heard that a few years

DIRECTORS

ago another copy of the 63A Tete-Becbe
Pair was sold at a German auction. We old
have a photograph of it and it shoes

look forward to

missing corner perforations and was damage
meeting friends,
and new, at

in other respects also. 

the

Whether or not this is an additional 
Pair cannot yet be stated. It could
equally well be the ease Pair (of which
no photograph seems to be known) which
was reported in Germany before the First
World Ware

I have had telephone conversations
with Max Bertsch of Zumstein & Cie, His
philatelic records of Swiss stamps must
be among the best and, time permitting,
he is hopeful of putting before me a
reasonable history of what is known about
the yellow Tete-Beche Pair.

I have reserved spate in the "Swiss
Philatelist" (to be published hopefully
towards the end of the year) in the hope
that this information will reach me in
time.

?Aida:

AND STAFF

SETROUR HALL
Seymour Place, London. w.1,

Wednesdays 29th September to
Saturday, 2nd October.

Yeu will find us at aTataja
where we shall have much to show
that will interest everyone.

H.L.KATCHER
THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD.,

P.O. Box 242, Highgate,
LONDON R6 4LW

Tel. 01-348-0296 -

n•••••••••••n 000••••••-••••
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BIE FORERUNNERS
By PETER HOBBS

A chance find, in a tobacconiet's shop in Geneva enabled me to fill in a few
gaps in the story of these items. The find was a loose-leaf album issued by the
BIB to contain the stamps from the series of "Great Educationalists*. The album
was printed by Courvoisier at about the same time as the second series of stamps,
i.e. at the end of 1941, It is of good quality buff card with brown printing, and
a brown silk cord to hold it together,  The information it contains is scanty but
enables some conclusions to be reached about these issues. Fortunately two covers
and some stamps 'on piece' came with it, thus extending the field a little.

The album cover is A4 folded to k5 and carries the inscription on the front
(in French) "Stamp Collection of the BIE - Great Educationaliste Series" and a
reproduction of the cancellation used for the first series
iAPestaloszi (see Fig. 1). The back cover has the two
children holding the globe repeated from the middle , of the
cancellation and the mark of Courvoisier Printers. The in-
side front cover ham an inscription stating that the HIE is
continuing its work during the War by creating an intellectua
service for prisoners-of-war,

Inside are 5 loose pages, lighter in colour and with
black printing. The first sheet is headed "War philately -
DIE 1941 - Pestalozzi stamp for Prisoners-of-War".  Spaces Pig. Iare then shown for the stamps in rows 3 : 2 t 2 a 1 with a
reproduction of the stamp in the first square.  The other spaces contain an
indication of the colour and mint or used in the order t wine*, brown, blue, green.,
in contradiction to the order of sheet lettering (see later).  The back of the
sheet has a potted history of Pestalozzi.

Sheet 2 is headed "BIS 1941* and has space for "An original sheet of 12
Pestalozzi stamps", no particular colour is specified, but the outline is too small
for the first (wine-coloured) sheet. The back of the sheet states that the stamp
with the effigy of Henri Peatalozzi, first of the series of great educationalists,
was issued to help the Intellectual Aid Service for Prisoners-of-War in December
of the year 1940!

A HIE envelope with the vine-coloured stamp on it violet DIE cancellation
and PP machine cancel of Geneve 1 for 11 December 1940 perhaps gives us the first
day of use, as it appears to have been prepared specially for mailing to people on
a circulation list. Sheet 3 is headed "War Philately - BIE 1942 - Father Girate St
Stamp for prisoners-of-war". The stamps are laid out in a different way to those
of the first Josue and in the order t violet, brown, blue, green. The back of the
sheet has a potted history of Father Girard.  Sheet 4 is headed "War Philately -
BIS 1942 - Father Girard. Block for prisoners-of-war" and has an outline for
"Special block of four". The back of the sheet has some "Thoughts of Father Girard".

Sheet 5 headed. "DIE 1942" is for "An original sheet of 12 Father Girard stamps".
The back states that "The stamp with the effigy of Father Girard, second of the
series commenced by the f iesta:lout stamp, was issued on the occasion of the despatch,
by the Intellectual Aid Service of the Bureau, of the hundred millionth book to
prisoner-of-war camps at the end of December of the year 1941":

A different cancel was
used for this second series,
again a violet rubber hand-
stamp with 'GeREVE . in
place of the Latin motto,
The inside back cover
states that the BIE will
Offer each year a free set
of pages to enable collect-
ord of the stamps 'to keep
their collection up-to-date*
but apparently no further
issues were prepared,

An interesting side-
light on these issues is a
block of 3 instate by
Roumania in 1942 showing
Titu Mijoreecue, the same ---
design as the others ( ntinued overleaf)

Actually'lie de vind but 'lie' can be colourleseil Fig, 2
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MAIL CARRIED FROM SWITZERLAND TO THE U.K. DURING WORLD WAR 11
By L.pi.C. ociToN Part XVIII

9
No. Ulmer Date on Place of Destir tion Pota.re irinai1 German olour

ostmark 01.gin Aepli.ed oen.iab. i 'ash
env. fIcent

Letter)

Us 2a (b) grey(bori3
Neck only

8 4.111.4. Witch 2 j London

GOI1

Yes

1C-2,i. t4 AJ.LIL3 overrun Ine mareth iin,a in Tunisia.

,14E FORERUNNERS, (Continued)
(see Fig. 2) but with values shown on the stampe.

In complete sheets the wine—coloured reetalozzi stamp is larger overall than the
other seven and the inscriptions top and bottom are further from the block of stamps.
This would indicate that this was a first printing and that the brown, green and blue
issues were a later printing as, in addition to the reset inscription and smaller
overall sine, in the-bottom right hand corner of each is printed "Serie Bp C kD"
respectively. The 4 sheets of 12 in the Father Girard series are the same sise, with
the same inscriptions but not lettered in the bottom right hand comer.

If anyone can add to this information from covers in their ociiiections. I am
Aura meMbera will be pleaaed to read about it.

4 A.F. I Setbranener I Bath cc. Yet, 2a (b) blue

A.R,T4 20.11/.4) Zffr '

A. . I 2Y.IV.45

0.1V.4) I treux Lonuon

Yes I le. (t

bd. I Yes la (

50o. I Yes la {b)

br an

Lona=

ca:J

,O.U. Camp
o.16, h.

Surface mail via Genoa leaves Basle every honday

blue
hori%.)

None

blue
blobo

London

dvc.

50c.

t:t

Lausanne

1.1. 1ehen

televa

Trimt
rf Camp
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No. top No. bot.Lfi British British Arrival Other Marks on Cover
corner in corner cen. seal censor Date

pencil in pencil (1).C. 90 No.
TYPe)

o ----do 	
9370 2).111. Lausanne -Rerd lab. iNo.824

7..
3
1Z

5
APL

sAP Y.r.1.041.E.as
'ft32' on front; Lloyd's
reci.mark on back.
TO).

78 25.111 Oval his on front:
4.5 MAIL / 23 E1R.

19.43 / No. 2"; !Tii)J1/s

6,1V. Lloyd's rec./mk on front;
43 TiPij_Vs; ( -t, rd lower

number absen t )
None.

None None Bureau International

No. in
blue inde1.
pencil (P)
or bik hand
stamp (B/S)

(Green)

(p)

d'1ducation POW Label -
/1/8;"FitANC LA PONT" h/s
in purnle; '',Unkeni,kende/,
Umschriet/insuffisammen1

adresse" Ws in red old
"AurfIckilietou?-

. LL5 censor„ bo.
3N)VS4-

.on:froTl!ti c.h.s.
' ;.Polish Field Post
Office No. 1" on front.

None None None None 9.1V!
43
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Schedule of_Covers

Period V : February 1943 - December 1944 Part B

on th:., ,4: 1.34 train.

"via Stuttpart" written
by sender. Address com-
pleted by co and
initial 'IN ,' written in
violet pencil. '934' . is

u.
riceti cd.o, r Wf134.;

"g / dber-via" his with
under 'g', rest

blank. "I.C. in ink on
0 .0 'JO sea"

.
 iiinn. one

on back Taus oval h/s
with '10' (,2 4 horizontN1
Lined above ,,- below,

None.

None. (5rd number
n01, n ••

present

934 (P) 279/5 7 -' / 1 212

Jo 	(P) 2 0/2 75)7/2 IA 3i,75

None None 41V8 1E o01
1012/105

264 1510/1 7343/4/1 1A1 2759

,
To he continued)

SCSWIDI

The full programmes for London & Northern Groups are given on page 72.

Meanwhile it is hoped to see excellent attendances at the opening meetings next
month, with everyone full of enthusiasm after the long summer recess.

NORTRERN GROUP: Saturday, 2nd Oct. "THE POSTAL HISTORY OF GRAUBUNDEN"

1,10NDON GROUP: Wednesday, 13th *POSTMARKS" - I Tillen

SOME GRolg Saturday, 9th at Brighton. "TPOS to 1900'
(Group members see enclosed memo)
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F-I ELF) SVP Appeal to all collectors of "K" cancels

Work on the new catalogue is going well, but we need more information on
the "mystery" cancels illustrated below. These are the modified cancels discover-
ed years later (often by Felix Ganz or Armin Rea') so that the change-over dates
can only be guessed at; Some are mentioned in the PTT catalogue, some we now
feel should be given official catalogue status. Also: FD Klosters K511 and
LD Leukerbad K473 and Adliswil K180:12 ??

Please check through your collect Ang, your boxes of duplicates and acrap
- often a poor example would be Invaluable to us if the date is clear, never mind
the damaged stamp. Let me know what you find as soon am possible* all letters
will be acknowledged, and we would then ask for photostat copies of the interesting
ones. Any other discoveries or queries would be moat welcome too, Note "-112"
e page No,

M. RUTNERPOORD, Breitistraese 82, CH-8303 Basseradorf, Switzerland.
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71111SE SQUIGGLES !
A chance remark by a new member who

is just beginning to take an interest in
pre-etamp covers would seem to stow that
the manuscript marks, usually described
as "squigglea" are frequently confusing
because of the apparent similarity of
certain of the figures.

These marks give the rates charged
on stages of the journey to destination
and in some references are stated to
have been used by the French post office
to indicate the amount of postage due
from the recipient.

While the majority are to he found
on covers to France or an route to
England, they also appear on covers from
Switzerland to Italy and -sometimes
within Switzerland,

The series of numbers is aa follows:

Since they are now included in the
revised Emmenegger Handbook of Postal
Cancellations, it would suggest that the
were also used in Switzerland, at least
for a time, to assist in assessing
charges to be levied at destination.

Perhaps someone with more knowledge
of how and where these marks were applied
would care to enlarge on the subject.

, os JuL

Congratulations from 'Helvetia to
Miss A. Grunberg on her appointment as
President of the London-Swiss Philatelic
Society.

THE s.iss HAVEALABIL FORLT
It is regretted that owing to

holidays the next part of this article
was not received in time for inclusion
here but will be in the October issue.'

Dr. Ritchie sends apologies and also
asks for correction to a misprint in the
MS of Part I. The last item in the
table should be: . 5.8 is Type 11 not 150

DID YOU KNOW?
that on Monday 9th August 1976 the

PTT installed 4 electronic tamp" vending
machines as Ill.)
Each of the 4 plaees
is identified as
follows: ZOrich 23
Hauptbahnhof e Al,
Berne 1 Schanzen-
post = A2, Grindel-
weld • A3 (mountain
climate), Geneva I =teem
Main PO e AA. Any Swiss coin, or combin-
ation, is accepted to produce gummed
phosphorescent labels valued at 5c. to
Fr.99,95.
..... that in the village of MIAs, on
the more and more popular Alpine route
from Char to Bellinzoaa, there is now 0
small museum for the area. Of postal
interest are 2 items, the last postal
horse-drawn coach used on the Sp/Ogen
Pass to Italy, and the last postal horse-
drawn sleigh in the Avers Valley. Also
documents related to the famous Zillis
church ceiling paintings.
..... that mostly due to the tremendous
increase in interest, as a result of the
Pro Petrie stamps, the church has now
been able to buy an orpan.
..... that the PTT is again in trouble
with its Italian grammar, following
several changed slogans, in that the 40c
'Leprosy' stamp of Feb. 1976 commemor-
ating the 'Swiss Civil Servants' Fund to
Help Lepers' reads in the Italian
version "Swiss Civil Servants' Fund to
help lepers'lepers'::

that a point I missed when the new
1976 rates etc. were published last year
was that the Swiss official aerogrammes
(withdr wn) could no longer be used at
ven the new rate of Fr.1.- to all

countries because they did not conform
o the 1976 UPU decision that all sides

mast be sealed. However, they can still
be used at the normal airmail rates.
Five firms are allowed to print private
aerogrammes to-day.

that the answer to Question No.51
is the 'so-called' Neuenburg, issued in
August 1851 for use inside Geneva only.
The reason behind this special issue and
the complications of changing over from
the French to the new Swiss Federal
monetary system are dealt with in detail
by K. Bertsch in an article in the BBZ
7/8 of 1976.
.......  that Question No. 52 concerns the
still valid stamp showing the unlikely
scene of a Swiss soldier casting his
vote wearing his steel helmet.  Which
is it?

PLR.

Don't forget the BPE at Seymour
11, Wed. 29th September to Saturday,

2nd October.



OFFICERS & gpmm4TTpl
Chairman: Mr. D. F, Arthur
Vice-Chairmant Kr. D. Cairna
Ron.Secretary/

Librariant
Hon.Treasurer: Mr. J. A. Eastwood
TPA Delegate: Mr. G. D. Wilson

and Nine Committee Members
Mestiugs held in the Special

Collections Room, City Reference Library,
Leeds1 from 2 p.m.

•11.1111111*Mf

Mr. R. A. Royie
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LETTER_ , SE?rEPIBXR 1976
Hon.Sec. Mr.R.A.Hoyle,

Ave, Huddersfield Rd, Halifax
P420#111g_25.115/12

Oct. 13 POSTMARKS - Mr. I. Tillen t. 2 POSTAL RISTORT OF GRAUBONDEN
(Discussion Leader Mr.G.D.Wilson)

Nov. 10 A.G.M, and AUCTION 15 VISIT TO HARROGATE
Dec. 8 MAjOR VARIETIES Members "

Nov.
23
20

CHAIRMAN'S DISPLAY
POSTAGE DUE and T NARKS
(Discussion Leader Dr.G.G.Ritchie)

Jan. 12 AIRMAILS Mr. A. Newell Dec. 18 UNUSUAL ITEMS - (All Members)

Feb. 9 LANDSCAPE ISSUES - All Members
Mar. 9 SOLDIER STAMPS - Mr.H.Sheldrake
Apr, 13 ANNUAL COMPETITION

May 11 TPOS - All Romberg

All meetings held on 2n3. Wednesday
at Stanley Gibbons' Auction Room, Drury
House, Russell Street, London VC2 -
opposite stage doer of Drury Lass Theatr
Time; 8.30 - 8.30 p.m.

WANTED"

Has anyone an old copy of the
Zumstein Postal Stationery Catalogue
that they are willing to part with at
a reasonable price?

If so, Mr. F. Pickard, of
24, Gayton Road, London NW3 rrr would
be glad to do a deal.

1.4011••• n•••n•

iUMSTHEIll CAT LO•U'

zursTEIN SWIT 1DLIj BTF.NsTElN.
j 4 l97 no new Ed. this

Pricet SPr.33 + 6.50 postage
or from HARRIS PUBLICATIONS LTD.,
42, Maiden. Lane, LONDON WO2E 7LW

Lgiu mgrapwrp_____A STATIONERY TUOGUE
Price: SFr.19.- 4.- postage

own ma ewoliwww

Published on 1st September 19761
;URSTEIN hamonsicupicuE 1977s 60th Ed.

AMEELLAtITZMIAMLucHTLEEKETA
arALQUI_LEZ Pocket Edition

U.K. Price details awaited.

Supplements to the Europe Catalogue are
published in the BERNER BRIEPMARKEN
ZEITUNG.

Annual fee SFr.27.50 w, epee. euppt.
1976: 25.00 wiout " *

For fine, first class stamps - EARITI
of SWITZERLAND and EUROPE - send your
Wants Lists to

ZUMSTEIN
Propr. Hertsch & Cie,

P.O.B. 2585 CH 300

TOUMT PUBLICITY ANT LAT 0
Prom 1.4th. Sept.
4203 GRELLINGEN X.656
Prom 18th. Sept.
6711 AQUILA Pente Reale - K.651

If you have decided on the
special studies you will pursue during
the winter menthe, now is the time to
acquire material.

Approval selections will be sent
on request, or items supplied to your
Wants Lists for:

POSTAI HISTORY - POSTMARKS -

STRUBELIS - SITTING HELVETIA MP. -
STANDING HELVETIA - FLIGHT COVERS -
FLAWS and VARIETIES - TPOs
TEIE-BECHE and SE-TEBANT, etc.

Just part of the wide choice
available.

Send now to

J.S.ARMSTRONG
14, Low Lane, Torrisholme

X ORECAMB E,

Lancs. LA4 UN.
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No.10 OCTOBER 1976 30TH TEAR

NOTES ON THE 1973 DEFINMVES
Ey Tim Hargreave

These et,w.,e. are recess printed in two colours. The overprinting of one
colour by another giver: the effect of a third colour. When there is an error
of alignment of the two colours a number of minor varieties may result. There
are four possible mis-alignments for each stamp:

One colour moved One colour The colour The colour
down in relation moved up in re- moved to the moved to the
to the other. lation to the left. right.

other.
These faults are most easily seen by examining the margin of the print which

shows steps between the colours or a margin of paler colour. Sometimes white
lines appear in the middle of the design.  The chief variations so far observed  

Shift of orange to the right in
relation to the purple.

Note step in margin and pale line
down the side of the tower.

No, 527 s_so. Red-brows/dtrk b3se SINNENTAL 

There are examples of all four
directional shifts to be found on this value. In
my own collection I find 134 cut of 660 examples
of 30 c. stamps are shifted markedly, with the
sideways shift being the most common, i.e.



Publication date late October 1976.
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1. Shift of dark blue to left resulting in a
red-brown margin to right of house. 61/660

2. Shift. of dark blue to right leaving a red-
brown margin to left of house. 56/660

3. Shift of dark blue upwards leaving a red-
brown margin below bottom timber areas of
house. 8/660

4. Shift of dark blue downwards resulting in
blue plants appearing in white margin at
bottom of the stamp. 10/660

No. 529 591.4. 0ragge/o14ye-gree; VALAIS 

Shift of the orange
colour to the right in
relation to the olive.
This is most easily seen
by examining the steeple
spire which appears
as a twin spire.

Also several white
lines appear along the
edges of the houses.

No. 530 Aka. Grevlochra ENGADINE

.4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

Ai dbdik Ai Oh 011 Mb 0 0 db Oh di db d

True double print of
red-brown colour

AA% , , 1411r

Orange
spire

Page 74

Ochre colour shifted to the right compared
with the grey colour.

Note the relation of the grey colour to
L of HELVETIA.

No. 531 39.4. Browniareen 

LiENNUM.
.10 wetereeeFlwieetereofir.

Prices 0.45 (post free) - U.L.
& Europe

£4.45 Overseas by seaman
£5.90 " by airmail

the Shifted Normal

Ab Ab Ab db lb Ab a alb AI Mb Ai Alk

Shift of the brown to the right
in relation to the green. Step in
margin. Brown across top of trees.

•••••••••••

Price Change Bulletin subscriptions:

45p.

Overseas • • •

" airmail $1.10
60p

I am sure these errors are very
common as they seem to occur in forty
per cent of my own stamps. They are
not really double prints as they have
been called, but alignment errors.
The sideways shifts seem more frequent.

I would be very interested to hear
from other members on the subject,

-----o0o-----

H.L.KATCHER
THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR UNITED

P.O. Box 242 Highgate,

LONDON N6 41,W

Tel. 01 - 349 - 0296



3 black G+P+I - - As 1.7, but roul. 9
black 0+7+I 11.10,58 24. 9.62 Roul. 4 or 0

• green G+F+I 23. 5.12 G y• Ittatorbfan
• black G+F.44 1955/60 9. 2.63 Roul. Ai, 6 or 8
• black 0+F+I 7. 2.70 - Lines flush left.

I. spelt 'Decedutoa
Roul.

,Nicht eingelast Nicht in;aliht Firma erlaschan Firma erloschen Firma erloschen

Impay6 Impaye Raison sociale Raison sociole Poison sociale

Non pagatit Non payato n'existe plus
Ditto cessate

n'existe plus
cessoto

n'existe plus
Ditta cessata

18 19 20 21 22

(420BEW 1976 HELVETIA NEWS LETTER 1)&075

gsalsgtagat Label 5.8 should be Type 11. The French spelling is 'Ion rele1am41

Before proceeding with the cheek lists of Metoursettel s I wish to thank
two Swiss collectors, N. Rutherfoord and Robert HArlimann, fo

r bringing to my

attention examples of handstamps and labels not previously see
n by myself, !Ici

therefore not listed in Part II. It must also be made clear that
 these check

Wits are not meant to be exhaustive since, even if this were possible, they would

take up too much space in a general publication.  Thus they
 cover only the most

()Omen reasons for non-delivery. Furthermore, in listing 'non-monetary' labels,

of whatever Country, it has been found very difficult to know where to draw the

line in minor differences since, as previously remarked, ther
e is seldom any

attempt made to keep successive printings the same, either in
 setting or detailed

wording. Thus, on the whole, only clearly obvious differences in p
rinting have

been recorded, and oub-types of many of the labels exist, par
ticularly in paper

and rouletting.

The following alterations should be made to the listing of Series
 1 . - 5

labels!

17

Item Type Possible Raul. Colour Lang- Earliest Latest Comments
NO. No. year or !rage date date

issued •f
l• AMMAR
1.7a 6
1.8 7
3.. MIME
3.3 4e 1909
3.5 9 ?
'46 14 1'

5.

14 5 15 15

2. 9.09 Dull and bright green
shades, probably in
that time order. Two
settings with minor
differences.

- Pert. 10* has been seen.
Large letters, roul. 9

NON RETIRi (serif let-
ters) . weld at Tramelan.
NON RICLAN

g (non-serif).
Used at Chaux-de-Ponds..

503 )b 1895 green 0+P 5.5.05

50 6 5 1927 black G+F+I
5.9 15 black G+P+I

11.11111.611111
N5.1 16 black P 26. 4.05

W5.2 17 black P 5. 5.05

Checklists of other labels now follow.



.m.11.••n•n•nnn•nmew

23 24 25 26 27

r".......,...............w:
01, juertzssorgabe

: laden
ohne mange).

:

r Dimond. Ditnemi
sane Weser Cadres* • Ms kisser d'adnwee

*EMU OHNE AORESSANf3ASS'
Tranoodo

senze Indere Indiriue
•
•

Truncate
nue lunar, Indictor>

PASO SANS LAISSER OIDRESSE
.

•• fecip Iii *******see••

PANTO° SERA LASCIARE IMMO •
6:

•
•

•
•
•

 - - - - - - - - - - - - - St

Ihognogen
ohne Adreseangebe

Demineve
sane !now dodgem

Traeloaelo
sous hoiden Indhizze

Umgerogen
Ohne Mresiannahe

%menage
no Wiser d'adresee

Twdoesto
ems Ascher* hxdriuo

1:
28

29

. Ategoroist Almereist
Abgeroist nentenneeee ohne Adtatusasabo o hm J4issuagabs

Part1 putt
.sss kinWA*1001011

Patti
sans laissou d'asicess.

A well

Porn
sou laissw troikas

PortIto . 111WWW
mulaatimMIOMs

Partite
Hinny Issaiarr dIdua

Panne
siaze Iesdare Merino

4 v.
kotifyMerellel.; ,

1.66).3V

I

8,1 3. 1895 r green G4F 15. 9.05
8.2 23 1918 r black G+P+I 1. 3.19
8.3* 5 1927 p black G+F+I 110

8.4 6 1937 black G+P+I
8.5 24 black 0+P+I 16.11.46 9. 8.52

ONO

ON

ManimIstmAgnommah(9),-hma
F -hatitsAlus_UnismlakEUntli
G+F4I 31. 5.57 -
0+14I 1.11.58 3. 3.64
G4F4I 11.11.58 29. 1.72

Used at Geneva on undated
letter (o.1960)

10. NE kVA W TR UT V N
ismjek•

9.1 25
9.2 26
9.3 27
AAI11.1INER

X9.1 28

black
is black

9 is black

- black G+F+I
•••••n•n•n•n•n••/MM.
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Item Type Possible Roul.Colour Lane-
No. No. year or uage

issued•rf,

Earliest
date

Latest
date

Comments

6. Mal ncht ein 18AI (G) lippaYS (F) uagato (I)
6.1 3b 1895 green Gil 8. 2.01 -
6.2* 4a(?) 1909 is green G+F+I OM

6.3* 5 1927 black G+P+I
6.4* 6(?) 1937 black 0+7+1 MIN

6.5 18 is black G+P+I OM Roul. 7
6.6 19 ? black G+F+I 20.10.60 Thin lettering. Roul.

7. FIRM CLOSED Firma erlosOen (0) - Xpisop sqpiale n'existe ulus (F) -
c etflaessat 

7.1* 4a(7) 1909
7.2* 5 1927
7.3 20 1937
7.4 21
7.5 22

is green G+P+I
p black 0+P+I
p black G+P+I -
is black 0+14I 20. 8.70
is black G+P+I

MO

NM&

ImailoO*1.

8. MAUI( Abeerelokt (G) (P) Partito, (I)

Item M9.1, unlike the other modern metal stamp 111, is trilingual, with identical

wording, to the labels. This wording (9) has replaced that used on the labels

of Series 8.

An interesting modification of this wording is on a label shown me by

Rutherfoord (Fig. 29): "Umgesogen ohne Adressangabe (Changed his dwelling without

leaving any address). This appears to be an unnecessary refinement in meaning, and

the PTT also seem to have thought so:  The label has the formula number and
ing date (537h and VI.47) in the sheet margin, when 30,000 'sheets of 50 were
printed, but it does.not figure in a PTT list of July 1959.

(To be continued)
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MAIL CANNED FROM S ITZERLAND TO THE LI.K. WRING WOW) WAR n
- -

By L.M.C. DUTTON Part XIX

5.1 Le21.91.5.• hbruayv 1443 to Decemkep 1944 - Covers 73 to 151 (Continued)

The cover posted from St. Gallen to St. Albans on 14.11.44 (Cover 149) NAV
well have been lost also over the North Sea (see August BEL), as it bears -a hand.-
stamp with the words "Damaged through an (urn

?
) / plane accident in course / of

conveyance". It has also 10 .C.5 and P.C.137 labels on the front as illustrated
in Fig. 13. It seems probable that the stamp was washed off in the course of the

Damaged through an --,
plane accident in cot..of conveyance.•

• I
-

L. P.00137

AKL
VRAEUL CM=

The British Censorship Is
not responsible for the ammo
of stamps from the OoYar of

.this Postal P4oket.

to

, n

"fikkAt-o-a. SCRITISH POSTAL OENSOMLP g

h4ja.10 .;, This cover was opaawhenit 1,4%PA, reached the Censorship.

163V2-3'

accident, which again suggests that the aircraft came down in the see.

Apart from Cover 149, those posted from St. Gallen to London on 27.1.44
(Cover 148) and from Olten to Stone on 2.111.44 (Cover 151) have nber Schweden"
written after/they were addressed and also show all the regular features of
censorship in Berlin, so there is a high probability that they also travelled via
Stockholm. One presumes mail travelling in the opposite direction used the same
route, so it is surprising that there is no evidence of German censorship on the
envelope or letter posted in Bath for Sembrancher in November 1944 (Cover 150).

However, ever since the carrying of Swiss-U.K. airmail via Berlin and Lisbon
sterted to run into difficulties, the Allies had begun to restore some sort of
civil postal system in liberated areas. The first public announcement to this
effect was in the P.O. Circular of 6.1/.44, by which time it was possible to wend
postcards between the U.K. and the French Departements of Calvados aneNormandy.
The compilation lists the dates at which this service was extended and shows that
by 11.1.44 it included Jura, Ain and Haute Savoie on the southern border of
Canton Vaud. By 13.111.44 this service was extended to include letters and
Geneva was again the natural outlet for Swiss mail to the west. Thus, on llth
December, the airmail service to the U.K. from Switzerland was disoontinuede
British mail was collected at Geneva 1 and crossed Prance by train to Dieppe and
from there went across the Channel by boat.

The same journey was immediately followed by mail to all non-European
countries not occupied by the Japanese except to Portugese, Dutch, Spanish and
Belgian colonies, which continued to travel via Sweden and was censored in Berlin.
One such cork' was posted from Ch2ne-Bourg as late as 6.11.45, has a Berlin censor
handatamp and an O.A.T. (Overseas Air Transport) handstampl but for Swiss mail
to most of the world which passed through the U.K., German censorship ended in
the middle of December 1944.
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None of the PTT publications mention the route via Sweden being used for mail

to the Americas and there is no aign of German censorship on the cover posted in
Oberhofen for the USA on 4.11.44 (Cover 1481).  American mail may, therefore, have

been retained by the PTT until the Franco-Swiss- border was liberated, when it could

travel by train and boat to England and be flown on from here.

5.2 Zotaae Rittet

For the whole period, and indeed for the rest of the war, postal charges for

mail from Switserland to the U.K. were unchanged from those announced on 26.11.42,

namely a basic letter rate of 50c., with an additional charge of 20c. for 20g. or

part of this weight. The airmail rate remained the same, regardless of whether

the letter travelled by air only from Lisbon to England (Cover 147), flew the whole
way from Ulrich via Berlin and Lisbon, or went via Sweden. Occasionally a hand-

stamp with the words "Taxe reclade ....Ft ....ots." was applied to the envelope

at the collection centre with an amount inserted in pencil.  One example is

shown in Fig. 14 where it has been applied to an airmail letter weighing 25g., and
as far as I know,
the applied post-
age of 70c. is
correct. An
earlier use of
this handstamp
occurred on a
letter posted
from Geneva to
Beaconsfield on
4.VIII.41. In
this case the
letter also
weighed 25N.,
20o. was written
on the handstamp
and the correct
postage had been
applied, i.e. 90o.
since the air-
tax at that time
was 50o. per 20g.

Thus the purpose of this handatamp is not clear.

I have no official information on registration rates but Covers 79 and 104

imply that the fee remained at 500.

In the opposite direction, postal rates were unchanged from those given in

Section 2.2 (HNL Feb. '751 p.10).

After the Italian Armistice the number of correspondents writing from

Switzerland to the U.K. was swelled by British P.O.W.s who had earlier been in

Italian hands and were interned in Switzerland, and in a letter to Roosevelt of

28.V11.45, Churchill puts their number at 74,000.  On 9.11.44 the G.P.O. announced

that surface mail to these internees could be sent free and that airmail need only

carry the air-tax of 5d. for the first oz. etc.  The same principle applied to •

internee mail in the opposite direction and Covers 85 from Triamis Camp (for Polish

internees) and 125 from Degersheim Camp (for British internees) are examples of
airmail to the U.K. bearing only the air-tax of 20c.

5.3 Trapsit Times 

The markings and date stamps on the covers in the compilation provide inform-

ation on the transit times for various stages of the journey, i.e. Switserland to

Berlin and Switzerland to Madrid/Lisbon, as well as the total time taken to reach

England.
(To be continued)

122212=9111-M2a
As from 14th Oct.

8158 RECINSBERG StIdtchen mit

Vergangenheitund Zukanft.
(K.658

Articles, particularly short

ones to help complete pages, notes

on recent discoveries or queries, for

inclusion in the 'News Letter' are

always welcome.



10th - & =TIM
ts on night (oa if unable to attend

byrst to Hon.Sec.). Lists in dupliomte
please, and if .reserves Are given, those
should be reasonable to avoid lack of
interest because of too high prices.
itgra

g
m Ano 20th .• pont= DUES &

T NAPES - Dial. Ldr..Dr. (hG.Ritehie

1977 FORECAST
From our ever vigilant member,

Rutherfoord, comes advance neus on
propoeed programme for 1977t

27 Jan. 4 Portrait etaps of notable Swiss
personalities

3 Pablicity stamp*, 20,40 & 80 Rp.
one marking the Junior Philatel-
ic Exhibition MEILEN

2 May Europa 40 & 80 Rp. Landscapes of
Graubtinden & Preach Jura regions

26 May Pro Patria, 20+10, 40+20, 70+50 &
80+40 tp. Swiss creative

Aug. 3 Publicity stamps, 20,40 & 80 Rpe
New seriea of low value dee..

28 Nov Pro Juvontute, probably as for
Pro Petrie

Pe site
..
!
,
n 3c1 eramiues the total

000t IS etptc V; 1)0 reetrioted to Oa

sligrog.
Farther we informed by Mr. LYowig

that fret inforrn&tin be r ceive4,
among the 1977 row James will be a ocamem-
orative stamp for the Pioneer Aeronaut,
Walter Mittelhelser, on the 50th annivere
sexy of hie Africa flight. It is also
stated that there will be 4 special
flights to different destinations and the
covers will require the UJO of 2 etampe.
The Transport Museum in Lucerne will also
organise a special flight, the probable
destination being S.Afriou
OIMMINIVIRAWIRMNIMMIC%

IN D-OCIORIZI

An interesting itsm by Barr E.Runsik
Of Basle appeared in the September S.B.L.
The double circle date stamp with wide
bridge and large Federal Groom itacircle
in the lower eegmeat (Eamenegger Grp 149)
was used over a very long period, from
1866 on Sitting Hel

y
. Pert uttil the

beginning of 1910 in a few very email
isolated poet offices.

Recently etamples have been found
free throe plapes inathichetheeredaral -
Cross had apparently dropped out of the
cenoeller, leaving a blank Carole:
ALTDORF 29.1.180; FRAUMNLD 50.1V.1869
and SCHAFFHAUSEN for dates between
S.VIII.68 & 15.111..69. 	After repair, wit
the Cross reinaortod, the earliest date
use SQ far found is 51a1I.1872.

iierr Lipp of ' ruhardswieeetraese
11, 9014 St. Gallen, would be glad to
hear of any further esemples which may
come to light,

YOU KNOW ?
... that Zunstein has decided to give
talogue status to the new vending-

machine labele(nhown here lest month)
but under a separate section by type
nly, not impressed value). Standing

order customers have apparently received
theireeint or 7DC items from Bluestein.
ot all dealers agree with this major e

decision, neither does the PTT. I think
t is correct as these labels fulfil the

definition of 4 postage stamps "k
ealeipt for psyent of a postal aervice".

..... that the 3 Rubens stampa issued by
Liechtenstein on 9 Sept. '76 have caused
the biggest 'run' fer deeadea. Sold out
days before the 9th. Row much this was
due to genuine interest from Rolland.,
thematic collectors etc., or due to
market manipulation by speculators, is

difficult to judge. The new craze of
collecting smaller complete sheets
eertainly plashed the price way up. Don't
pay high prices. The result is that the
FL Post has now decided to withdraw the
advance sale of stamps ahead of he 7D,
but 7Des will still be accepted 2 days
after the 70.
. .. that now the UN Philatelic Bureau
baa also had to announce that the 2
stamps for 25,Years of UN Stamps (8.10.76)
also issued in mall sheets of 20 each,
were sold out before date of issue!: As
there is little interest from thematic
collectors I gases that the other reason
is the right one.
..... that the new 1977 Zumatein cataloguei

1

1

 for Switzerland has a useful addition:
A chronological list of all their numbers
with the equivelente from Michel, Gibbons,
Scott & Twat. Most useful (S7r.5.e)
..... that in addition to the German
Boeek catalogue of CB, FL & UN in full
colour at SFr.6.- there has now appeared

N
la new Swiss catalogue in full colour at
SFr.9.80. either have much text. 
Bersier Pierre of Lausanne is publisher.

... that the new VSPhif secretary,'
1 Wobmarn, has told me that there is

o sign of the 4th part of the "Stempel-
work" in sight. Pity.

•.. that questicn No. 52 is auswered
by the 1958 Fr.10.- (Z.No.218). Not
only one steel-helmeted soldier is

range (but one can understand the
political symbo1ic:1 of those times), but
there are no women voting for even
taking part in any of the three pictures.
it EPS seaber has drawn my attention to
little known fact that the 1955 issue
sea its pioture-side - light beige tone

,en washed. Checking through some une
ashed stamps of pre-1955 it looks tone

t these are the sane. Res anyone
e seen this effect?

... that Question,No. Mies Which
sr Swiss stampo show a steel-helmeted
se solSier ef thie genteel?

Mr.
the
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NORTHERN GROUP: Hon.Sec. Mr. R.A. Hoyle,' 1,01......aqum.PEING:
6, Limes Ave, Huddersfield Rd., Halifax.

At the Society's first autumn meeting
In Leeds, on Oct. 2nd, Mr. G.D. there was an enthusiastic gathering, eager

Wilson presented a paper and display on to get back to philately after the long
the POSTAL HISTORY OF GRAMINDEN. summer recess, with a particularly warm

He began by outlining the geography welcome to Mr. E. Slate, former Chairman,
(transport routes, main towns and holiday on a now rare visit to London,
resorts), followed by a brief history of Mr. I. Tillen of Birmingham gave a
the canton and its inhabitants, then remarkable display on POSTMARKS. Inevit-
with a history of the cantonal postal ably he was able to show only a small
system, its early postal routes and selection from his extensive collection,
services. He described and displayed an commencing with early pre-stamp covers
almost complete collection of the early bearing a variety of directional markings,
strikes of Chur, showing clearly the followed by Ticino ovals, thimble (dwarf)
various early spellings to be found. He cancels and a brief look at many of the
also remarked on the apparent lack of postmarks used up to the time of the
official mail, compared with Ct. Ticino. introduction of postcodes.

He then discussed the setting up of In the second half were Swiss fiscals,
the early railways of the canton and the some with railway cancels, internment
first TPO marks from St.Gallen to Chur, mail, customs and parcel acceptance station
detailing the thinking behind the form- cancels, airmails and temporary cancels
ation of the canton's own railway and including those used during construction
the development of the various lines and work on major projects. In addition he
engineering work involved. Many of the also showed the sheets on the Postmarks
early TPO markings were included. of St. Gallen, entered at B.P.E.

Mr. Wilson then dealt with the marks Mr. Stiles, proposing the vote of
of the mobile post offices which have thanks, said it had been an excellent

I

visited the canton, those with strikes display, covering an extremely wide field
in Romansch being especially interesting and Mr. Tillen was to be congratulated
He concluded his display with a large on his study of the subject.
selection of modern cancellations
illustrated with postcards.

- AR..H.

1212769--44-2-14 Iga- A new pictorial
slogan was issued on 14 Oct.
RICHTERSWIL am Zurichsee.

ZUMSTEIN
MA= - Latest editions published

on let September 1976

E q_g_g P E *77 ... Price 17.00

swI'rzERLAND/LIECHTENsTEIN 1977

Pocket size Price 1.70
Please order Catalogues from
HARRIS PUBLICATIONS LTD.,

42, Maiden Lane, Strand, London WC2E 7LW
••n•••••••• ••n

Also available:

/2EPTEIN POSTAL STATIONERY CATALOGUE,

Price: SFr.19.- plus postage SFr.4.-

Supplements to the Europe Catalogue
are published in the BERNER BRIEFMARKEN
ZEMIN.

Annual fee 19778 Sfr. 25-
without special supplement

SFr. 27.50
with special supplement

For fine, first class stamps -
RARITIES OF SWITZERLAND AND EUROPE
send your Wants Lists to

ZUMSTEIN
Propr. Bertsch & Cie

P.O.B. 2585 CH - 3001 BERN

Our very sincere congratulations to
Miss M.W. Musselwhite who, at the Diamond
Jubilee and Convention of the Southend
Philatelic Society, won the Individual
Stamp Trophy for a display of 'STANDING
HELVETIA' issues.

Material is becoming scarcer and
prices are soaring.

Complete your Wants Lists and
fill those remaining empty spaces
without delay.

For

Postal History .... Covers of

all kinds. .... Day of the Stamp

Cards Stamps - all issues -

mint or used .... International

Offices .... Nte-b6che and

84-tenant .... Varieties etc.

Send now to

J.S.ARMSTRONG
14, Low Lane, Torrisholme,

MORECAMBE,
Lnnnw_ LAA ADM

DAY OF THE qua_122fi
This will be held in Glarus. It will

be the 40th event - to be noted in the
special cancel - and for the first time
will be held on 2 days, 4th & 5th December.
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PRO JUVENTUTE 011) OTHER NEW ISSUES

The fourth and final set in the series "Shrubs, Herbs and Fruits of
the'Forest will be issued on 29th November, and will comprise 4 stamps

representing medicinal forest plants:

20 + 10c. Barberry - 5 colours: Or-brn/green/violet/red/yellow
40 + 20o. Black elder - 4 colours: Violet-brn/lt.green/red/bk.blue

40 + 20c. Lime - 5 colours: Russet/blue/green/yellororange
80 + 40c. Lungwort - 5 colours: Blue/green/brown/red yellow

20 & 80c. Vreni Wyss-Fischer, Regensberg

40 & 40c. - Hans Schwarzenbach, Bern

Pz_latiag: Rotogravure by Courvoisier S.A.

Size: 24 x 29 mm, (21 x 26 mm.)

EATIT' White, luminescent, without fibres.

Ferm cylinder: 2 sheets (A & B), each of 50 stamps.

A commemorative cover will be available with a vignette from the

20 + 10c. stamp, repeated in the special First Day cancellation. Coll
ection

sheets and folders will also be issued.

At the request of the Pro Juventute Foundation a stamp booklet with
gold coloured cover will be issued, containing eight 20 + 10c. and four of each

of the 40 + 20c. stamps, at SFr.7.80 including 60o. production cost.
-----o0o - -

REITIN NOWELJBERL4
On 19th November a special stamp was issued on behalf of the World

Food Organisation:

Vaue: 70 Rp. Stylised sword and flags: 3 colours: green/yellow/red

hijaimex: E. Weishoff, Israel
ktialags Heliogravure by Questa Colour Security Printers, (LB..

26 x 36 mm. 'saw 1,800,000,

For use only on mail posted at the Palais des Nations.  The specia
l

cancel depicts an animal with young and reads: '1211 GENEVE - 19.11.76 -
PREMIER JOUR - CONSEIL MONDIAL DE L'ALIMENTATION - ADMINISTRATION POSTALE 

DES

NATIONS UNIES'.
 - - o0o-----

LIECHTENSTEIN

The following will be issued on 9th December:

A. CHR1STh P Monastic works in wax, from the collection of Hubert

Eschen.

20 Hp. Child Jesus of Prague yell./red/blue/ochre/black

50 Rp. Flight to Egypt - yell. brn-orange/red/blue/black
(Cont.)

itausts

,Lam 
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(Cont.)

SO Rp. Holy Trinity - yell./red/blae/brn-ochre/black
itgt!1 150 Rp. Holy Family - yell./red/blue/yell-ochre/black

Photo: Walter Wachter
Rs ealasisag_W.rntejils Covriroiaier S.A.. - photogravure
ILLits 20 Rp. & 150 HS. 36 x 26 mm.

26 x 36 mm. 1 
in sheets of 50 atamps50 Hp. & 80 Rp.

B. amssemoratiM, EM0PL141.1121.22.0-,HANDIS. (1430-1491)
21.11.1W Fr. 1.10 - Sarcophagus (Chur Cathedral) - Drown/gold
kauspirs Prof. Adalbert Pilch, Mauerbach
lumagav Wolfgang Seidel, Vienna
=Wags Combined autotype/recess by Austrian Government Printing Works, Vienna
lizet 31.8 x 50 mm. - in sheets of 12 stamps
0. 9, a4=ALstajat Zi_22_4Ei _VER ITBUILDInVade_als
Islam; 10 Hp. ochre-br blue violet

20 Hp. red-lilac/it cobalt
35 Hp. cobalt/or.red
40 Hp. violet-purple/green
50 Rp. grey-gra/carmine
70 Hp. dk blue-carmine bl.grn

so Bp.
90 /110,.
1 Pr.

1.10 Fr,
1.50 Fr.
2.00 Fr.

green/purple-lilac
blk-bluoiturquoise
blk-green/carmine
blk-brn/cornflower blue
green/scarlet
vermilion/ultramarine

THE"A C" STA

ty A. Hickeon, Geneva

I first visited the Geneva main PTT
to purchase some of the new stamp labels
to send to a friend, but found a notice
"Hors Service" (Not in use). I thought
perhaps the service (of repair) might be
fairly quick so went back the next day

"Hors. Service" ... op I waited until
waited until the following Monday.

This time I found no notice so read
the instructions and inserted a 20e.
coin. The machine rejected it - 6 times:
So I tried another, which it accepted.
To this 'I added another 10c. coin - which
it just swallowed, and issued me with a
label of 20c.

Apparently there is a time mechanism
in the machine which automatically issues
a stamp after a certain amount of time,
so you have to be quick and have all
your coins ready, and as I discovered
later, they must all be almost new.

I then obtained more coins from the
stamp counter in the post office .... to
Purchase more stamps from outside it

A few days later we went to Barn an
eventually found the vending machine -
with a notice on it, which translated,
said "Out of order"

T HE
SWISS

A twelve-page issue
445 now ready for despatch. Amongst
the contents are the followings
Spectacular Tete-Beche discovery.
Investment and market guide.
Description of the Gees UPC book.

New discoveries in the field of Hotel
Post and forged SDN.

Important article on the Revenue
Stamps of Basel City.

Up-to-date price-list of 'T1 Dues
on commemoratives.

HLK's special Christmas Offers List,

If you are not a subscriber
please forward 55p. for this important
treble number.

H.L.KATCH ER
THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD.,

P.O. Box 242, Highgate, London 1(6 4LW
Tel. 01 - 348 - 0296



  

MAIL CARRIED F SWITZERLAND TO THE U.K. NG WORLD WAR II

By L,M.O. DUTTON Part XX

to Dece - Covers 73 to 151 (Continued)

With some assumptions the time
taken by airmail to reach Berlin

from Switzerland can be obtained from the groups of numbers written on the envel-
opes by the German censors. These are described in Section 5.5.3, but for present
purposes the relevant group is that written at the bottom left hand corner of most
envelopea, such as the 7 2111, 2 of Fig. 11 (HNL May '76 p.37) or the 7145 - 1/2
of Fig. 8 (HNL Feb. 17 '76 p.14). These are usually in four parts:
a) a 7; b) a four digit number such as the 281 or 145; c) a one or two digit
reember such an the 17 or 1, and d) a single digit which in both examples above
i3 a 2. From the listed material and from examination of other mail in transit
theeugh Berlin 

IS 
it looks very Much as if c) above is the day of the month that

letter was handled by one of the German:ice:nem-departments. Thus Cover 75
(Pig. 11) was posted in Inneraroaa on 12th February 1943 and was at the Berlin
censor office on 17th February. If this assumption is correct, one finds the
followings

When the route via Berlin was first used for Swiss - U.K. mail, the first
stage of the journey was slow.  Thus the letter posted in Geneva on 9.1.43 (Cover 68)
68) was still in Berlin 24 days later on 2.11.43, and the next known letter, i.e.
that reposted on 21.1.43 (Cover 66) was in Berlin 11 days later on 1.11.43.
Thereafter the journey was much quicker and until the signing of the Allied-Italian
Armistice at Syracuse on 3.IX.43, the Berlin date is three to five days after the
date of posting, with only one exception which took six days (Cover 63).  The
armistice was quickly followed by the landings at Reggio de Calabre (4.I1.43) and
S
a
lerno (9.1X.43) and the German disarming of the Italians (10.11.43). This

activity in Italy must have had some effect on the German handling of transit mail,
as the two letters posted on 3.11.43 (Cover 106) and 8.11.43 (Cover 107) were still
in Berlin 19 and 23 days later respectively.

From the end of September 1943 the situation improved, so that for the rest
of the Period the Berlin date is about five days after date of posting, although
in some oases the gap is as much as twelve days (Covers 125, 129, 131 & 137).

From May 1944 onwards there seems to have been a change of proceedure at the
Berlin censor office, which (maned Swiss airmail to the U.K.  Before this date,
many of the envelopes bear a number written in pencil at the top left hand corner
such as the '1395/2' of Pig. 11 (Cover 75). The last part of this number, i.e.
the '2' is the number of pages in the letter and is always the same as the last
part of the number at the bottom left hand corner of the envelope.  However, from
May 1944 the number of pages was dropped from the lower group of numbers and the
last part of the upper number is usually much larger than the number of pages one
would expect in a typical letter. An example is the 1249/7 at the top and the
7188/5 at the bottom of the card posted in St. Gallen on 310/111.44 (Cover 144).'
It is possible that in both cases the number after the is the day of the month
that the cover was handled by different officials in Berlin, which in the above
example would be the 5th & 7th September, Applying this assumption to all airmail
poeted from May 1944 onwards one finds that the two dates are always one to three
days apart, except for Cover 141, where the difference is 5 days.

The above would imply that in general, airmail posted in Switzerland took
about five days to reach Berlin and spent one to three days in the censor office
there. So few of the listed covers are surface mail that went via Paris, that
it is net possible to identify a regular pattern of markings applied by the Paris
censors or to obtain any information on the transit time to Paris.

5.3.2 Transit TAmefro ls tzer lejeitar ljelLeleksist. None of the listed mail
addressed to the U.K.

received a dates tamp at either Madrid or Lisbon. The compilation contains an
eeample of a Madrid transit marks on a letter to Gibraltar (Cover 104) and two
examples of Lisbon handstamps.  The first is on a letter to Peulla, Chile
(Cover 92) and the second is on an incoming letter from Reykavik to Ulrich
(Cover 129). The first two covers reached Madrid/Lisbon in 7/8 days, while the
last reached Berlin from Lisbon in 5 days; so the transit time to Lisbon from
Switzerland was probably about a week for airmail.

18. Private communication from . Riemer (1975).

5. 74x191-5.•
5.3.1 T axis.
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E SOHL.LaiejD Mak (Continued)

5,503 g w tZ' 111.21A Only seven of the listed
covers have both a Seise

date stamp and a British arrival markt and all these travelled by air. The
relevant details are summarised below:

Date in England

10.111.43 (26)
23.111.43 (20)
23.111.43 (19)
6.IV,43 (19)

27.1.43 (53)
21.111.44 (34)
8.V.44 (37)

Thus the transit time from Berlin to the U.K. was about three weeks and
apart from Cover 106, which was posted just after the Italian Armistice, this
last etage of the journey seams to have been by far the longest.  Since
Section 5.3.2 implies that mail reached Lisbon in a week, and since the B.O.A.C.
flights left Lisbon four to six times every week, it would seem that British
censorship caused a delay of about a fortnight.

Unfortunately, there is no information for mail that travelled via Paris,
Geneva or Stockholm,

5.4 4,2a11-221HUNOjA.1

Swiss censorship continued to be applied to mail posted by internees and was
therefore, shown on letters posted by the British P.O.Ws who were interned in
Switzerland after the Italian armistice. In general the envelopes were posted
unsealed and, in contrast to Cover 52 (Fig. 7) ( L July '75 p.50) no censor seal
was applied. The censor merely sealed the envelope and handstamped hi4, number on
the front in purple. The censor numbers were three digits beginning with a '3'.
An example is the '310° on Cover 125 posted by a British soldier in Degerehein
Camp to London. An earlier example posted by a Pole in Trimmis Dorf Camp is the
'131' on Cover 83. This was dealt with by the same censor who examined Cover 52,
which was also written by a Pole.

(To be continued)

SWISS F !SCA LS - An appeal for help by E. LIENHARD
In the SGSV (Swiss Postal Stationery or literally Entires Collectors

Society there is a working party on SWISS FISCALS which has the following Lame:

1. LEMMA=
a) Collection of all available data

OS Swiss Fiscals
b) Compilation of a library of

information concerning Fiscals

A. C Y. SIN FORtT 0 on;
1. Data from Swise and foreign

publications concerning Swiss
Fiscals

2. Catalogue drafts

Cover No. Date of
Posting

Date in Berlin
(Days after
...- Billene.

-.110

62 12.11.43 16.11.43 (4)
79 3.111,43 6.111.43 (3)
80 4.111.43 7
81 18.111.43 9

106 3.12443 22.IX,43 (19)
123 18.11.44 ?
131 1.1V.44 13.V,44 (12)

.0.21LV--1=1-2213.312&).

a),Complete cataloguing of Swiss
riscals by:

i Listing of all Municipal issues.
Revision of the Schaufelberger
Catalogue of Federal & Cantonal
stamps

11.1-212:621 by:

a) Exchange of contacts between
working party participants

b) Exchange packets
0) Possible Group (Member) purchases

of lots, collections etc.
It is intended to achieve

these aims by:

3. Exchange - buying - selling
advertisements by working
paity members

..... 020.0

Any Helvetia Member interested in
taking part in this working party platten/
forward name and address to:
MR. R. HGRLIMANN, Gelnweg 2,
CH-2502 Biel/Bienne, or contact
E. LIENHARD, 9, Essex Ave, Chelmsford
Essex, CM]. 4AQ. (Tel. Chlmd 63613)

n OIMMa SOR, 0 00 UMPn 00 1110 ON.
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b) • Thanks to the response of members this had been

much more successful, with many more entries in both

"2C ed i- is hoped this interest will be maintained.

Information had been obtained from

some centres and hotels on the

telic Get-together'. In some oases there was reluctance to

cater a no-country group and preference for mixed gatherings
. After

a rtainirg that 22 of those present were prepared to atte
nd such an event, it

aas agreed le pursue further enquiries.

30 nbAlOY Maluts Mr. Stiles said that the 1975/6 season had been very
successfel. The programme had been varied and all

me tiara a provided plenty of interest, which augured well for the fu
ture.

Held at Drury Houe on Wednesday, 10th November 1976 at 6.30 
'
N

s. -
Attended by 30 Members.

Received from Miss Jekes, Messrs. Beob, Harding & Rauch.

These

tTA:

The Philatelic Congress of G.B. has new amalgamated wit
h the

BPR and in future will be known as the British Philateli
c'

___-----___JIM(Beite 	6 HELVETIA NEWS UTTER Page 85
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	 ..eee :	 To the great disappointment

of those present

reieg w unable to be p esent, but had sent the follow
ing:

much regret that owing to private and domestic reasons 
I am unable to

be elt4.you this evening, but-once more I have pleasure en presenting the

aee0OLets for the financial year just ended, and again t
o say that the Society

is in ita usual healthy state, in spite of ever-increasing co
ats, especially in

the case of the 'News Letter' production, postage and h
ire of accommodation for

met Vugs. It will be seen that income (L818.65 - i.e. &144609 less 
the

ba4nclo of E627.74 at September let 1975) exceeds expenditure (675.
55), altho

ao a demand for Corporation Tax for 1974/5 his not yet been received.
Tele will certainly reach us in due course. We are also indebted to the

ELonange Packet for its usual substantial contribution.

"se you will know I have come to the conclusion of my service as Tr
easurer,

A jOb I have thoroughly enjoyed for a period of ov
er 25 years and I would like

to eay how much I have appreciated the friendliness and co-operation of all

mbere and various Officers of the Society, present and past.  I would also

ie to pay the warnext tribute to our indefatigable Secretary and Editor,

aro'. Rawnsley, with whom I have worked in closest harmony over the years.

("I am sure the Society with go from strength to strength and I wish it

and you all 'continued suecess for the future and with this I couple ay personal

good wishes to my successor.
Thenk yeu all,

4,

A. J. HARDING

It was with tee greatest regret that the Society had accepted Mr. Harding's

resignation as Hone Tleasurer. A Pounder-member, 
he was appointed to the office

following  the ACM in October 1950 and had carried out h
is duties quietly and

meticulously. Under his guiding hand the Society had prospered and 
no words can

express the thanks of all members for the loyal service
 which he gave so

enstintedle over this long period of time. It
 had been hoped to persuade him

to accept a gift in token of our appreciation, but having recently 'telescoped'

hi elf into a much stiller house, he had been shedding, rather than accumulating

essions and finally it WSA agreed to present him with some Premium Bonds

h we trust will prove to be lucky and are sent with every good wish to Mr. &

Harding for their health and happiness it, the future. Perther it was

proposed that he be appointed an Honorary Memter and this was unanimously agreed.

Adoption of the accounts was proposed y Mr. Chapman, seconded by

Beak and passed.

Q112-§120.1.1EC.L.11221I Mrs. Rawneley laid that the 1975/0 Beeson bad
, been an excellent one. Meetings had been well

attended, averaging 20 on each occasion, and ii had been a great pleasure to meet



  

several of our new members who have been able to get along, and also one or two
from overseas, who were particularly welcome, since this opportunity does not come
often. There has been a slight fall in the acquisition of new member, during the
year - 14 in the U.E, and 4 overseas. Also the loss of 5 members who have died,
Mr. Graham of Rugby, Miss Lammin of Folkestone, Mr. Schroeder of Stafford, Mr.
Walkley of Pinner and Kr, Wilkinson of Scarborough,  Miss Lammin and Mr. Wilkinson
both joined the Society in 1948 and so were almost Pounder-members.  It was also,
rogretably, necessary to delete a number for non-payment of dues.

Perhaps in the capacity as Editor it is possible to judge better the enthuse
iaam of our members, shown not only by many appreciative comments in letters, which
is most heartening, but also in the willing response by way of contributions to
our 'Helvetia News Letter'. Without them the task would be very difficult indeed
and their efforts are greatly valued. With their continued help, and it is hoped
from others too, our journal should oontinue to forge ahead.

Our Northern Group maintains its steady progress, and a Sussex Grcup has now
been successfully launched, which meets from time to time in members' homes, and
all of this, with support from everyone, should ensure a successful year to come,

60 teeneeyee mzepekggra: Mr. Rauch, who was prevented at the last
moment from attending, due to urgent

business, had dealt briefly by telephone with the main aspects:

4 full report on the Packet was given in the August HNL which showed that
material to the value of £8,750 had been circulated in 49 paokets, with gales of
0,874, an exceptionally good year, and as a result 03.70 had been paid into the
Society's account.

2,8 Packets are in circulation at present, but more material is urgenely
required as Packets can only exist on what is sent in. It is heped that the ,
problem of 'switching' has been solved, but a very careful watch is continuing, as
it is essential to maintain the confidence of those who contribute to the Packets.
Do please read and carry out the Packet Rules and notify the Packet Secreteee
immediately of changes of address, absences from home for more than a day or two
and any discrepancies noticed. 

Presidents MR. L. MOORE . Hon. Secretary &
Chairman: MR. R.F. BDLSTRODE Editor: MRS. E.J. RAWNSLST
Vice-Chairman: MR. C.P. MISTELT Pkt. Secretary: MR. C. Rpm .
Hon. Treasurer MR. L.E. STILES Auditor: In abeyance

There being no other nominations their election 'en bloc' was proposed by-
Mica Grunberg, seconded by Mr. Beak and carried.

The office of Hon. Auditor is left in abeyance for the moment. Mrs. Runtie
who had carried out the audit on the last two occasions as a personal favour to
Mr, Herding, had been sent a letter of apereciation and thanks on behalf of the
Society. A new Auditor would be appointed as soon at possible.

8 Mr. Buletrode than took the chair and having proposed a vote of thanks
to Mr. Stiles for his past service as Chairman and for taking over the greater
responsibility as Treasurer, the AGM proceeded.

9. ALTJAWAPJamal
a) In view of some of the problems he has experienced lately Mr. Rauch had

proposed a shorter period of time to carry members whose subscriptions
are unpaid and advocated bringing the renewal date forward to October.
Tbs latter, however, was impractical since the year length of ties could



IELISEARgire (Continued from Col. 2)

..... that Question No.54 concerns the
Zarich artist Max Hunsiker who died
recently. His first four Signs of the
Zodiac have just appeared on the latest
,Liechtenstein stamps and one can assume
that the complete set of 12 are ready
for printing in 1977 and probably the
last in 1978. Which Swiss stamp toes
one of his works?         

MARALJEL (Continued)
not be cut, nor could it extended.
January 1st was a convenient data which
should be easily remembered.

It was agreed that renewal slips
sould be sent out in December and re ind-

-ts given in the January & February 'News
ttere' - a box marked with a cross.

Stiles said that as February was a
short month the final date before
deletiar for non-payment should be 2 weeks
atareekeleakk of the February issue.
ehie was agreed., Overseas members would
be given extra latitude. to allow for
eestOedelays, particularly where see-
eeil ie concerned,

Mr. Hine suggested payment in the
U.K. by bankers order as a means of avoid

g de/ay. Mr. Stiles - and Mr. Beak as
TAeasurer of another Society - had
reeervations on this subject but said
that anyone who wished to use this method
could do so. A few already did so.

(b) Mr. Gotch asked if members
could be issued with a membership card,
'Mee. Rewnsley said this :request had also
come from members in America who favoured
thio as a aeano of introduction. After
some discussion on the subject, a member
present very kindly offered to assist

• with the necessary printing and the
Secretary would deal with the matter.

There being no further business the
al General Meeting closed at 7.45 p.m.

_-__----
A. short Auction was held 1 lots having

been on view before the start of the
meeting. Bidding was brisk and almost
sll the Iota were sold.

go 0160()0

(K.659)

DID YOU KNOW?
.... that in 1977 a new definitive

series will begin using 'Folk Customs'
which was the winning idea from the
competition run by the PTT in 1970.
This 10 only 4 years after the present
series appeared, so I think the reason
is that as Hugo Welti died a year or so
ago they cannot add the additional
values needed to-day. This leaves no
alternative to starting a new design,
by a new artist.

.... that this means none of these
Welti defiltives will appear in booklets
I guess.

that ie tnews booklet has appeared
in salmon instead of the green used so
far this year after the new 40c. rate
came into being. However, both are
using up old stocks of covers, in that
the old list of contents is overprinted
as follows* 2 x:101c. 8 x 20c. 8 x 40c.

 that for the let August National
Pete special cancellation used in
Ulrich this year (the famoun Ganymede
boy on the lake front), a small error
occurred in the Philatelic Bureau in
Mrich where all posted

e
in items are

cancelled (items handed in at theellebile
P.O. are cancelled there immediately).
Instead of using the.'Zdrich' registered
labels, which line up with the PO shown
on the ode, MK Relabels were used in .
error, thus breaking the rule introduced
on 19.4e1967,
..... that the PTT Rechensentrum recent-
ly celebrated its 50th birthday. This
computer centre, one of the first in .
Europe, was the first postal admini-
stration to use punched cards for giro
transactions in 1952. At that time
they were in Ulrich, from 1947 to 1967,
otherwise they have been in Bern. The
various cancellations used by their
machines have always been rarer and a

Ifavourite trick is not to pay one's
telephone account. This causes the
computer to send a special letter, plus
a 1 Fr. fine, but a nicely cancelled
over is used. To-day they are more
co-operative and philatelic wishes are
usualltmet, not least by the new
machines.

that Question N0.50 was either too
easy or too difficult. The correct
answer is 9 blocks from a minimum of 3
sheets. Usually these stamps are
collected in strips of 3, but occasion-
ally a block of 4 is found and it is
useful to knew that some are more common
than others.
... that the answer to Question No.53 is
the 200. of 1964 (Z.No.408). The shape
of the helmet has now been changed from
one designed by an artist to a shape
more suitable for to-day's military

„problems. (Cont. Col. I)

10th Nov. 197
9643ERWIM.ENAU - Erholung, Wand TEL

Wintersport

ER.



moat - Latest editions published
on let September 1976

.,. Price £17•00
SWITZERL ND ECHT 1STEIN •

_asaimasum: Hon.Sec. MR. R. A. HOYLE,
6, Limea Ave, Huddersfield Rd. Halifax ndi gi

The PTT advise that the first issue
of 1977 will be a set of special stamps
featuring keta leama, and will be
insued on 27th January. No further
d tails yet available.

The set will cost Fr.3.70 but /awl
alta2_,Mitsl,„ before 20th Dec. '76,
AIINP NVIELAJNAEM

At the meeting of Northern Group
members in Leeds on Oct. 23rd, a large
attendance was entertained by the Group
Chairman, Mr. David Arthur from Harrogate.

He began by describing his first holi-
days in Shitzerland And how he thus
acquired an interest in Swiss philately
and particularly items with a railway theta",
His display took the form of a souvenir of
various journeys made on Swiss railways,
for example the St. Gotthard & Simplon
routes, each extremely well written up and
illustrated with stamps, covers and a
large selection of photographs and cards.

The display concluded with a selection
of modern stamps, covers and miniature
sheets. R.A.H.

2502E1_,IENERA
LONDON GROUP: Wed. Dec. 8th -Meall

mimagi - All Members

NORTHERN CROUP: Sat. lath Dec. - DMA,
ITEMS - All Members

PECLJIALggatalatrE

_NUL CON U T Trmialmajta
yggiumusi (CCEP , held in Bern from
8th - 20th November. The special cancel
used featured the Postal Monument motif
and reads: '3000 BERN 15 - 8.11.76 -
CONSEIL CONSULTATIF DES ETUDES POSTALES'

ZUMSTEIN

Pocket size Price 1070
Please order Catalogues from

IS PUBLICATIONS LTD.,
42, Maiden et Strand, London WC2E 7LW

.1110 .1111•01101nn•••

Also availablet
ZUMSTF. N POST $ TIONERT

Price: SFr.190- + postage SFr.40-

Supplements to the Burope Catalcque
are published in the BERNER BRIEFMARREN
ZEITUNG,
Annual fee 1977: SFr. 25.-

without special supplement
SFr. 27050

with special supplement
For fine, first class stamps -

RARITIES OF SWITZERLAND AND EUROPE -
send your Wants Lists to

ZUMSTEIN
Propr. Bertsch & Cie

P.O.B. 2585 CH 7 3001 BERN

The new UN 25th Anniversary issue
was sold out at the Philatelic Counter in
Geneva before the middle of October,
altho the stamps were still available at
the post office counter!!

O.LAME-BI E-MgelaT.M.
10 Mar. Europa, 40,80c.

Signs of the Zodiac II.
40,70,80,110c,

9 Jun. Imperial Insignia, 40050,80,90c.
Coins, 35,70,80c.

8 Sept. Castles, 20,50080,90c,
Costumes, 40,70,100c,

7 Dec. Portrait) of the Princely
amFily (single) 110c.

Christmas (Sculptures by Erasmus
Kern) 20,50,60,150.

AMIIMIWILAX TH); T  ME OF THE Nikagag
For those who may have missed the

earlier announcement we again draw
attention to the set of 12 superbly
printed postcards featuring Swiss scenes
of 19th cent, and old mail-coachess
Available from the PTT Philatelic Bureaux,
Item No.705 at SFr.3.00 (7 poste:;).
In a folder with text in English, German,
French & Italian.

J.S.ARMSTRONG

For all Swiss stamps - mint
or used.

Material supplied for special studies

i.e. Standing Helvetia, Flaws

and Varieties, Strubelia, Air

Mailo, etc. Also First Day and

Commemorative Covers.

Send your Wants Lists or ask,

for Selections on Approval.

14, Low Lane, Torriaholme,

ATAleg2pli

MORECAMBE, Lancs.
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28 November Pro juventute 4
Roses 20+10

40+20
70+30
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Total - 29 17690

Any of the above may be altered should it become necessary.

SEASON'S GREETINGS
TO HELVETIA MEMBERS EVERYWHERC

0 * 12 - DECEMBER 1 97 6 30TH YEAR

1977 New Issue Programme
Details of the proposed new issues are as follows:

bag

27 January

2 May

26 May

25 August

Publicity stamps - Series I

ha,

3

2

valuta cogl
Rp,,

20
40
.11Q

40
80

100
1.5.2

40

20+10
40+20
70+30
80+40

Fr.

1040

3,70

1,20

3610

1640

4,00

Centenary of the 'Blue Cross'
Fete des Vignerons (Vine-growers festival)
Junior Philatelic Exhibition I JUPHILEX '77'

Zortrait stem
Pioneer aviators

'Europe CEPT
Landscapes

National Day - PRO PATRI4
Swiss Castles

; ff Z 3
20
40

5
10 •

20
35
40
50

- 70

80
!ma'

Centenary of Federal Factories Act
Protection of cultural objects
Swiss footpaths

Definitives Nation4 customp (festivals)
'Sternsingen' Bergen
'Sechselltuten'
'Silvesterk1Ruse' Herisau

'Gansabhauet' Sursee
'Escalade' Geneva
'Achetringele' Laupen
'Prom:Jane di Mendrisio'
'Vogel Gryff' Basel
' RoitschaggItl' L8tschental
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THE SWISS HAVE A LABEL

DECEMBER 1976

FOR IT
By G. G. Ritchie

10. PLEASE CHANGE YOUR ADDRESS - for wording, see illustrations

Item Type Possible Rota./ Colour Lang,- Earliest Latest
No perf. _um , Date , ,Date 

(Conclusion)

Comments

Ott Adresse
•Indern lessen

Veulltel telre
eeenuervotro ad......
Wallet* far gamblers

IndIrleso

30

dell. Adresse
Andern lessen
Widget lei,,

changer von° sdrease
VogItste ler cembiare

Iledfrizzo

31

Gel. Adresse
andern faiitn
Veuilles bare

teenier mitre sdresse
Voihise far (amblers

riniit ilia

32

Adresse vegenipend.

Akin Insidessols.
Iodides*

insufficient&

33

Adresse ungendped,,

-Adresse losegiants

IndIdris Insufficient.

34
01.1.111n••••••.,11....

ZurlIck an den Absender
Rotour Pexpediteur I.
Mortis at mittAnta a

35 38

termite wipe
artsigoolet minim

!teem& ;mut rausp
d'adfrac irteutfisents

ffitaintato causa
indirfeto insidErtents

36

Verspatet wagon
ungenegender Adresse

&dude pour cause
d'adresse ineurlisante

Ritardato cause
tridirluo insufficients

37

Verspatet veegen
unrichtlger Postleittahl
Retarde par suite dun

faux numero
d'acheminement

Ritardato a cause del
nuttier° postale

davvlamisnm Inesatto

et,t

Pestsendungen
kOnsien nur dann reach
und zuverlassig zuge-
stellt warden, wenn sic
man adreaslort and.

ganzende Angaben
wio Voroame, Bemf,
Stress., Rausuuramer,
Zimmervermieter,
Arbeitgeber, Postfach.
nummer end bet grog.
son Stadten der Stadt.
trek, aollten ni. fehlen.

Les envois postaux no pen.
vent etre distribues de ma.
mare rapide et sdre quo Wile
portent one adresse esacteet
complete. Il ne faut pas °met.
trod 'indiquer angst dans Pa-
drease, selon le °style prenom
du destinataire, as profee.
sion, le now do la rue e le nu.,
mar° do la Wiggle, le now
du logeur on du patron, le
n wrier* de la case postale et,
pour les grandee vines, I

Gil invil postale miaow
*were recapltatl in mode
rapido e alcuro so/tante so
reran° indirizzo esatta •
completo. Nell'indirizzo non
dovrebbe mai maxims rin-
&Galena del nome di batte.
aimo del a • rofessione, della
a • o della case

tore dl
Vella ca.

ndi

25 I

4-\., I ./.4.
A-4 x3061. 0 50.

. ...........11,...1

;  

tt -tti4-11
sot Poet e, pal.

e(
*

sit*, del qulittidrs.
quertier. 

DleFeststeW: • . 1 8

L'egle* tie poste • .
L'uffloto postale:

688. • III. 87. 200.000.

Observations: OsservadoM:

—4vcrrvvt7:-44— 4,A0er

Adresse vegeVigeni
Abase ilsaffisaate
laid= iDalcierite

411merlesmom:

10.1* - 1937 A black
10.2 30 ? p black
10,3 31 ? r black
10.4 32 ? r black'

'Adresse Indern lessen'

G+F+I. - - ' Gen. 1 Rou1.9
G+F+I 16. 1.67 'Get. ' Rou1.4

This label is attached to letters which have been re-directed to the
addresses, i.e. to letters which it bee, been possible to deliver. Its purpose is
therefore different in that it is instructional to the recipient, and this applies
also to some of the following labels.

00110.11.0•10.

11, ADDRESS INSUFFICIENT Adresse ungenUend (G) - AdTepse ipauffisante
Indiritzo insufficielAe (I)

11,1*
1102*
11.5*
11.4*
11.5
11.6

11.7

2
3
4
4

13
34

34

1895
1895
1909
1918
1927
1937

p
r
r
r
p
p

r

black
green
green
black
black
black

black

r
GO'

0.4.1+I
G+14I
GO+I
G+1144

G+1P+I

410

AMP

16.12.47
5. 3052 15.

'Adresse incomplete'

WIN

3.56 Perfe10i. Gmn paper.
Two sub-types seen.
Roula

Insufficient or incorrect address is, of course, one of the commonest
causes for the non-delivery of an item, and the above series of labels is only one
of several in different sites and with differing inscriptions.  For examples

large labels (105 x 75 mm.) exist, which are gummed only down the left-hand edge.

These have a facsimile of a Series 11 label printed at the top left (Fig. 35).
, followed by a written reason for non-delivery which in this case was "3 of this name

and initial". Labels of this type exist also with specific printed reasons, e.g.
"No such street in Bern". It is difficult to see how these could be justified.

In some cases a letter can be deliverable in spite of an insufficient
address, and thus there are labels which state that the item has been delayed

because of the poor addreSe (Figs. 56.4 37) or because of a wrong postal code

number (Fig. 38); the latter is slightly larger. These labels are basically

informative, like those of Series 10.



Adoto. unnrarg 7.nr Varner
Pas net turteelogen man

Adresee ulracksontri
Aare. incenei• Ren.ot paw
edenar ogle de to ...tit

Leedi .IN . Ewa,

Marto Innate Ranodeat
per vender nunzia nee ovate

ma'am mdroa ft ago.

nsceccea &&&&& *at 66.

50 4Series
Series50
Series50 9

50 5Series
50 Series 3
50 Series 7
50 Series 11
25 Replaces Series

50 Figs. 36.37
25 Figs. 39-48

25 Series 2

25 Fig. 38

50

10
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mumigulprE A LABEL FOR 1 (Cont.)
The final series of labels which will be described here is for letters

addressed to persons who are known by the PTT to have changed their address. The

new address is written on the reverse and the letter re
turned to the sender for

this to be noted. Presumably the sender then has to re-sen
d it to the new address,

but all my examples are on commercial circulars which s
how no evidence of being

re-posted. Most probably new envelopes have been addressed and
 used.

The wording of this series varies, and today these labels 
are invariably

larger than the standard small size. A selection is shown in Figs. 39-49.

Presumably this label is in such demand that it is often reprinted. While this

would account for the many different settings, it is strange that the German and

Italian texts should vary so widely in respect of the a
ctual words used.

41 (192'7)

kdrette areter•e Verne,
reer al de. treo,ro.ut acetate.
nen Cana Adreste
.100. "6 nave, ne,
p6,51 . 6.	•116 ti e

eirreae mdmarre on verso.

PP 0123 ineann encomia, car
weeder nel•rm del moan m•

d, r •Ire •cd ran ri !era.

. 45

Adrasas • Adrasso • indirigge
g aming) intortrop isuatit

ZurtIcksandso
Reneeier — Rimers

At "on 1,eit.g
ti my, n•Irc.ee 0.11 V•ncic

n lerk

........ •
tae envoi:tie. ZurVntenee
g der rtueseitigeu

&dense suralegslerza.

4666.16 1,010, Fgar
,66,16... .60. ...1.4.1.111

. 66 6,

.4.1.1.616 14/651,61.. ROntaut
pee prendetflotO nee,

iod,rwe ttet “ ,tto • (i.e.

•

42 (1927)
61.Se 110601 .

.13. Zun V666.0616.9

ad+esst zwuckgeie niel.

ArPe:;• irnexacte. Remot pour
prentrc note do It nouveile

4.4,4030 ind nquise au etu:o.

incVnzzo inesatio. ilimanciau par
pr ender netUee del nuove trudutrzo

ind;eato • 'ergo.

o roosse ott r x
un rIcNip InataCta lasSallt
itt rtock Recur Rinvio
New, Wg6:Peitig
N",.v adr, ott verso

itutir, a t q r o

Adresse uorichlip. Zur Yarrow.
lump der rOcksottloss mason

Adresse xuracksatoltst.
Mrs**. losses* Pampa' pour
prondrs sots do Is roomette

@dross* IndtquAo au asps..
indlrixso Installs. Rtmatsdael pot
prouder neUzie del epee* to-

dIrlosa indica° a Colo.

Adrossa unrichtis. Za p Vermina
lamp der rdetseillgen noisse

*dross.) seri/divalent/I.
Adresse tneeects. !tenet)t pour
prendra sate de Is nouveile

egressi intilquee eurse.
Indio-Ina summit). Itimandas, par
grander notirie del micro in-

dirket; indicate • trope.

Adresse unnchtio. tut Vormer•
kund det tOckseitl angegebonen
neeen Adresse terUckgeleitel.

Adre5so inexacte. Romeo, pour
ptendre toots do la mauve!

adtesse indiduie an verso
Ind.razo inesat!o. Aimandasip2,_
prendotnot,va dot nuor ind

leldleal0 a WV. ,,r

(1958)

2,64,4
ler Avec.", ccrIcrdetw.

, nue!, Alretas a v,:,jesanit,
• edc d. ineeneln. tienan, pew
cccire nol

n ne Ia r,r,,elle
• icllnuelt AU ',V..

61.111i, Si oe.tedo Ds,
nreca, nnla del fernen

in ,!;:ve 3 1,:tj,

48 (1970)

39 (1918)

(1953) 46 (1958) 47 (1961)

43 (1958) 44

In addition to the labels specifically mentioned a
bove, many others have

existed. These were either non-standard in shape an
d/or wording, or they

referred to less common reasons for the return of a let
ter. In recent times,

however, a much needed rationalisation has be
en carried out by the PTT, and the

following list of the existing smaller-sized label
s is taken from an official

publication dated June 1974. This gives the official "formula number" and the

size of the sheet, from which can be inferred wh
ether the label is of "standard"

size (sheets of 50) or slightly larger (sheets of 25).
 They are, of course, tri-

lingual, but for convenience only the translation of th
e German text is given.

The "Series No." or illustration number has been added,
 and it can be seen that

Series 6 and 8 no longer exist. Otherwise, the precursors of all existing la
bels

appear to have been accounted for above, with the excep
tion of the final item

which I have never encountered.
ormeaarearavenerace

Formula Bo. Label inscription
No, in sheet Reference

Unknown
Refused
Gone away without leaving address

Unclaimed
Deceased
Firm closed
Address insufficient
Please advise sender of your new address

Delayed because of insufficient address

Address incorrect. Returned for the new

address given on the reverse to be noted
.Refused because liable to postage due

Delayed because of incorrect postal code

Gone away, search unsuccessful (Abgereiet,

Nachforschungen erfolglos).

238.03
238.04
238.05
238.06
238,07
238.08
238.09
238.11
238.12
238.15

238.16
238.17
238.18
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THE 1901 ESSAY COMPETITION By Jules Bouves
Since the adoption of the federal law of January, 14th, 1893, regulating the

postal department of Switzerland, the post office found an efficient proteetion, on
account of a reduction in internal rates, against the competition of private enter-
prise. It is known that in Switzerland letters, documents, small packets and other
postal shipments up to a weight of 250 grams, pay only the singld tax for letters,
i.e, 5 0. within 10 km. of the office of origin and 10 0. within the entire federal
district. Other charges, without regard to distance, Sze:

15 centimes, up to 500 grams
25 " from 500 grams up to 2i kilograms
40 " " 23 kilograms to 5 kilograms

The post office which, in 1893, had conveyed 65,822,200 letters for the
interior, had increased its operations in 1899 to 89,583,115 letters, with net
results, over and above the expenses for the entire postal service, of Fr.2,783.439.55.
The favourable showing, it must be said, was due not only to the condition of
business and the extension of commerce and industry, but also to the large influx of
strangers during the good season.

As early as 1890, the number of postage stamps sold for the' prepayment of
letters attained the figure of 19 million, and statistics show that of this number
the values-below 15 centimes contributed more than half.

With the start of the new century the federal government issued a decree,
according to which the postage stamps below 15 c. were to be replaced by a new type,
and before making a choice of designs it was decided to hold a competition among
native artists for the presentation of designs intended for the values of 2, 3, 5,
10 and 15 0.

According to the rules regulating the competition, complete liberty of
composition was left to the artists, provided that the subject should bear, well
displayed, the numeral of value and the word "Helvetia", and that the design should
be eighteen times as large as the current postage stamps, accompanied by a photo-
graphic reduction in the size of the stamp.

This competition, a resume of which will follow, did not provide the
expected results. The numbr of works submitted was numerous. More than 600
design which were exhibited at the Industrial Museum in Bern, presented to the
public a varied selection of ideas, unfortunately, however, only slightly in accord
with the special conditions required for designs intended to serve for the manu-
facture of postage stamps.

The majority of the artists had lost sight of the fact that the manufacture
of plates for postage stamps WEIS by means of electrotyping from Medallic dies, or
mother dies, and that in order to avoid a too rapid wearing away of the plates, the
designs must be restrained in detail and present as little complication as possible
in the relief, in order to produce a clear and uniform impression.  However the
majority of the designs included numerous details which were extremely effective in
the large size, but which, when reduced to the size of a postage stamp, did not
produce an attractive picture.

Among the numerous designs presented for competition were the following:

1. 143 designs personifying Helvetia in various form's.
2. 65 panoramas of Swiss mountains: particularly St. Gotthard, the Alps

under various aspects, the Jungfrau, the Rigi, glaciers of the Berneee
Oberland, Monte Rosa, and the ravine of Via Mala.

3. 18 views of Geneva, Lucerne and Ulrich, as well as the valley of Engadine.
4. 45 reproductions of buildings, such as the castle of Chillon and the

Parliament buildings.
5. The Federal cross in various shapes, surrounded by various postal allegories.
6. Doves, mail coaches with their postilions, messengers, portraits -

especially that of Mr. P. Reuffy, Director of the International
Bureau in Bern.

7. Allegories of all sorts and, finally. Wilhelm Tell and his son, as well
as his chapel.

It must be stated that among this mass of productions the jury did not
find a single composition meriting the first prize, and that it was the design of
Mr. L'Eplattenier which obtained the second prize. This design (Fig. A) represents
Wilhelm Tell brandishing the arrow which he had intended for the tyrant. He
carries the crossbow over, his shoulder, and close to him is his mon who presents
to him the pierced apple. This composition, well studied and which was adopted by
the jury for the lower 'postal values, will present a fine picture.
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The following received honor-
able mention by the jury:

1. The design of Mr. Cavalis
which won the third prize.

(Fig. B),, It presents, in an
ornaikental medallion, a beautiful
profile of Helvetia looking to the
left. The upper portion bears
the word 'Helvetia' and the lower

portion the Federal cross, with the
numeral of value at the sides.

2. The designs of Messrs. Robert
and Pfenniger each obtained

the fourth prize (Figs. C D),
the first for a design eimilar in
all details to that presented in
France by the painter Grasset, and
the second for a design of an

armed Swiss warrior, bearing on his left shoulder an eagle with spread wings.

3. The designs of Messrs. Boscowitz and l'Eplattenier, who received the fifth
prize for their busts of young girls bearing the national arms. ( Fig

s. 
E 
&

On the whole, the results of the competition were favourably received,
although, in giving prizes for tra designs reproduced, the Federal government
expressed its regret at not having been able to adopt certain designs representing
landscapes particularly the chapel of Wilhelm Tell and the lake, which would
have presented a rather pleasing ensemble.

Editerle_note: The text for the above was loaned to us by Mr. S. R. MacKenzie
 - - o0o-----

n•• .1•••••••••n•••nn•••MIIM

POUR LA TRANSMISSION DE.CORRESPONDANCE

SERVICE GRATUIT ENTRE OIVILS, 4, RUN PETITOT, GENEVE (SUISSE)
By P. Hobbs

This organisation appears to have operated for at least 10 months at the
beginning of the 1914-18 war from a private block of flats in the banking quarter
of Geneva. The items to be described were found by chance in a mixed box of
covers. Despite extensive personal enquiries in Geneva the only information is
that which the items themselves present. The only person living at this address
in 1914-15, who may have had a connection, Was a Raoul Dunant, a Doctor of Medicine
with a surgery at 46 Boulevard des Trenches, but it is not known if he was related
to Henri Dunant, or connected with the Red Cross, or if it actually was his
appartement which was used by the service. No-one at the Red Cross offices in
Geneva knows anything about the service, nor is there any trace in their contem-
porary records. Also the service was "Free", but someone had to pay for all the
postage stamps, some 17,968 up to 1347.15 filee item 15) at 25c. each: SFr.4,492
MR the rate of exchange was 25 Fr, to a gold)! Therefore, £1,125 in stamps
alone! Only two of the covers have the rubber handstamp of the service ... were
they too busy to stamp all of them?

If anyone has some other information on the service it would be gratefully
received to enable the gaps to be filled. The covers seen are:

1. Envelope sent to Lille. Z.109 machine cancelled Gerieve 1 6 pm. on 3.12,14.
Red handstamp "Via Deutschland" and purple handstamp "ZurAck". The sender's

name and address in Paris XVe and the MS No. 239 in top left-hand corner. On
the back in red is the stamp of the "Service", (see Illus.) and the return hand-
stamp of Gerieve 1 Distr. Lettr. of 15.12.14 at 8 p.m.

War was declared on 1st August 1914 and old maps show Lille to have been over-
run by the Germans by 14th November 1914. The number 739 indicated that the
service was newli

, set up in view of the fact that by the following March the
numbers appear to have reached at least 1500 per day (see items 7 & 8).
2. Letter to "Agence de correspondence entre civii j from Starokonstantinovsk

(Russia) dated 23.12.14. Arrival marks of Geave 1 Distr. Lettr, 28.1.15
at 11 p.m. and Ger;eve 11 Rue du Stand 29.1.15 at 6 p.m.

3. Letter to "Agence de ..." from Tould (Russia) dated 7.1,15. Backstamped
"Opened by Military Censor" and separate Censor's personal mark in purple.,
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THE DIRECTORS AND STAFF
of

THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD

SEND HEST WISHES TO ALL

HELVETIA MEMBERS FOR

A JOYOUS FESTIVE SEASON

and a

HAPPY NEW TEAR.

H.L.KATCHER
The Amateur

P.O. Box 242,
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SERVICE GRATU/T  (Continued)
Arrival marks of Geneve 6.2.15 at 9 p.m. and Geneve 11 machine cancel 7.2.15, 6 am,

4. Envelope which appears to have contained a returned letter addressed to
"Service gratuit etc". Blue hand stamps for "Franco Direction Postes I" and

"Confederation Suisses, Direction de ler Arrond. Postal, Genbve". Handstamp of
Genbve, Exp. Lettr. 22.2.15 at noon. Backstamped Genbve 1 at 1 p.m. and Geneve 11
at 2 p.m.

5. Similar to Item 4 with backstamped Geubve 1 23.2.15 at 6 p.m. and Genbve Rue
du Stand, 26.2.15 at 8 p.m.

6. Letter to Russia, Z.109, machine cancelled at Geneve 11 Rue du Stand 24.3.15
at 6 p.m* Stamped "Service postal auspendu". MS No. 10378* Backstamped

Geneve Exp. Lettr. 26.3.15 at 4 p.m.

7. Letter to Russia, Z.109 machine cancelled at Geneve 11 Rue du Stand 24.3.15
at 6 p.m. (i.e. as item 6). Other markings the same as 6. MS No. 11943.

8. Letter to Russia. Other markings
as 6 & 7. MS No. 11947. It would

seem possible that least 1,569 letters
were sent on 24th March, although the
average over the period was only 50
per day?

9. Postcard to "Agence de ..." from
Vienna dated 6.4.15. Red Austrian

censor's mark. Back cancelled Genbve 11
machine cancel of 9.4.15 at 5 p.m.
Card requests details of the "Service",
marked in pencil "Replied 22.4.15".
10. Letter from Brest Litovsk/ Grodnor

to "Service etc.", backstamped in
purple "checked by military censor" and
arrival marks of Geibve 1 Exp. Lettr.
9.4.15 at 2 p.m. and Geneve Rue du Stand
9.4.15 at 4 p.m.
11. Letter from Rostov on the Don to

"Service etc.", backstamped "Opened
by military censor" in purple and
"Opened by military censor - Military
censor Kansky" in blue. Arrival marks
of Geneve 1 Distr. Lettr. 25.5.15 at
9 p.m. and Genbve 11 Stand - Lettres
3.5.15 at 6 a.m.

12, Letter from Brighton to "Service e
postmarked 4.15 p.m. May 12 1915.

'Opened by Censor" label No.637 and
blurred backs tamp of Geneve 11 Stand -
Lettrea 14.5.15.
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13. Letter fSom England to "Comitg
International 4, rue Petitot Geneve"

with backstamp Genbve 1 Distr. Lettr. of
15.5.15 at 2 p.m. and Geibve 11 Stand -
Lettres 15.5.15 at 4 p.a. MS No. 17580
on front. "Opened by censor" label 545.
14. Letter in printed envelope from "The

French Ambassador to Berne" addressed
to "M. Charles Nicole, Ancien Consult
Service gratuit etc." Postmarked 28.5.15
at 11 am. and backs tamped Genitve 1
27.5.15 at 6 pm. and Genbve 11 Stand -
Lettres 29.5.15 at 6 am.

l5. Returned letter from Germany Z.109,
machine cancelled Gerieve 11 Rue du

Stand 13.7.15 at 7 pm. MS No. 17968 in
top LH corner, blue pencil uRetouru,
violet backstamp of "Service gratuit etc.
((Is item - 7) and arrival marks of Geneve 1
Distr, Lettr, 24.7.15, 2 am. and Geeeve
Rue du Stand 24.7.15, 6 am.

16. Returned letter envelope similar to
items 4 & 5 with machine cancel of

Geneve 1 Exp. Lettr. and 5.10.15, 4 p.m.

Does anyone know if this Service
continued after this date ???

411.111001
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, From a modest start in 1946 the
'Amateur Collector' has gone from strength
to strength and now celebrates, with just-
ifiable pride, its 30th anniversary; Swiss
collectors at home and abroad will wish to
extend to Mr. H.L. Katcher and his devoted
Ztaff their congratulations on this
achievement anl their good wishes for con-
tinued success in the years to come.

The publication of the 1977 'AMATEUR
COLLECTOR CATALOGUE OF SWITZERLAND"
reflects this growth with an enlarged
edition of 124 pages, listing all main
sections of Swiss philately, as well as
branches not found in. other catalogues.
The upward trend is emphasised by 9,547
price increases, with on24 12 reductions.
With clear text, excellent illustrations
and detailed listing, including varieties,
miniature sheets, T dues, hotel posts and
railway stamps, prices for blocks of 4 &
numbers issued,, this catalogue provides
all essentials for the keen collector.
Available now at £3.45 (post free) U.K.
£4.45 overseas (seamail), £5.90 (by air).

Also published is the latest issue
of the 'SWISS PHILATELIST' (Nos. 70-72).
As alwaye it contains a wealth of interest-
ing articles, such as the "Numeral 63A
Ilte-beche Pair Discovery', "Schweiz UPU
1900 - the Ren4 Gees Collection", a review
of this important work by Dr. W.R.Morrison
the first part of "Revenue Stamps of Basel
City" by W.Cdr.R.F.Bulstrode, market
comments, a note on the new American
Revenue Catalogue, and a host of special
Wers, Get your copy now - sub. 60p.
(P1.25) for 3 numbers.
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DID YOU KNOW?
..... that following the issue of the
new 'automatic' labels on 9.8.76, I
contacted the makere, FRAMA AG of
Lauperswil BE (one of the 3 largest
franking machine firms in Switzerland)
and learnt, among a host of things, that
they have also supplied the PTT with 2
other experimental machines, for use by
clerks at parcel counters at Ulrich 1
Sihlpost and Fribourg 1 and issue a
gummed label on white paper 72x32 mm.,
having the same printing head as the
public coin-operated machines & also for
any amount up to SFr,99.95. They have
been in use continuously since aan.1976
and altho discovered by a few coll

,lot-
ors there has been no mention anywhere
in print, until now! The amount needed
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for a parcel is punched onto the keys
of an adding machine-like keyboard, the
customer pays in cash and the label is
stuck onto the parcel. As the place
and date are already printed on the
label no cancellation is needed. The
number at the bottom shows first the
Postal District No. VIII for Zarich &
II for Fribourg, the 1 after the stroke
is for each individual machine of that
district. I have asked Zumstein if they
are going to list them as 'pre-cancels'.

.... that 2 'illegal' cancellations of
Swiss stamps have come to light. They
were in use during the 2 international
exhibitions held recently, i.e. Hafnia
and in Milan. Neither were mentioned
in the official PTA bulletin. Pen
will not list them,

 that theiFederal Council (7 men)
can now change postal rates without the
time-consuming parliamentary and
initiative procedures.

.... that the PTT were forced to reveal

their 1977 programme earlier than uslual
due to a broken promise whereby one news-
paper got hold of the list too soon.

.... that the next Regiophil will be
held in 1977 at Lugano and then in
'leo at the charming medieval town of
Zofingen.

 that the answer to Question No.54
is that Max Hunziker's picture was
used for the PP 50e. of 1970 (Z.No.149).
His style is quite unmistakable.

.... that Question No. 55 is: How
many Swiss stamps show a sport?
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NORTHERN GROUP: Hon.Sec. R. A. HOYLE,
Limes Ave, Huddersfield Rd., Halifax.

At the November meeting held in Leeds
Dr. G.G. Ritchie presented a paper and
display of Swiss Postage Due stamps and
'T' marks. He began by dealing with the
history of the Postage Due System,
describing how underpaid mail should be
treated and the various changes which
have taken place over the years. He
described the first stamps of July 1st,
1878, the various types, relative rarity,
methods of identification, and the various
colour changes which occurred in succeed-
ing years.

His display began with the various
stamp issues, mint and used, followed by
a remarkable collection of attractive
covers from all over the world showing
Swiss postage due stamps, including those
used in Liechtenstein. He also described
the system of collecting the postage due
fee and, the may 'Refused Mail' was dealt
with including many fine covers showing
' Refused! labels* and concluded with a
large selection of modern stamps (among
them coils) used as postage dues with
many covers showing the two types of hand

_struck 'T' overprints.

Mr. Hoyle also reports that Notthern
member, Mr. D. Cairns, has won the,
Blackburn P.S. Competition with a display
of 'Ship Marks orLake imcerne'e

Congratulations:: (Ed.)

ZUMSTE1N
- Latest editions published

on 1st September, 1976

EUROPE- 1217, Price £17.00

SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN 1977 
Pocket size •... Price 1.70

Please order Catalogues from
HARRIS PUBLICATIONS LTD.,

42, Maiden Lane, Strand, London WC2E 7LW

• Also available:

ZUMSTEIN POSTAL STATIONERY CATALOGUE 

Price: SFr.19.- plus postage SFr.4.-

Supplements to the Europe Catalogue
ale published in the BERNER BRIEFMARKEN
ZEITUNG.

Anneal fee 1977: SFr. 25.-
without special supplement

SFr. 27050
with special se-plement

For fine, first class stamps -
RARITIES OF SWITZERLAND AND EUROPE -
send your Wants Lists to

ZUMSTEIN
Propr. Hertsch & Cie,

P.O.B. 2585 CH - 3001 BERN

LONDON GROUP: Hon.Sec, Mrs.E.J.Rawnsley

There was a. good attendance at the
December meeting when MesarseLienhard,
Stiles, Mrs, Scholey c Mrse Hawnsley all
displayed, items showing MAJORVAltIETILS.
Particularly interesting was Mr. Lienhard's
study of the 'Grimsel Dam', as well ase.
varieties of the 25 & 70c. of this series.-

, To wind up the evening Mr. Bulstrode
shOwed a number of Sperati forgeries and
detailed the history of this remarkable
man. Also included were other exampleo
by Fournier which, altho to-day would
be more easily detected, eould still
prove disastrous to the inexperienced
collector. Altogether a most interest-
inF evening,

FOR DISPOSAL 

Mr. I. Tillen, flat 7, 13 Sherbourne
Rd, Acocks Green, Birmingham B27 6DU
wishes to dispose of the following:

1. Zumstein Pkt Ed. 1968 (brand new) 10p.
2. " Specialised 14th Ed. 1962 50p.
3. Am, Collector Cat, 1969 10p.

4. " it " 1976 20pe

5. ” “ tt 1971 30p.
6. “ " It 1974 40p.

7,
n n 1975 50p.

8. Commonwealth Cat. 1964 (new) lop.
Anyone interested please communicate with
Mr. Tillen. A contribution towards pont-
age welcome, especially for item 2.

JANUARY MEETINGS
LONDOW GROUP, - Wed. Jan. 12th -

AIRMAILS - Dieplay by Mr. A.S.Newall

NORTHERN GROUP e. Sat. Jan. 15th -
PERF. SITTING HELVETIA ISSUES -
Discussion Leader, Mr. R.A. Hoyle

IllugajuBLICITY cArcEL - from 9 Dec.

7214 MISCH Sommerferien Wintersport
(K.660)

J.S.ARMSTRONG
sends Greetings to all Members

of Helvetia for

A HAPPY CHRISTMAS

AND A GOOD NEW YEAR

and will be at their service in

the Coming Year for supplies of

all Swiss material.

14, Low Lane, Torrisholme,

MORECAMBE

Lancs. LA4 6PE


